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CASTING THE BALLOT — This ballot confronted voters in the city Of
Murray today as they turned out to decide who will be the next governor,
in addition to other statewide, district and local offices and two constitutional amendments. Murray voters will choose 12 councilmen, while
Hazel voters will elect five trustees and decide a question concerning the
Hazel Water District.

A "moderate" turnout was reported
in most of the 24 precincts in Calloway
County this morning as countians cast
their votes for the next governor and,
other statewide, district and local offices in the General Election.
Calloway . County Clerk Marvin
Harris said that today's voting was
"going good" and judging from what he
had seen so far this morning, he expected a "moderate" voter turnout of
the 16,000 registered voters throughout
the day.
Voting in precinct 3 at Murray Middle
School was termed "a light vote for this
time of days' by pall worker Laurine
Andrus. Mrs. Andrus reported that 101
people had voted there at 10:30 a.m.
According to Theron Riley, poll
worker at precinct 4 at Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, voting was "very light."
Only 86 of the 500 to 600 registered
voters at that polling place had signed
the registration books by 10:15 a.m.
Hazel • Tarry, working the polls at
precinct 7 at Robertson Elementary
School, termed that polling place's vote
as "moderate' with 125 voters at 10:30
a.m.
• One hundred forty-eight people had
voted by 10:45 a.m. at Calloway County
High School, according to poll worker
Helen Cole. Mrs. Cole said that more
voters had cast tteir ballots thus far
this morning at that polling place than
did at the same time in the May
Primary.
Voters in the Almo precinct who cast
their ballots at Imes Grocery numbered
164 by 10:45 a.m., according to poll
workers.
Meanwhile, a question on the ballot

concerning the Hazel water district and
a trustee election apparently served to
make Hazel voters show up in, large
numbers at the polls. Goldie Edwards,
poll worker, said that 252 people had
voted by 10:45 a.m. and termed that as
a "good" turnout.
The question on the Hazel ballot is:
Are you in favor of the City of Hazel,
Kentucky, selling its existing water and
sewer facilities to the South 641 Water
District paying to the City of Hazel the
amount of the outstanding indebtedness
on the City of Hazel Waterworks and
Sewer Improvement and Refunding
Revenue Bond of 1969 in the face
amount of $180,000.00, bearing interest
at the rate of 434 percent, in order that
such District can supply potable water
and proper sewer treatment and other
water and sewer facilities to the
residents of Hazel, Kentucky?
Hazel voters also will choose five
trustees from a slate of eight including
William Pratt, Edwin B. Knight, Joe
Thompson, Hal E. Winchester, John
Shendock, Billy D. Harrell, Ira B.
Taylor and James Hal Miller.
In uncontested district races,
Richard Weisenberger, Democrat of
Mayfield, seeks another term as state
senator from the First District, while
Freed Curd of Murray is the
Democratic nominee for Fifth District
state representative.
:Twelve Democratic candidates for
the Murray Common Council will also
be elected from the slate of 12. They are
J. D. Outland, David L. Willis, C. C.
Lowry, William R. Furches, William
(Bill) Bailey, Marshall Jones, Paul
"Dick" George, Steve Sammons, Loyd

Brown and Nunn Speak Optimistically
Of ThOir Chances At Capturing Top Prize
By BILL BERGSTROM
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE,Ky.( AP) — Democrat
John Y. Brown Jr. says he expects to be
elected governor because voters have
"a clear choice between old and new."
Republican Louie Nunn adds, "I'm
delighted with his confidence.
"I knew a fellow named Dewey once
who had that confidence," Nunn said,
as the two did some final campaigning
Monday before today's election.
(Republican Thomas Dewey,favored
in the 1948 presidential race, was
defeated by Democrat Harry Truman.)
Both Brown and Nunn looked fresh
and unfatigued. And both spoke optimistically of their chances.
Brown met with campaign workers in
Louisville's predominantly black west
end, and shook hands at a shopping
center there. When someone asked how
he felt, Bann grinned.
"Strong," he said. "I feel good. I'm
excited about the whole campaign. I
think we're in good shape."
He said he spent the morning making
telephone calls, "urging everybody to
get out the vote," and was hoping for
-the biggest vote in history."
Nunn traveled by plane, stopping at
Huntington, W.Va. — near Ashland in
northeast Kentucky — at Greater
Cincinnati Airport in north Kentucky
and at Lexington, Louisville, Owensboro and Paducah.

At Louisville's Bowman Field, he told
half a dozen reporters he expects
enough votes from Democrats to put
him in the governor's office. At
Owensboro he predicted a victory
margin of 50,000 votes.
Nunn also smiled when asked at
Louisville how he felt and what he
thought his chances were.
"I feel good," he said."And ill didn't
feel good about tomorrow, I wouldn't
feel good today."
Undecided voters are the key, Nunn
said. He said he expects the votes of 90
percent of the undecided Republicans,
half the undecided Democrats, and
"many Democrats that my opponent
cast aside early in the campaign."
"For that reason I feel very encouraged," he said.
He predicted a "substantial
majority" in the heavily Republican 5th
Congressional District, and a margin in
east Kentucky's 7th District, where
Democrats traditionally win.
Nunn said he would not change his
campaign if he were starting over, and
defended questions the Republicans
raised about Brown's lifestyle.
"I think some of it has been misinterpreted. The point is how he relates to
the people of Kentucky. What he does
with his time and his money are indicative..." Nunn said.
He said he believed the Republicans,
whom he described as "late bloomers,"

reached a turning point in the campaign about three weeks ago.
Now,he said,"We've zeroed in on our
voters. We know where they are. And if
we get them to the polls then I'll be the
winner."
Brown differed. He said Nunn's
prediction about winning the 7th
District was "silly," and disputed

Nunn's statements about disenchanted
Democrats.
"I feel good about the party. The
party's united," he said. "I feel like our
campaign is right on schedule and we
haven't gotten off."
At rallies in the past week, he said,
See BROWN,
Page 12, Column 8

Calloway FFA Chapter
To Get National Award
The Calloway County High School
chapter of the Future Farmers of
America will receive the Silver Award
at the National FFA Convention in
Kansas City, Mo., being held today
through Friday.
Ricky Cunningham of Calloway
County, state FFA vice president. is
one of the three-member state
delegation to the convention. Other
delegates are William Jay Jackman.
Barren County, state FFA president.
and state secretary Pam Brinkley
North Hopkins chapter. Alternate
delegate is Philip Purdon, state
treasurer, Boyle County.
Eight other state FFA chapters in
addition to Calloway have received
ratings in the National Chapter Awards
Program. Oldham, Lyon, Barren and

Spencer counties will receive the
National Gold Emblem award. Trigg
County, Lone Oak and Farmington
chapters will receive the Silver Award,
and the Fulton County chapter will
receive the Bronze Award.
Two Kentucky chapters, Oldham
County and Lyon County, will recive
National Silver Awards in the National
FFA Safety Awards Program.
Other Kentuckians will have official
parts in the convention program,
participating in contests, the 100-piece
national band and the Notional FFA
Chorus. Robert L. Kelley, director of
the agribusiness unit in the Bureau of
Vocational Education, Kentucky
Department of Eduation, is state FFA
advisor.

P. Arnold, J. Hardeman Nix, Howard
Koenen and Ruby Hale.
Statewide, early voting ranged from
light to heavy. Ballots were relatively
short in most counties and were not
expected to produce delays even if a
strong turnout developed because of the
heated gubernatorial race between
Democrat John Y. Brown Jr. and
former Republican Gov. Louie B. Nunn.
Jefferson County, the state's most
populous area, reported a moderately
heavy turnout during the morning and
confusion over write-in voting.
This year, for the first time, there
was no concentratiori.pf party workers
near the polls because a Jefferson
County ordinance bans electioneering
within 200 feet of a voting place.
Balloting was brisk in Fayette
County, and officials said there was a
line at some of the 158 precincts.
In Western Kentucky, traditionally a
Democratic stronghold, voter response
was varied.
Warren County officials said
balloting -was pretty heavy and steady
during the morning."
Voting was heavier than expected in
McCracken County, with the county
clerk predicting a better than 50 percent turnout before the polls closed at 6
p.m., local time.
A spot check of other counties
showed:
Graves — Light voting with 40 to 50
percent of the registered voters expected.
Ballard — Average to good.
Hickman — Average.
Fulton — Moderate to heavy.
Marshall — Heavy.
In Boyle County, the clerk's office
reported that 2,3412 of the 12,133
registered voters had cast ballots
before noon.
Boyd County Clerk Ray Slone
predicted a 65 to 70 percent turnout in
that northeastern Kentucky area.
Three southeastern counties —
Breathitt, Wolfe and Leslie --reported
very light voting but it was "unusually
heavy" in Lee County.
Officials estimated earlier that the
turnout statewide would range from a
moderate 800,000 to a heavier-thanusual 900,000 to 1 million.
The average for the past four
governors' races is about 850,000.
Brown, a 45-year-old millionaire
whose name is a household word in the
state, swept last spring's Democratic
primary with a media blitz only two
months after announcing. He never has
held public office.
Nunn, a 55-year-old veteran
politician, won the governorship in 1967
after a previous unsuccessful attempt,
then lost a U.S. Senate race in 1972.
The current general election campaign began on an acrimonious note
when Nunn's forces focused on Brown's
socalled lifestyle, contending or implying that the Democratic nominee
was a high-stakes gambler with a
tendency to associate with undesirable
elements.
Brown denounced Nunn for what he
called lies, half-truths and distortions.
In the final two weeks, issues began
to surface as the GOP muted its
lifestyle approach.
Kentucky governor's campaigns
traditionally start early, and former
Louisville Mayor Harvey Sloane
became the first Democratic entry in
1978. He was runnerup to Brown.

Nunn, who had mild opposition in his
primary, skipped the traditional
summer political layoff and kept
hammering at Brown, contending his
foe was a media creature whose private
record was fair game because Brown
has no public record.
In this connection, he called in vain
on Brown to make public his income tax
returns.
Brown replied that no public good
would be served by such a move and
that a nationally prominent certified
public accountant company already
had disclosed his tax payments and the
fact that he passed muster the past
decade under both federal and state
audits.
Democrats outnumber Republicans
/
2-to-1 in registration. Their
almost 21
drive for new voters yielded a like
proportion.
Brown's camp has forecast a landslide victory. Nunn's spokesmen have
said the earlier gap in polls has been
closed and that the former governor
will win.
The two had contrasting campaign
styles, with Brown emphasizing
television appearances, in which he
was regarded as charismatic, and
Nunn focusing on appearances gound
courthouses and oldfashioned rallies.
Brown made a practice of promising
nothing to voters and largely bypassing
the traditional Democratic political
structures in the 120 counties.
Nunn followed the tradition of
pledging roads and projects — to the
extent that Brown asserted his foe
already had promised an amount equal
to half the state's next biennial budget.
One issue involved professional
negotiations for schoolteachers,
favored by Brown, without binding
arbitration and with a no-strike clause,
and opposed by Nunn as financially
irresponsible.
Brown also called for revamping the
state income tax law to take some of the
burden off the poor and middle class.
Nunn opposed any change.
Brown supported eventual full state
See TURNOUT,
Page 12, Column 7
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Mostly cloudy and cooler with
gradually diminishing winds
tonight. Low in the lower to mid
30s. Wednesday clearing during
the morning and mostly sunny
during the afternoon. High in the
lower to mid 50s.

Kentucky's Fuel Supply Picture
Looks Brighter For This Winter
By MARIA BRADEN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky's fuel supply picture is brighter
this winter than it has been in years.
"Under the worst conditions we
might have problems," state Deputy
Energy Secretary Damon Harrison
said Monday, "but I don't think we'll
get down to the crisis stage."
The supply of natural gas is the best
it's been in four to five years; coal and
propane gas supplies appear adequate,
andAhe heating oil situation should be
manageable, Harrison said in an interview.
Weather is the unknown factor.
Forecasters have predicted belownormal winter temperatures and
considerable precipitation. State
energy officials don't know if that
means mow, which could cripple
transportation of fuel supplies, or
merely rain.
Harrison sold Ahrty're *stunting the
worst, md still are-confident they can
handle.the situation.
Natural gas,in critiCally short supply
only a few years ago,is so plentiful this

year that utilities are taking on new
customers
after
a
six-year
moratorium.
"Natural gas is in the best condition
it's been in for years, particularly for
residential use," Harrison said.
Gas allocations still may be curtailed
for some industrial and commercial
users despite the abundant supply if
their contracts call for it, he added, but
the level of curtailments won't be
comparable to past years.
Supplies of coal and propane gas
appear adequate, with a 40 million ton
supply of coal above ground, Harrison
,said.
The only problem energy officials
foresee with propane is if transportation is slowed or stopped temporarily by freezing or snowy weather.
The home heating oil situation is
more of an unknown, with several
suppliers and distributors no longer
operating in Kentucky. However,
Harrison is optimistic that the state can
ntake up deficiencies.
• HO' said 5,000 of the 90,000 Kentuckians who use heating oil have lost
their permanent suppliers and must
and another source. They are expected

to use about 3.3 million gallons this
winter.
In the event they cannot find a new
supplier, the state can transfer a
portion of its heating oil allocation to
them, Harrison said.
Each month oil companies are
required to make available for
emergency use by the state about 4
percent of the middle distillates
distributed in Kentucky. Heating oil is
one of the group of products known as
middle distillates.
Recession is another factor that could
influence the supply of fuel this winter.
Harrison said.
If the economy forces some commercial and industrial operations to
slow down or suspend operations, it will
reduce the demand for many types of
fuel, and free it up for other purposes.
such as residential heating.
Harrison said Kentuckians should not
issume that this winter's bright energY
picture will last. •
"It could tighten up again in four to
five years." he said. "We need to
remind people that the problem is still
there, and to be sure to use energy
efficiently.",

-TRAILER /IRE — A member of the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad attends to a fire today that completely
call'was tuynedir.....&..'
destroyed a trailer located off Swift Road near Kirksey2A squid
a.m. Harlan Bowden, owner of the contents of the trailer, said the fire started around a gas heater. Owner of the
trailer and the land is Marshall Roberts of Texas. Loss was set at $30,000, a spokesman said. He added no one was .
injured.
Staff Photo Ity Matt Sanden
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Meeting Of Kentucky
At Local Church
Robert Rudder, professor of
music at Paducah Community
College, and faculty members
and students of the Music
Department of Murray State
University attended the annual convention of the Kentucky
Music
Teachers
Association which met on the
campus of Morehead State
University, October 21-23.

Shoilfing Dal- Changed This ff-eek
Shopping day for the Senior Citizens has been changed
from Friday, Nov.9,to Thursday, Nov. 8,for this week due to
the bazaar by the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
on Friday, Nov.9,from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. at the Ellis Community Center.
The shopping hours will be from 10:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Persons should call 753-0929 by 10 a.m. for morning shopping
and by 11:30 a.m.for afternoon shopping.
The public is urged to attend the bazaar on Friday, a
spokesman said.

Prof. Marie Taylor, second
vice
president of the
organization, Dorothy W.
Mason, K.M.T.A. Newsletter
Editor and Elementary
Workshop chairman, Dr.
James McKeever, and Dr.
Judyth Lippmann, all on the
piano faculty of M.S.U., and
music students Karen Atkins,
Julie Heil, Lisa Bell, and

Bridgett Gregg were present.
The recently retired Acting
Dean of M.S.U.'s College of
Creative Expression, John C.
Winter, and Mrs. Winter, were
honored at the convention
banquet for their outstanding
the
to
contributions
organization.
Winter was president of

Poplar Spring if .111 - (;ires Programs
The Poplar Spring Baptist
Church WNIU presented
special singing programs for
the patients at the Westview
Nursing home and residents of
Fern Terrace Lodge for the
October meeting.
Mrs. Louise Short played
the piano for the singers who
were the Rev. Ron Adams,
Freida Adams, Lori Adams,
David Smotherman, Cloia
Ruby Fannin,
Campbell,
.
.
Murial Wright, Matthew
'Wright. Bobby Cook„ Lois
Smith, Lottie McCuiston,
Mildred Thompson, Salone
Pittman, Earl Van Natter,
Otis Lovins, Sue Campbell,
Carol Kelly, and Shirley
Werts.
Earl Van Natter gave the
devotion at Westview, Freida
Adams played the piano and

sang a solo. Muria! Wright Ted
in prayer.
Ron Adams played the
guitar and sang. Otis Lovins
and Rev. Ron Adams gave the
devotions _ with Earl Van
Natter closing in prayer.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Robert Bramlett of Hazel
has _ been dismissed, from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Dismissed recently from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
was 1.ynn Burkeen of Murray.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Michael Watsorr-of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.

.
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tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314

7:15,9:05

lliss Carmen .-Irriald
and Rick Garland
-e. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Arnold of Peoria, Ill., announce the approaching marriage of their only daughter, Carmen, to Rick
Garland of Murray.
The bride-elect is a student at Murray State University
working toward her Master's degree in human services. She
is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Newingharn,
Waverly, Ill„ and of Mrs. Harry Arnold, Sr., and the late
Harry Arnold,Sr.
Mr. Garland,son of Mrs. Jimmy Cochran and Bill Garland.
is a 1974 graduate of Murray High School, and is presently
employed by the General Tire and Rubber Company,
Mayfield. He is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Garland of Alino, and the late Fred Carroll.
The ceremony will be solemnized on Saturday, Nov. 17, at 6
p.m. at the First Christian Church, Murray, with the Rev.
Dwayne Franklin officiating.. A reception will follow at the
University Branch of the Bank of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold are sending out of town invitations only, but extend a welcome to all family and friends to attend
the wedding and the reception. .

Your Individual
Horoscope

6er MONTY PYTHON'S

LIFE 0
OF BRIAN
7:30 Only

Frances Drake

ATTENDING THE RECENT convention of the Kentucky Music Teachers Association in
Morehead from the western area of the state were students and faculty of Murray
State University and Robert Rudder, faculty of Paducah Community College. Pictured
above,seated left to right, USA Bell, Symsonia, Bridget Gregg of Harrisburg, Ill., and )ulie
Heil, Milstadt, Ill, music students at M.S.U. Standing left to right, Prof. Dorothy W.
Mason, Dr. Judyth Uppmann, Dr. James McKeever, and Prof. Marie Taylor, all of the
Murray State University Music Faculty. Not present for the picture were Prof. Robert
Rudder of P.C.C., and Karen Atkins, Camden, Tenn., M.S.U. student.

FREDERIC FORREST ALBERT HALL SAM BOTTOMSE
7:10,9:20
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A comedy for adults
who can count.
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Ethan Allen Fall Values at The Carriage House

WEDNESDA Y , NOVEMBER 7, 1979
What kind of day will pressive. Make phone ca:
tomorrow be? To find out what and write letters. Partners ar..,
prone to disagree a bou:
the stars say, read the
money
matters.
forecast given for your birth
-CANCER
Sign.
(June 21 to July 22)
Ce—el
Private financial move
ARIES
work out to your advantage
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 )
Be sociable. Don't insulate
Take the initiative in yourself. Maintain harmony
planning dates. A family with co-workers.
member may be concerned LEO
about a distant matter. Check (July 23 to Aug. 22 I
accommodations re travel.
Get in touch with friend...
TAURUS
but check with family
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
members before inviting
Take advantage of sales re others over. Retire early
furniture and appliances. VIRGO
Talks on joint assets are liable ( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) TIV
to be inconclusive. Sign no
Do furthur research re a
Papers.
career venture. Progress by
GEMINI
staying behind the scenes The
May 21 to June 20
p.m. doeSn't favor inviting
You're articulate and ex- guests over.
LIBRA
62.
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22).' 04
Career talks could drag on
past working hours. Measure
your words. Joining friends at
a cultural event should prove
stimulating.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 ) Mire
Launch new
bus(noss
projects, but downplay ego.
Check consulting fees bef,re
making appointments with
advisers Care with expenditures.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21 ) XE'r
Let associate have center
stage, and then you'll brut out
what's bothering them Not
the best time for agreements
about joint assets.
1,e
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19 ) v)
Remember financial
priorities. Work towards goals
and don't be distracted A
close ally may not be in the
mood for talk. Let them be.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18i
(*.%.
A good time for furthuring
personal goals, but don't !nix
business with pleasure. Partygoers should be careful of
health and diet.
•.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20(
Make that resolution to get
things done around the house.
Keep socializing free from
shoptalk. Find other topics of
mutual interest.
FOR

Dining ‘Room Said
enjoy great savings...enjoy memorable holiday dining.
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Electrolux
Sales &
Service
Tony
Montgomery
753-6760

YOU BORN TODAY are a
searcher for truth. Your interest in things unknown
makes you a good researcher,
whether your field be science,
literature, or
religion.
Analytical and sometimes
critical, do not let your mental
interests isolate you from your
fellowman.. Your greatest
'success comes with the
development of the common
touch and an interest in the
issues that affect mankind.
writing. teactUng,
philosophy, and medicine are
other fields in which you'll
make you mark. I business,
you should have financial
success.
•
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MARLON BRANDO ROBERT DUVALL MARTIN SHEEN

K.M.T.A. from 1970 to 1972,
and later was president of the
Southern Division of M.T.N.A.
The convention featured
recital performances by
members of the Morehead
State University faculty and
the Lexington Quartet, as well
as lectures by. Marvin
Blickenstaff, co-author of the
"Mainstreams of Music"
piano method,and Doris Owen
University
of
Bickel,
Louisville, who discussed the
development of piano technic.
There were a number of
sessions dealing with Church
music and vocal techniques.
Miss Lippmann made a
presentation of the book,
"Keyboard Skills Workbook,"
which she and Mrs. Mason had
prepared during the summer
of 1979 as a result of a grant
[received from the Center for
the Enhancement of Teaching
Effectiveness at M.S.U. Two
concerts afforded the . opportunity to hear new music
by. Kentucky composers, one
of them featuring music by
student composers and the
other featuring the composition, A Piano Trio commissioned from Dr. Ted
Diaconoff, Northern Kentucky
University, for this annual
program.
The annual high school and
college state-level keyboard,
vocal, and instrumental
competitions were held on
Sunday, October 21. The
winners in each category Will,
advance to the Southern
Division competition which
will take place in Memphis on
February 1-3, 1980.
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Your holiday dinners will not only look
better — they may even taste better in a
new Ethan Allen dining room! And now
you have a choice of two styles— formal
Queen Anne or country casual — both
scaled to adorn almost any sizeroom or
dining area. Best of all they're both on
sale so you can enjoy great savings and
great meals!
Shown above: Formal dining room,
inspired by 18th Century design, in solid
Cherry and selected Cherry veneers.

Shown right: Country casual dining room
in sunny Nutmeg finish with easy care
Formica' plastic top.

sale
699.50
799.50

Convenient Credit Terms...
I satin MAR it it \isiii‘f,s

Store Hours: °
Daily 9 AM 't45,114.
Friday 9 AM 'til 8 OM
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reg.
sale
Table & 4 Side Chairs 1,277.50 1,099.50
50" Buffet & China 1.399.00 1,199.50
Arm Chair
219.50 189.50

reg.
Table & 4 Chairs .
849.50
54" Buffet & China . . 939.00

mat
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(THAN ALLEN •'

114 Wirth :Third t. Paducah, Ky.
Phone 442-2769 or 443-6257
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Tuesday, Nov.
Second session of the Estate
Planning Seminar will be at
the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center at 7

Tuesday, Nov.
Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at 7
p.m. at the club house with the
program by Kay Bates.

Kappa Department, Murray
Gladys Williamson Group of
the S.nking Spring Baptist Woman's Club, will meet at
Church WMU will met at 7 7:30 p.m. at the club house
p.m. at the home of Marketia with the program to be a
Fisher-Price Toy DemonOrr.
stration.
Children's Book Fair by
ACEI will be from 8:30 to 5:30
p.m. in Room 321, Special
Education Building, Murray
State University.

for
g

Chorus of the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 7
p.m. at the home of Karen
Bolls.

Groups of First Baptist
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls Church WMU will meet as
will meet at 7 p.m.at the lodge follows: Dorothy at parlor at
10:30 a..m., and Bea Walkerhall.
with Mrs. Charles Hale at7:30
Regular meeting of the p.m.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club is
Murray Optimist Club will
scheduled at the Health
meet
at 6 p.m. at Boston Tea
Center at 7 p.m.
Party.
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1Deox-A611.By Abigail Van Buren

Can't Defrost
Her Icy Heart
DEAR ABBY: When I was 6. my mother, a widow. died.
The state put me in an orphanage and found a family to
• legally adopt my two little sisters.(They were 3and 4 at the
I want to establish contact with my sisters, but so far I've
shad no success.-even though- I was able to contlict their adoptiv.e mother. My Sisters are 19 and 20 now, and they live
with their adoptive parents in another state. ,
• First. I wrote to their mother,.explaining who I was, and
asking her permission to write to my sisters. My letter was:
never answered, so I called and asked if she ever received
my letter. She said. "Yes. I got it. and why -don't you mind
your own business and quit trying to mess up my daughters'
I told her politely. that I didn't want to mess up their lives.
I just thought that since we were blood sisters they might
want to know me because I remember them and still love
them very much.
She said."Please leave them alone and find somebody else
to love!" Then she hung •up on me.
Abby.I am a respectable married woman. My husband advised me to forget about trying to see my sisters, but he
agreed to abide by your decision.
DEPRESSED
DEAR DEPRESSED: Your sisters should be allowed to
decide whether they want to be contacted by you. The
agency that arranged their adoption can contact them. Seek
their assistance.
DEAR ABBY: The letter from a patient who was left undressed on a hard examination table for an hour reminded
me of how I once taught a fancy Park Avenue gynecologist a
lesson.
He left me on the examination table, in a chilly room, for
what seemed an eternity. I was naked except for a short
hospital gown slit up the back.
I finally got off the table and wandered out to his waiting
room (which was filled with patients) "looking for the
doctor."
What a picture I must have been: half naked, barefoot,
with this short gown,open in the back, flying in the breeze!
Well, a nurse grabbed me and escorted me back to the examination room,and you can bet the doctor was there in less
than a minute.
STILL LAUGHING
DF,Att s f ILI, LAUGHING: I'm laughing, too. But(don't
recommend that method of getting the doctor's attention.
DEAR ABBY: I was particularly interested in the letter
from the man who loved his parents, but it tore him up to
visit their graves,so he never went. His sisters and brothers
went often, which made him feel guilty, so he asked you if he
should go for "appearances' sake." Thanks for saying,"The
poorest reason to do anything is for 'appearances sake.'" I
agree.
My sister and I fell out over an argument we had about
how much to spend on our mother's casket.
When we were shown a $6,000 coffin (with an innerspring
mattress!) I burst out laughing, even though I was sad and
heartsick at the time.
My sister was all for putting our whole family into debt to
give Mama an expensive funeral just so people wouldn't
think we were cheap. We had some bitter words about it.
We finally, settled on a nice coffin for $1,500, which was
plenty.
I've left instructions with my family to spend the absolute
minimum on my funeral. When a poor family goes into debt
for a fancy funeral, it's usually because they feel guilty
about the way they treated their loved one while he was living, and are trying to make it up to him• after he's dead.
NO FANCY FUNERALS
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Festival Planned Here Friday

Another comforting idea
from

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
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venger Saxony-15 Multi-Tones

sq. yd. $
899

astleward Saxony - 16 colors

sq. yd.

ampionship Twist - 15 Colors

ead Star Sculpture - 16 Soft Colors

Q

uiet Rythm Sculpture - 15 C,olors

S

tarliner Saxony - 13 Multi-Hues

frAt$440 WiPPP41.
Coldwater Rd.
753-0317

sq. yd.

(Prices Include Padding
& Installation)

yd $950

1075
'12"

sq. yd.

sq. yd.

*CARPET
* WALLPAPER
* VINYL FLOORING

641 North "In The Village"
753-07417
Jerry namira henry'Owners

$1 1 75
I I

sq. Yd. $1250

rbital Twist - 15 Colors

Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular:
You're Never Too Young or Too, Old." Send $1 with a long,
self-addressed, stamped 128 eental envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

$950

sq. yd. $975

nclinations Saxony -16 Multi-colors

CONFIDENTIAL TO "NEW READER IN
HOUGHTON, MICH.": Don't marry for money. You can
borrow it much cheaper.

We would like to extend best wishes to Teri
Morris, bride-elect of
,Tommy Futrell. They
have selected decorating
accessories from our
complete decorating line.
Teri and Tommy will
be married Dec. 28th.
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The West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative which serves subscribers
in Calloway, Graves, Carlisle, Hickman, and Marshall Counties in Kentucky and Henry and Weakley Counties
in Tennessee reached a milestone this
week by installing its 10,000th
telephone.
Airman First Class John Larson, son
of Dr. and Mrs. Edwin Larson, has been
presented the Air Force Commendation
Medal in ceremonies at Barksdale
AFB, La.
Deaths reported include Thomas
Raymon Killegrew, 78, and James H.
Gossum, 41.
Fred Schultz, superintendent of
Murray City Schools, was elected vice
chairman of the Kentucky Committee
of the Southern Association of Schools
at the meeting held at Lexington.
Mary Matarazzo, Cindi Alexander,
Debbie Edmonds, Glenda Doran,Susan
Kennedy, and Debbie Luther, all of
Murray, are pledges of Alpha Omicron
Pi social sorority at Murray State
University.

EDITORIAL

Unfounded
Fear
The American Medical costs. The more consumers
Association (AMA) reacted know about both,the better.
with predictable consternation
The AMA's concern over
Federal Trade Commission unethical advertising is
that physicians cannot be justified. But existing laws and
prohibited from advertising regulatory agencies already
their fees and services. Ex- provide adequate safeguards
perience will, we think, demon- .against this type of consumer
strate that the AMA's fears are fraud.
4514,7'4
unfounded.
The likelihood, then, is that
Two years ago,the American advertising in the medical proBar Association (ABA) ex- fession will yield results Garrott's Galley
pressed similar concern over similar to those it has produced
the U.S. Supreme Court deci- in other fields: Namely,
sion permitting lawyers to greater consumer knowledge
advertise. ABA officials wor- and corresponding competitive
ried aloud that commercial pressure to produce the best
advertising would benefit possible product or service at
unscrupulous lawyers at the ex- lower costs.
pense of their more principled
The other night at the Murray Highcolleagues. The advertising of
Marshall County football game, I
fees in particular, said the
couldn't help but notice three very
ABA,might lead to a deteriorayoung little girls as they huddled briefly
together, lit up some cigarettes and
tion in the quality of legal serbrashly ambled off into the crowd.
vices.
They couldn't have been more than 12
There is, as yet, no evidence
or 13 years old, but they thought they
that anything of the sort bxs
were the cat's meow. Wow! They've
happened. What does seem apcome a long way — the young ladies
and their cigarettes.
parent is that the growing
Ther141s a time when a girl could be
volume of legal adyertising has
expelled from Murray State if she was
served the public by enhancing
caught smoking, especially in the
competition
in •
the
66r
dormitory. A story of these times was
marketplace. Fees for stantold to me not long ago by a lady who
asked not to be identified, but assured
dard legal services in most
me the story was true.
cities are now subject to
++++++
healthy competitive pressures.
It was told to her by a young lady at
And there seems to be no shorthe time by the name of Geneva Belt, a
tage of lawyers willing to offer
student at Murray State and living in
Wells Hall, which at that time was the
competent counsel and competitive rates. Consumers also
benefit from advertising that
_222
identifies a lawyer's area of
specialization.
Why should advertising work
any differently in the medical
profession? The practice of
By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
medicine is a service for which
Copyrtgat, 111$
the benefits are related to the
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Why, A Girl Could Get Expelled
From MSU For Smoking In 1920s
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MASSIVE MIGRATION TO MICHIGAN

By Ken Wolf
No book shows how enamoured
Americans were of businessmen in the
1920's better than The Man Nobody
Knows, a study of Christ, portrayed as
a successful salesman and business
organizer and written by the advertising executive Bruce Barton in
1925.
Barton's praise of Jesus, "The
founder of modern business," includes
the following statement which highlight
the material success of the messiah;
He picked tip twelve men from the
bottom ranks of business and
forged them into an organization
that conquered the world.
In the first place he recognized the
basic principle that all good advertising is news. He was never
trite or commonplace; he had no
routine.
Every one of his conversations,
every contact between his mind
and others, is worthy of the attentive study of any sales
manager.
The nicest thing about Barton's
Jesus, one suspects, is that he never
forced his followers to choose between
success and virtue. The Man Nobody
Knows was a best-seller.

Bible Thought
"He that is not with
me—Matthew 12:30.
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Extensive migration of the excess population in Callowa
County got underway before the turn of the century in search it
improved health and an opportunity to become a land owner. Nat
urally, the "Southwest and Far West provided the promised land
Departures early in the century were a weekly occurrence, custi)
manly encouraged by a relative who previously had settled ii.
Arkansas, Texas, Indian Territory, Arizona, New Mexico and California, in addition to a sprinkling into distant Oregon. Thus the
West drained off the county's surplus population. The general
westward flow continued unabated until the advent of World NVar I
when the excess population was absorbed in the armed services )1.
related war efforts. Consequently, the population stabilized with
the very young staying at home with the older men and worra-ii
entrenched in the everyday activities of farming, tradesmen; and a
selected few engaged in professions.
World War I had introduced new horizons for service mtii
never before seen nor expected to be world-wise for several hundred
military age men. Most of the traveled young Men returned to Calloway County but within a few months a majority became restless
with the popular war song ringing in their ears, "How .are y•ou going
to keep them down on the farm after they have seen Gay Part-c."
The shot heard around Callaway County' was the sensational
announcement that Ford Motor Company was paying $5 a day for
workers, a wage far higher than the average young Calloway wan
could scarcely believe, a wage level condemned by other industrialists
throughout the nation. A mere handful of young people had made
their way to Detroit in the last months of the war could vouch for the
high wage scale, establishing a rotation pattern of going to Detroit
and- returning with the sureness of a merry-go-round, customarily
ending up with as little in their pockets as they had borrowed
iipoa
4; leaving after paying the fare for the
round-trip flying jenny.
Soon after the ending of World War I, the nation began to
feel the consequential effects of the all-out war effort as did
the
western world in a post-war depression. Unwinding of the
war
required about three years to reach its highest intensity, but by that
time hundreds of young Calloway County folks had found
thtir—
way to the Motor City and had been inducted into the
laboring
work force. That is, simple day labor for Calloway's sons had
never
been skilled in trades essential in the art of manufacturing cars and
trucks. These young folks had been introduced at first hand to
the advantages of a common school education, thus became -prospective candidates for apprenticeship openings as millwrights, tool
makers, electricians, lathe operators, grinders and mechanics.
As
the post wt.r depression deepened, a general protest surfaced among
old Detroit residents as well as the thousands of immigrants from
overseas, demanding "hillbillies" to return to their homes in the.
Southland. Employment agencies got the message and as a
result
a systematic boycott of southerners resulted, forcing hundreds
of
our county's young people to return home, thereby eliminating
the
probability of exeessive welfare benefits in periodic depressions.
Most of the green hands did return for the duration, however the
imitt*TetliiikitThei NV-6'e batty turfing M fi-xelVbrth refused to tit 'Ate
from theit new-found homes ',here it could not be any more economic denying than they hird been experiencing since the Civil War
in the South.
To Be Contiimed

10 Years Ago

girls' dormitory. This was along in the
from the office with the innocent
late 1920.s. Miss Susan Peffer, who is
assistance of the student worker friend.
remembered by many, was the dean of
++++++
women, and Mrs. Mary Gardner was a
The switch was made without hitch.
house mother. They both lived in
The burned mattress was taken to the
special quarters in the dormitory.
roof of the four-story building, to be
Now, Miss Peffer, 30 the story goes,
disposed of later through another phase
looked after her girls like a mother hen,
of the operation.
meeting with them regularly, giving
A boy friend of one of the girls had a
Them all kinds of advice and just
pickup truck. Drawn into the plot, he
looking after them in general. She often
agreed to'come to the dorm the next
referred to the dormitory's residents as
night — again during the dinner how —
"one big, happy family." One of the
so the girls could 'throw the burned
things, however, upon which she.inmattress down to him. He then would
sisted was that the girls dress up nice
haul it away, to be tossed into Clarks
for dinner.
River east of town.
On this particular night, several of
Meanwhile, it had rained and turned
the girls had gathered in one of the
bitter cold, freezing the mattress
rooms for a smoking session, fully
rocklike. The earth literally trembled
realizing that they could be expelled
when it came crashing to the ground,
from school should they be caught.
pushed from the roof by the shivering
As fate would have it, Miss Peffer,
girls.
herself already dressed for dinner,
Instead of getting it in the river,
suddenly decided to make a trip
hotvever, the thing ended up on the
through the halls just before the dinner
bank for some reason. After another
hour. A friend spotted her and rushed to
strategy huddle, the girls decided to
warn the smoking girls.
come back the next night — again
Having no ash trays permitted in the
missing their dinner — to push it into
room,they mashed out their butts in the -- the water so it
would float out of their
closed thing availalbe, a wastebasket.
lives forever.
"Come, girls!" Miss Peffer called out.
When they came back the next night,
"It's almost time to get dressed for
though, it was gone. Someone, needing
5:limier."
.
a hard mattress, and picked it up. With
"All right, Miss Peffer. We'll be right
a sigh of relief, they felt their troubles
down," they innocently replied, almost
were over; at least until the dreaded
in unison. And down to dinner they went
need for the use of the guest room
shortly afterwards.
wow. •
++++++
This situation developed in time, and
When they returned, they found the
Mrs. Gardner was beside herself trying
wastebasket had caught fire and
to find out what had happened to the
burned itself out, singeing the mattress
mattress when she graciously opened
on a nearby bed and almost setting it
the guest room door with a guest in tow
afire. Frantically, the girls put their
to find it missing.
heads together. They had to get rid of
"She tried every way in the world to
that burned mattress or they would be
find out what had happened to it," my
found out and expelled for sure.
informant laughed, "and it almost
One of the smokers knew a girl who,
drove her up the wall when she wasn't
as a student worker, was on duty in the
able to. But to my knowledge, she went
office just off the lobby. Nearby was the
to her grave never knowing whatever
guest room. They came up with the idea
happened to the mattress that time In
of replacing the burned mattress with
the Wells Hall guest room."
the one in the guest room, but the door
+++++
to it was locked.
, Can you imagine a group of girls
The switch was set for the next night,
today going to such extremes to
during the dinner hour, and after much
keeping their smoking a secret? I can't.
pleading, begging and coercing, they
The Virginia Slims ad is right: They've
managed to get the guest room key
come a long way!

Low Down

FROM THE

By Joe Crump

Congressional
Record

Undocumented
Aliens Wanted
REPRESENTATIVE ELIZABETH
HOLTZMAN (N. Y. ". . . The bill(H. J.
Res. 422 ) which I am introducing today
is designed to encourage the participation of =documented aliens in the
next year's census.
"Because untold thousands of such
persons were not counted during the
1970 census, States, and cities with
large concentrations of undocumented
aliens, have lost substantial Federal
revenues over the last 10 years.
'When you consider that $50 billion of
Federal funds — (Involving over 100
different Federal programs) — are
allocated annually on the basis of
population, it is apparent why every
U.S. resident must be counted in the
1980 census. . .
"The reason for the failure of the
Census Bureau to enumerate this
particular population is evident. Most
of them are terrified by the constant
threat of detection and deportation. As
a result, they are suspicious of, and
make every effort to avoid all Government officials, including census takers.
"They also sincerely believe that
census information is normally transmittea to tne ittittgration and
Naturalization Service to help that
agency locate and deport undocumented aliens. . .
"For this reason, I am introducing
legislation which will assure un-

k

documented aliens that they will be
immune from deportation if the information they give to census takers is
used against them. Specifically, my bill
provides that no person can be deported
or excluded based on identifiable information provided in the course of the
1980 Decennial Census. . .
"Because of the need for expeditious
action on this legislation, I am
scheduling hearings on this bill next
week in New York and I am hopeful
that
my
Subcommittee
on
Immigration, Refugees and International Law will be able to proceed to
a mark-up of this bill in the near
future. . ."
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Rep. Holtzman is careful to use the
word "undocumented" as apposed to
"Illegal" aliens. When is a =documented alien not an illegal alien?
Undocumented aliens may be wanted
for drug smuggling, murder, or other
felonies. It would appear that her
subcommittee on Immigration is
working at cross-purposes with the
Immigration and Naturalization
Service, a section of the justice
Department.
H. J. Res. 442 is another good
example of an important Bill buried,
from the public, in the Congressional
Reord.

I. H. Key, building inspector for the
city of Murray, has reported that
building permits issued for the month of
the October amounted to 08,300.
Army Specialist Four William B.
Harris, son of Mr. and Mrs. Calvert
Harris, recently participated with the
Seventh' Army Aviation Group in a
large scale command post exercise in
Germany.
John F. Graham, native of Calloway
County, now of Louisville, has been
appointed Kentucky vice president of
the American Banking Association.
Births reported at the Murray
flospital include a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Smith and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Keys McCuiston.
Thirty-two years of the Delta
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club- were reviewed in drama and
photographs by charter members of the
department at the meeting held Nov. 4
at the club house with Mrs. George Hart
as narrator.
Beef roast is listed as selling for 49
cents per pound in the ad for
Kavanaugh's IGA this week.

30 Years Ago
Deaths reported include Starkie T.
Hicks,80,and Eural Todd, 19, the latter
killed in an automobile accident on
Nov. 5.
Dr. and Mrs. Walter F. Baker are
attending a three days' Chiropractic
Convention inetouisville.
Sally Parsons, Glenda Sims, Bobby
Kemp, Ann Miller, Joette Lassiter,
Robbie Jo Parks, Wilma Warren,
Johnny West, Billy Fain, Billy Perry,
Bobby Pickard, Kenneth Keel, Lilly
Suggs, and Mark Rogers are members
of the cast of the play, "Faith, Hope,
and Flarity," to be presented Nov. 11 by
the freshman class of Lynn Grove High
School.
The Murray High School Tigers lost
to Hopkinsville by the score of 7 to 6 in
the Murray homecoming football
game.
In high school basketball games
Alm° beat Dover, Tenn., Sharpe beat
New Concord, Hardin beat Hazel, and
Lynn Grove beat Kirksey. High scorers
on each team were Miller for Almo,
Hinson for Dover, Inglish for Sharpe,
Steele for New Concord, Gardner for
Hardin,Taylor for Hazel, D. Darnell for
Lynn Grove, and Beach for Kirksey.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Yes Sir That's My Baby" starring
Donald O'Connor, Charles Colburn, and
Gloria DeHaven.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today Is Tuesday, Nov 6, the 310th
day of 1979. There are 55 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1860, Abraham Lincoln
was elected president.
On this date:
In 1792, George Washington was reelected president.
In 1869, the first official intercollegiate football game was played.
Rutgers beat Princeton 6-4.
In 1942, a tidal wave killed 10,000
people in India.
In
1956,
President
Dwight
Eisenhower was re-elected.
In 1972, America's last lunar mission
— Apollo 17 — was launched.
In 1977, the dam near Toccoa Falls
Bible College in Georgia burst and at
least 38 people drowned.
Ten years ago: Thousands of striking
workers clashed with police in Milan,
Italy.
Five years ago: Soviet Foreign
Minister Gromyko called for
Palestinian statehood.
One year ago: New York's two top
newspapers — the Times and Deily
News -- were back in business after an
88-day strike.
Today's birthday: Baseball player
John Candelaria is 28.
Thought for the day: The secret of
being a bore is to tell everything. Voltaire (1694-1778)

1
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'Thru Fri.

KING OF VALUES
18 Piece

Punch
Set

Candy Box
and
Cover

By Anchor Mocking

By Indiana Glass
Green or Milk Glass
Reg. 1.88

1-6 Qt. Punch Bowl,
8 Cups,8 Hangers,
1 Ladle

SAVE
2.00

Susan
& Her Stroller,

,
,;_
1otio
97 ,

Baby Sofskin
Little girls will love making-up SWEETIE FACE TM and
coloring her hair. Complete with make-up and applicators. Hard-bodied 13" doll for ages 4 and up.

- - _
p!.5

Values To 10.88

Reg. 4.88

Granny's
USE YOUR
BANK CREDIT
CARD AT
BIG K!

Ladies

Cookie Jar

Susan, complete with sunQ4 4?
bonnet, bottle and stroller; 16" 00,..)
soft and loveable "Sofskin"
dressed in sunsuit.
.
,
4pift

SAVE
1.91

By Anchor Hocking
3 Qt. Cookie Jar
With Lid

,

.- 4
,1-40
.....
..
.,,..„,
9

ilf
--.:

Long

SAVE
2.00

Gowns
Sizes S-M-L
80% Acetate
20% Nylon
Reg.5.88

STYLE
9585

She moves her
head and makes a
realistic drinking
sound. Liquid stays
in bottle; no mess.
Ages 3 to 8.

.k\:.4111

REG. 16.97

BOBA FETT
BOBA FETT
LARGE SIZE ACTION FIGURE

$400

4" bounty hunter figure has
/
131
moveable arms, legs and head for exciting action poses. LASER RIFLET^4
and molded rocket back pack included.
Ages 4 and up.

SAVE
2.11

Reusable
Super Aluminum
Rack 'n Roast

Wexford
7 Piece

Roaster Condiment
Set
Great For Turkeys,
Hams or Roasts
Up To 20 Lbs.
Reg. 1.66

By Hunters Lane
S-M-L-XL
65% Cotton,35% Polyester
Reg.6.68

0
$50
Reg.8.66

He's 8" high and is
controlled by a
wireless 2-channel
radio; operates up
to 20' away. Moves
in all directions.
Batteries required;
not included.

SAVE
210
WARM

FLANNEL

NIGHTGOWNS

SAVE
2.09

SAVE
1.53
Let her cuddle up In a warm and cozy
flannel gown. Large selection in an
array of styles, prints and solids.
Sizes 4-14.

BEN (OBI-WAN) KENOBI
OPEN TOE

SCUFF

200
REG.
2.99

I\eci

12" figure has moveable arms.
legs and head for exciting action
poses. Comes dressed In his
authentic outfit and carries his
special LIGHT SABERTM. Ages
4 and up.

SAVE
330o

*Sp al
Edition
$350
retail value

Thick plush uppers and insole on
bottom. Machine
springy
washable. Sizes S to XL.

GROW

LIGHT BULBS

127
I REG. 1.66

Oual,ly "Thrusters"
speaker feature 13- high

Give your plants the ultra-vloiel
rays It misses from the sun.
BIG K RAINCHECK POLICY: Big K values Its customers and will do everything
possible to have what we advertise. Should we fall and an advertised Item is not
received from the factory by the start of the sale, Rainchecks will be issued.
Where quantities are limited for an item and number available for sale Is noted,a
in • number of raincheeks will be issued.

•

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sunday

_ 1 1i,
SAVE

FREE!
Glee,

pivoting head razor*

. . with purchase of one gallon
or more of LUCITE' Paint.by
Nov. 10, 1979.
(Limit—one razor per household
by mall).

'ecra
dlIrto
yw
ferr, and
nsic eeter. Simulated
2½
enPfa
in'silel w
wood cabinet. Model
SB-1100.

14.00

3"-4" PAINTBRUSHES

1"

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Limit Rights Reserved — Equal Opportunity Employer

KING Of VALUES
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„0 Percent Of Pipteliqc
Installed By Owners
Less costly than the
veneered product are panels
on which a wood veneer
More than 3 million "picture"
has
been
Americans put up paneling in photographically printed. The
a portion of their homes last subsurface may be plywood,
ydar. And, at least 80 percent in which case the panel is
of them did it themselves, known as a printed plywood
industry panel. Or it may be a comaccording
to
statistics.
posite product made by
These figures point up the pressing wood fibers into a
facrthat prefinished paneling solid panel through the use of
has become a highly ac- heat and pressure. This
ceptable decorative wall composite product is known
treatment.
by the-industry as hardboard.
The reasons are not hard to Prices for photographically
find: paneling is a good choice printed plywood and hardWfienever walls are in poor board panels usually start at
condition. It conceals pipes, about $10 and $5, respectively.
architectural flaws and
According to industry
cracks. It provides some value Sources, consumers will make
as insulation against noise, a more infonted choice if they
heat and cold, and it adds look around in several outlets
interest to a room devoid of before making a buying
character.
decision. There is a huge
Furthermore, paneling is a variety of wood types and
long-lasting, durable and low finishes and no dealer
maintenance choice for walls. caemore than a small portion
Actually, any type of board of what is available.
can be used to panel a room. It is also important to see
During colonial days, New the whole panel before orEngland homes were almost dering, not just a small,
invariably fitted out with sample or a picture.
panels made from wood. But
Just because most intoday, the term usually refers stallations
are - -- rather
to prefinished wall panels unimaginative does not mean
which commonly measure 4 that this is the only way to do
feet by 8 feet and are sold in it. Paneling is usually applied
lumber yards and building- vertically. But it can be inmaterials centers. Other sizes stalled horizontally or on the
are available as well.
diagonal as well. •
Improvements in finishes
Another way to achieve
and a large Increase in the some originality is to combine
number of patterns have paneling with, wallpaper or
brought about an increase in. paint, or to combine two types
the use of paneling. In the of paneling.
past, the product was pretty
Most manufacturers offer
much restricted to refinished consumer literature with
basements and recreation attractive .ideas for -the inrooms. Today it is used all stallation of paneling. In
over the house.
addition, publications geared
Consumers will find three to home woodworkers often
basic types. of paneling when have articles on the use of
they go shopping. The most paneling.
expensive and most desirable
in terms of looks is hardwood,
GARDEN RENOVATION
plywood paneling which
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
consists of a thin layer of Smithsonian's
Hirshhorn
genuine veneer glued to a Museum and Sculpture
plywood base which is usually, Garden has begun renovation
but not always, luan of its sculpture. garden to
mahogany.
provide access for the hanSuch panels vary in price dicapped.
depending on the rarity and
The —sunken, two-level
costliness of the face veneers garden covers nearly two
and on how carefully the acres.
veneers have been matched to
During the first phase of
one another. They are the renovation, two ramps are
most expensive paneling and being constructed along the
prices can range as high as$50 garden's north border to give
or more per panel for ar- visitors who have mobility
chitecturalgrade, book- impairments access to the
matched veneers.
major viewing level.
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures

'BY

Insulating an attic with fiber glass bans or blankets is easy for most
do-it-yourselters New
compression packaging developed by Johns-Manville reduces the insulation's
bulk, making
it easier for the homeowner to handle.

FAMILY
GA111E1186
we Ha
space

Author Toiling In Vineyard
When Starting New Book
By BARBARA MAYER
AP Newsfeatures
Three years ago when she
started to 'write a book about
stained glass as a craft, Joan
-Scobey found herself toiling
alone in the vineyard.
Today, she's one of the
crowd, she says, noting that
"it's a craft that's burgeoning
right now. New adulteducation courses keep
popping up. You can see
stained glass at every craft
show. Even more important,
the museums are buying
contemporary stained glass.
And books keep coming out."
Her own book, "Stained
Glass
Traditions
and
Techniques," was published
recently. Research for the
book, Which combines history
and how-todo-it information,
took her to the great historic
church sites in Europe and
across the United States as
well.
•
In her travels, she found
that
stained
glass,
traditionally the handmaiden
of great church architecture,
continues in this role. But its
identification with the church
has weakened. "There is still
a great deal of ecclesiastical
stained glass. But the most
exciting contemporary usage
of stained glass that I saw is in
domestic and secular architecture," she said;
As with so many crafts
nowadays, California is where
some of the most interesting
work is being done.
"In Northern California,
artists such as Narcissus
Quagliota, Paul Marioni,
Kathie Bunnell and Peter
Mollica are exuberantly
reexamining traditional
techniques and creating what
almost might be called an
American school of stained
glass,"said Ms.Scobey.
These artists are exploring

in the stained-glass medium aspect of the revival of the
such subjects as optics, craft is seen in numerous
illusion, depth, light, reality small things — boxes,
and the illusion of reality, she mirrors, clocks and .other
decorative objects. These
noted.
easy-to-handle objects are
•Modernism has come to within the ability of an instained glass partly as a result terested individual
and are not
of new techniques and partly
prohibitively expensive to
as a result of new ideas. The snake
newest
technique
was
"I wrote the book for perdeveloped in Tiffany's time
sons interested in taking up
and employs copper foil in- the craft on this level. By
stead of the traditional lead to following all the instructions
contain and delineate the for working in stained glass,
pieces of'colored glass. an individual could acquire
Copper foil makes it possible the techniques," she said.
to build up intricate shapes
A section of her book offers
and . designs, such as the instructions for Making
Tiffany shade lamps of the window • panels, a backgamearly 20th century.
mon or a checker board, a
Today, artists and crafts mirror, a clock, a light, a fire
specialists are pushing out the screen, a 'window-shade, pull
limits by embedding in glass and a pin.
other objects suchas x-ray
"Working in stained glass
film, automobile headlights, requires the skills of a glass
two-way mirrors, and photo cutter. It's best to start with
negatives,she said:
simple designs incorporating
While such original and fewer than 20 glass pieces and
large stained-glass windows to work up to about 50. Any
and other architectural pieces project requiring more than.
are today's equivalentaof the 100 pieces requires a longgreat stained-glass windows term commitment,"she said.
of the past, they are far from
t"Stained Glass Traditions
being the only examples of
stained glass art.
and Techniques" is published
,A more down-to-earth by Dial Press.

ON THE

li

-HOUSE so/

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
What's new on the market?
THE PRODUCT — An in •
sulated window covering.
Manufacturer's claim — Thai
this covering combines the
crafted look of a quilt with an
insulated lining fabric and a
thick polyester fill...that it fits
snugly over windows and doors
to hold in warmth and keep out
the chill...that it is highly decorative, gives everything a
crafted, custom-made appear-

We're a jack-of-all-trades when it
comes to remodeling.
We're equipped with a qualified team
of men who will get the job done...

Murray Remodeling
753-5167
"HERE'S THE MAN TO
HELP YOU BEAT
HIGH
HEATING
COSTS
SEASON
AFTER
SEASON'

ance and complements contemporary or traditional decors...that its curtain styling
makes installation fast and
easy with the use of any standard cafe or dowel rod., that its
cotton lining repels water and
resists jading.. and that it
comes in three popular decorator colors: white, tan or rust.
THE PRODUCT — A portable pump.
Manufacturer's claim — That
it can be used to pump out
flooded basements, swimming
pools, septic tanks, etc., or as a
solar-heater pump.. that it
pumps liquid or air and will inflate or deflate rubber rafts or
pump oil-free water to a fountain.. .that it will pump oil, liquid fertilizer, chemicals, solvents, paints or virtually any
liquid at the rate of 1,050 gallons an hour.. that boat owners
can use it as a bilge pump or to
pump out holding tanks.. and
that it can be powered by an
electric hand drill or by electric motors when adapted to
shaft connectors.
THE PRODUCT — A new
spray-mist humidifier.
Manufacturer's claim — That
this product has been engineered for do-it-yourselfers who
prefer an atomizing humidifer
and to meet the special requirements of restricted-space installations, including slab house
constructions, closets, round
duct systems - and crawl
spaces...that its compact design
saves on space yet offers an 8to 16-gallon per day capacity,
depending on water oressure...that it can be installed in
about one hour's time, using a'
fewsimple tools.. and that all
water-contact parts are corrosion-resistant stainless steel
and solid brass.

He's the guy with top values on Carrier's
famous 410er-round One heat pump — the
remarkable system that heats, cools,and saves
you money year 'round. And with a deal like
this, you really win big!

*hoe Ishtar/es
•100*. financing
A voileble

FEATURING AN INTERESTING circulation pattern wining the bathroomlaundrv and
rear door: this modest-sized h,use provides one-story living with a private screened porch
The three-bedroom home v.:, -tins 1,2242 square feet of habitable area, with a garage area
that can be enlarged for t cars if needed. For - more information on Plan 11 A 1124Y.
write—enclosing a stamp' ,elf-addressed envelope—to York & Schenke. 226 Seventh
St., Garden City, N.Y.

By EARL ARONSON 4
'AP Newsfeatures
Getting ready to plant your
spring flowering, bulbs but
having difficulty deciding
which varieties to put in the
ground this fall? Let us help
you by listing the 12 International Selections announced
by the Netherlands FlowerBulb Institute.
The winners include five
tulips, three daffodils and one
hyacinth, crocus, muscari and
fritillaria. They will provide
early, middle and later spring
bloom. Here they are:
The Kaufmanniana tulip
"Shakespeare" is very early
flowering. Short-stemmed and
sturdy, it is well-suited for
rock gardens. The blooms are
a blehd of salmon,apricot and
orange.
The Darwin hybrid tulip
"Golden Oxford," tall on a
sturdy stem, is for midseason.
The cottage tulip "Renown"
has a light red, egg-shaped
flower with a yellow base.
"Flaming Parrott" is a
vibrant yellow tulip with
shaggy petals, set off' with
fiery crimson stripes.

The lily-flowered tulip white-rimmed,
cobalt-blue
"West Point" has a primrose- flowers reaching 10 inches
yellow
flower
on
a tall. They are attractive
moderately-tall stem.
planted in masses.The
Fritillaria is growing in
early
Narcissia
cyclamineus "Tete-a-Tete" popularity. Imperialis' bellhas small flowers with shaped blossoms are borne in
cylindrical cups and pointed clusters on 3-foot stems. The
flower,
outer petals that are bent orange-red
back.
surrounded by a tufted crown
Blooming a bit later is of leaves, blooms in mid"Unsurpassable," a yellow season.
For good results, condition
trumpet daffodil, large and
the soil before planting by
classic.
For mid-season there is the loosening it 10-12 inches deep
bi-colored Narcissus poetaz and mix in bone meal. Dig a
"Geranium," with clusters of trench 8 inches deep for big
three to five flowers with bulbs such as tulips and
white outer petals and-dbep--- - daffodils; 4 inches for
orange cup, delicately crocuses, muscaris and other
small bulbs; 6-8 inches for
scented.
The crocus is "Remem- fritillaria. In the south and
brance," large, violet blooms other mild-winter regions, the
overlayed with a silvery gloss trench depth may be 2 inches
shallower.
and deep-purple base.
Cover the bulbs with soil,
The 1979 hyacinth-of-theyear is "Anna Marie," and water regularly until
(blooming about the same frost. As cold weather sets in,
blanket the bulb garden with
time as the daffodil
"Unsurpassable.") It is an several inches of mulch to
insulate bulbs from extreme
aromatic light pink.
winter
temperature
- Muscaris, resembling
variations.
miniature hyacinths, are
represented by "Early
(For Earl
Aronson's
Giant," which has clusters of
"Associated Press Guide to
House Plants." send $1 to
House
Plants,
AP
Newsfeatures, 50 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York, N.Y. l00).)

conservation Is
The Message
If you're serious about Cr.
serving energy and savir)
money.Edison Electric Insi:
lute says the first step is
learn which conservan,,n
measures will save dollars
which ones will save onk
pennies, and then concentrate first on the dollars. 1.,

often. conservation effori,
are limited to turning oft a •
few lights and reminding the
kids to shut the refrigerart
door. But lighting is onl
small part of a famils's total
energy use and one can thin!
ly measure the energy waste.1
by leaving the refrigerat.,r
door open A few extra se
orals.
Various studies have c,,nchided that 114% of the ener,s
we consume is used to run

1.1 major appliances. This is
compared to 42% used by
the auto. Heating and cooling
consume 40% or just over
half of all the energy used in
the home. water heater 6%.
cooling 4%. refrigeration 4%.
lighting I% and various portable appliances-3%. Note that
we are talking about total
energy use, not just electricity.
How can you save dollars?
Take a good look at how
your family uses energy and
try to cut back in some area.
With continuing runaway
inflation and with the country's energy problems asyet
unsolved. conservation of
energy can save money and
preserve our fossil fuels.

In Store

Cooking Demonstration
Home Economist Will Be Here

Carrier
,

Thursday, Nov.8
10 A.M. 2 P.M.

Model
38R00000

Call us today — don't wait to start saving ,

Quality Service
402 Sunbury Circle

• FLOOR. PLAN

Litton Microwave

Gary Lovett and Roger Staubach. star quarterback
for the Dallas r
,
wb,”s

•TV A Certified
Neel Pump
Imetalleri

I4AIiL'-Y

Os

an t ontrrA the weather But we can help you control k3 cost.

Free
!l'Aisil2i'i .! i'• , Sample
7j3 1713
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WRAY MEMO

REFINISHING CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
Custom Built Furniturra

How Would You
Like Not Getting
Paid On Pay Day???
That's the way our
Carriers feel when you
don't pay when they come
to collect...
The Carriers Collect
The First Few
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Refinishing8 Repairs
Solid Bross Hardware
Also
Custom Built Kitchen Cabinets or.
G.veYour Old Cabinets a New Face
Without Tearing Them Ou r
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Days of the Month
Expect them and have your
$3.00 ready. If this is impossible tell them when to
come and collect.
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Norton Is Vicious
Inside The Ring,
Gentle Out Of It
By WII.I. tiRIMSI.FA
AP Special Correspondent
The man
who broke
Muhammad Alt's jaw and in
the opinion of many ringsiders
scored three victories over th.
greatest fighter of the age
can't stand to see a small child
cry.
"I have seen them with their
noses broken, their eyes
blacked and their little kitties
bruised all over." says Ken
Norton. '• Ni'seen them after
they've been tossed out of
three-story windows and
dumped into a scalding
bathtub.
"Abused and molested kids
ate the greatest tragedy of our
time."
The 6-foot-3, 220-pound
Norton, one of the roost superb
physical specimens the game
has produced, has hung up his
gloves and turned his attention to gentler and more
charitable pursuits.
The handsome, chiseled
features which have been
subjected to the most
destructive fists of the
being
are
generation
preserved for exposure to the
Hollywood and television
screens. The energies long
devoted to ring violence are
to the
diverted
being
discouragement of parental
abuse of children.
"I rievv- want to fight
again," Norton said .on a
stopovr in New York en route
to a broadcasting assignment
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Racer Running Machine In Tune Now
Johnson No Longer Only Threat
My
wrong with the offense?
answer is that there's nothing
wrong," Gottfried says.
Perhaps the style of the Racer offense has fans confused. No longer
does the play-by-play sheet look
like a Danny Lee Johnson roll book.
In fact, probably the biggest difference in this season's offense
from last year's is the backfield.

Tony
Wilson

in Scotland. "I want to build a
new life for myself in acting
:Ind broadcasting. I want to
spend my spare time helping
kids beaten up by parents and
hung up on drugs.''
Norton learned to fight in
the Marines where he was AllMarines champion in 1965,
1966 and 1967. He had his first
pro fight in 1968, but success
came slowly.
-But the world became
aware of him on March 31,
197:1, when he fractured Alt's
jaw and scored a 12-round
upset in a non-title bout. He
fought Ali again in September
of the same year and on Sept.
28, 1976 - brutal brawls he
lost but which many experts
scored for Norton.
It was the latter fight in
Yankee Stadium, when he
came so close to the undisputed world heavyweight
crown, that drained Norton of
all of his spirit.
"I never had a good fight .
after that," he said. "I felt a
knot in the pit of my stomach.
I felt stripped of everything I
ever owned. From that point
on. I went steadily downhill."
But shed no tears for Ken
Norton. As a fighter, he made
around $10 million, exceeded
only by Ali and Frazier, and
handled it discreetly. Today
he is a multi-millionaire,
owner of apartment houses
and industrial complexes in
the Los Angeles area.

Ledger & Times
Sports Editor

Nick Nance
(38) has
emerged as
one of the
top Murray
State running backs
this season.

The mark of it defense has been
a consistent, hard-hitting gang that
calls itself the "Crunch Bunch".
It's mission? To block- all kicks,
harrass all quarterbacks and
stomp all opposing runners' egos
into the ground.
In fact, Murray State has been so
downright overpowering when the
opposing team has the ball, those
other guys -you know,the ones on
the offensive unit - have found
themselves in the shadow of it.
That's quite a turnaround from
last season. While the offense
churned out 347 yards each Saturday, the defense was shaken for
341.
This season, even if the Racer offense isn't as statisically overpowering as last year, Murray's
ground game has usually been good
for a clock-killing drive or two
down the stretch.
"I think the offense has been good
all year," Murray coach Mike Gottfried said after his team had clinched at least a tie for the Ohio Valley
Conference title by beating Austin
Posy Saturday. Too,the victory extended Murray's winning streak to
seven games and improved its
overall and conference records to 81-1 and 5-0.
"People keep saying 'what's

Quarterback Ricky Ray has been
a mainstay at that position, but
there have probably been times
when he turned to hand off to a certain back and found someone else
there.
Oh, Johnson led all Murray runners in the first five games, amassing single-game totals of 75, 136, 55,
137 and 83 yards. And when an injury forced him out of the next two
games, a subsantial loss of running
punch wouldn't have been much of
a surprise.
But wonder of wonders, the
punch was still there in victories
over UT-Martin and Middle Tennesssee. Lindsey Hudspeth rushed
for 60 yards against the latter, and
Nick Nance came to the forefront
for the first time by gaining 144
against Middle.
Since then, fans have needed a
spotter of their own to keep track of
just who IS in the Murray backfield
on a given play. .
"We go with the guy who happens
to be running well at a certain
time," said Gottfried. "If a Nance
or a Johnson is having good success, there's no need to take them
out."
Against Indiana Central three

weeks ago, Nance, a 6-foot, 210pound sophomore from Lima, Ohio,
rushed for 69 yards. Tony Lester, a
5-11 sophomore from Nance's
hometown,gaind 51 on nine carries.
Hudspeth and Johnson had 36 yards
each.
Johnson paced the Racer runners
against Eastern Kentucky with 74
yards, but the trio of Lester, Nance
and Kenny Davis, a 6-1 junior from
Cincinnati, accounted for 92 more.
Then came Austin Peay.
Johnson, carrying 13 times, had 39
yards. But after fumbling early in
the third quarter with Murray
ahead just 14-10, he didn't carry
again that afternoon.
This time it was Davis and
Nance, each gaining 77 yards.
Lester chipped in with 55.
"We don't have No. 1 backs
around here," says backfield coach
Tommy Liggons. "If someone has a
-good week of practice, he's gonna
play that Saturday, no matter how
much he has played before."
Johnson totals 632 yards rushing
on the season, but not far behind is
Lester, with 431 and Nance with
385. Hudspeth has 274, Davis 174.
There will be no Racer back to
gain 1,000 yards this season. In his
place will be' a number of runners
who are members of an OVC chainpionship team. And that's what
really matters,says Davis.
"We all want to win, not. have a
good game individually," he said
Saturday. "I'm happy, not surprised, that I got to carry the ball as
many times as I did. Whatever it
takes to win is how many times I
want to carry."

See NORTON, page 8

Oilers Take, Don't Steal, 9-6 Victory Over Dolphins
By DAN SEWELL
AP Sports Writer
MIAMI - The Houston Oilers'
coaches were yelling angrily in the
post-game locker roan, but the Miami
Dolphins' locker room was quiet - an
angry quiet.
Three field goaLs by Toni Fritsch and
some costly Dolphin turnovers enabled
the Oilers to escape the Orange Bowl
with a 94 victory Monday night.
"We played good when we had to,"
Coach Bum Phillips said after the
game.
Suddenly, one-by-one, Phillips'
assistants began shouting as they
discovered their lockers had been
stripped of watches, wallets and rings
during the game.
"I've heard of poor losers but that
beats everything," Phillips said.
The victory marked the fourth time

this season a Fritsch field goal provided
Houston's winning margin. He tied the
game with a 46-yarder to open the
second quarter, broke the tie with a 48yarder with 5:05 left in the third
quarter, then opened a 9-3 lead with a
39-yarder just before the quarter ended.
"Toni,I think,is the best kicker in the
league," Phillips said of the 34-year-old
Austrian who has hit 15 of 17 field goals
this season.
Rookie Uwe von Schamann belted
field goals of 32 and 51 yards and was
warming up for a potential game-tier
with two minutes left and the Dolphins
at the Houston 20. But on second-and-7,
linebacker Gregg Bingham picked off a
Bob Griese pass at the 15 and returned
it 54 yards to clinch the game.
Griese, under fire through most of
what's been one of the worst slumps of
his 13-year career, said: "Of course,

that's the worst thing in the world that
could have happened in that situation. I
didn't plan it that way. Bingham just
made a great play."
Houston quarterback Dan Pastorini,
no stranger to criticism, agreed.
"It was one of those things: he had
the guy open and made the throw. But
Bingham gambled and made the interception. Knowing Bob Griese, he
could make the same throw 100 times
and it would not happen again,"
Pastorini said.
Griese's teammates weren't as quick
to defend.
"We just choked up. We didn't
challenge them with our play calling.
We played a contender and we choked
up. We played conservative instead of
taking the challenge to them," said
wide receiver Duriel Harris.
Harris set club records the previous

Associated Press Says They Are

Are A's Moving To Denver?
reaction to the prospective the OaklankColiseum with
By the Associated Press
regard to the eight years
NEW YORK --The sale of sale Monday.
The first time, he said: "No remaining on the( A'S) lease."
the Oakland A's to oil mogul
Jack Maltester, a member
comment. The club is for sale.
Marvin Davis - a transaction
of the Coliseum board, said he
That's all I can say."
that would bring major league
Later, he said: "I wish I hadn't heard anything about a
baseball to Denver for the 1980
season - is in the works, The could tell you it (the reported sale.
sale) was true, but there's no
Associated Press has learned.
In 1978 baseball apparently
In 1978, A's owner Charles truth to the rumor whatFinley attempted to sell the soever. There's nothing to had reached a $3.25 million
club to Davis, but a number of that. I don't know where it settlement with Oakland
management,
Coliseum
obstacles arose and the deal originated."
freeing the A's for sale to
fell through. A knowledgeable
"All I can tell you is, yes, I Davis and movement to
baseball source said Monday
the
of
Part
talked to Marvin Davis and his Denver.
those obstacles had been
representatives some time arrangement called for the
eased and the sale is virtually
certain to be completed this ago and the entire situation neighboring San Francisco
depends on the possibility of Giants to play a portion of
time.
working something out with their home schedule - as
Indications were that Davis
has begun assembling a
management team for the
club and that Al Rosen, former president of the New
York Yankees, would leave
his current post with an
Atlantic City casino hotel to
head the operation.
"I am flattered that anyone
By the Associated Press
Estelle, a junior from
would consider me for an
NASHVILLE, Tenn. Louisville, made six solo
'executive job in baseball,"
Football players from both tackles, was in on seven
said Rosen.
A published report said Western and Eastern Ken- others, and had four tackles
Cedric Tallis, former general tucky have been chosen to for losses totaling 30 yards.
manager of the Yankees, receive the Ohio Valley
Also singled out for his
in Conference Players of the
Rosen
would
join
defensive play Saturday was
management of the Denver Week honors.
Western cornerback Carl z. Murray State's Tommy Houk,
club.
The source said negotiations Estelle was picked as OVC who had five tackles, one
should be wrapped up some Defensive Player of the Week assist, intercepted two passes
time this month, allowing the because of his performance and deflected three others
deal to be presented to the Saturday in his team's 17-12 from his spot in the defensive
in win over Middle Tennessee.
secondary.
League
American
And Eastern tailback Alvin
December during the annual
Houk's play helped lead the
-baseball meetings in Toronto. Miller's play in the Colonels'
tlija4-10.1.ictory over
_Nicerf,
-IC:.
_reported
litriviriQver
10
was.
•
11
1CateerftaL
- - -Davis
,
California and unavailable for netted- the Fort Pierce, Fla., Austin Peay and, puiNurraj
junior Offensive Player of the State in a position to grab at
comment.
least a share of the OVC title.
Finley was asked twice for Week honors,

many as 40 of the 81 home
games-in Oakland.
The agreement fell through
when Finley refused to accept
certain clauses which baseball
insisted be included in the
settlement, including a waiver
of his right to sue the commissioner.
All of Finley's law suits
have since been settled or
dismissed.
The A's, however, have
continued to falter at the gate
While baseball was attracting
a record attendance of 4i
million last season,. the
Oakland club drew just
306.763.

week with 10 receptions for 180 yards
but didn't catch a pass Monday while
fellow wide receiver Nat Moore had
just two receptions.
"I only got the ball thrown to me
twice all night," Harris said. "I know
what I can do to help this team, but if I
don't get the ball I can't help. It's
frustrating to work hard all week in
practice for this."
"We took what they gave us - the
short stuff to the backs. They were
double covering the wide receivers," an
annoyed Griese said. "I'm getting tired
of hearing grumbling from my own
team."
Gary Davis, in the starting lineup
while halfback Delvin Williams
recovers from two broken ribs, fumbled
twice: at the Houston 15 in the second
quarter and at the Houston 48 in the
final quarter.

"There's no excuse for the way I
played. It really bothers me that I
didn't do the job when I had a chance
to," Davis said.
Ironically, Davis was the training
camp roommate this year of fullback
Leroy Harris until Harris was traded to
Philadelphia. Harris fumbled twice in
the Dolphins' 17-9 loss to Houston in a
wild-card playoff game here last
season.
Formidable Earl Campbell,slowed to
41 yards the previous two weeks as he
recovered from a thigh bruise, gained
121 yards on 32 carries to become the
first running back to break 100 yards
against the Dolphins this season.
But overall, Miami's defense was
solid, holding Pastorini to 25 yards
passing and three times stopping the
Oilers without a first down in the

thrilling fourth quarter.
"Our defense played their guts out,
getting the field position many, many
times for the offense to score some
points," said Coach Don Shula."But we
really hurt ourselves with fumbles and
interceptions. The interception at the
end was the only thing we couldn't let
happen and we did."
The victory kept the 7-3 Oilers tied
with Cleveland, one game behind
Pittsburgh in the AFC Central. The
Dolphins, 6-4, fell a game behind New
England in the AFC East.
Miami has yet to beat a team with a
winning record.
"To get to where we want to go at the
end of the season, we have to start
beating some winning teams. Tonight
was a good time to start," Shula said.

Alabama Widens Advantage
Over Runnerup Nebraska;
Ohio State Moves To Third

Why pay 500/o
more for a
copier than
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Houston, a 21-10 winner over 818 points for a 34-7 drubbing
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Christian, nevertheless of Rice and Michigan polled
Texas
AP Sports Writer
Alabama widened its lead slipped from fourth to fifth. 748 points after a 54-0 rout of
Wisconsin.
over runnerup Nebraska The Cougars received the
The Second Ten consists of
today in The Associated Press other first-place vote and 1,093
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NFL Standings

Murray Still No.4
In Division I-AA
Murray State, by virtue of
its 24-10 victory over Austin
Peay Saturday,maintained its
No. 4 Division I-AA national
ranking in the poll which was
released today.
The Racers received 36
points but still trail Grambling
(45), Jackson State (42) and
Boston University (39).
Rounding out the top 10 are
Eastern Kentucky, Montana
State., Lehigh, Alcorn.
Massachusetts, Navada-Reno
and New Hampshire.
A key top-10 matchup will
take place Saturday in Richmond, Ky., when Eastern
hosts Jackson. The outcome
could well decide one of

Divison I-AA playoff spots.
Murray, like Grarnbling
and Jackson, is a member of
the South region. Grambling is
currently the likely team to
receive the South bid, but the
at-large berth is still up for
grabs. A Jackson loss would
enhance the Racers' playoff
chances.
Division I-AA Poll
Pts.
45
39
19
36
32
30
39
32
32
18
18

Grarnbluig
Jack.sosSt
Boston U
Murray
Eastern Ky
Montana St
Lehigh
Alcorn
Massachusetts
Nevada-Reno
New Hampshire

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

a.
9.
10.
12.

NHL Standings

The Top 20

National Hockey tAugue
Campbell Conference ,
Pa trio t DtsisIon
• L T Pia GF GA
Philadelphia
9 1 1 19 51 36
5 4 3 13 43 37
Atlanta
5 6 1 11 49 48
NY Rangers
4 4 3 11 39%
NY Islanders
6 38 56
3 8 2
Washington
Smythe Divisies
Vancouver
4 4 4 12 37 3
4 5 3 11 31
St Lotus
4 5 3 11 M
•mine g
9 25 34
Chicago
3 6 3
8 41 54
Edmonton
2 6 4
6 30 37
2 7 2
Colorado
Wake Coakreace
Adams Division
7 4 2 16 42 12
Buffalo
Minnesota
7 3 1 15 45 33
6 2 1 15 16 29
Boston
4 5 2 10 33 33
•
Quebec
9 -27 43
4 7 'I
Toronto
Norris Olvisten
Montreal
6 3 2 16 51 31
7 4 2 16 60 55
Los Angeles
4 4 9 10 38 31
Pittsburgh
3 4 4 10 29 33
Hartford
3 6 2
8 32 36
Detroit

The AP Top Twenty
By The Associated Press
The Top Twenty teams in The Associated Press college football poll. with Bretplace votes in parentheses. records and
total points Points based on 20-194847-1615.14-1 to 2-11-10-94-74-54 44-1

1.AisDuna , 46 i
2.Nebraska ,41
3.0hio State ,Sc
4.So. California , 7
Houston .1, ,
6.0klahoma
7.Florida State
&Texas
9.Arkansas

10.mic:810n
11 Brigham Young

12.riusborsh
13,Notre Dame
14.purdue
15.Washulgton
IllAuburn
, 17,Baylor
111.Clemsdn
19,South Carolina
M Wake Forest

5.4.0
844
940
844
844
7-14
644
64-0
7-1-0
5-14
1-04
7-14
6-24
7-24
7-34
6-24
8-,24
6-2-0
6-24
7-24

1,290
1,190
1,154
1,151
1,001
911
817
057
818
741
676
573
536
432
400
232
156
139
109
73

NBA Standings

Naticioal Basketball Assoc-tattoo
Neekseal Fuqua Lasalle
Al A Glance
At A Glasice
89 The Associated Preu
By The Associated Press
tasters tealereoce
Aaeraa Ceateresee
East
Atlantic Dhiston
• L T Pet. PP PA
Pei. GB
Philadelphia
9
7 3 0
700 261 155
2
New England
818 6 4 0 61110 179 142
B0ston
800
8
2
'7
btu=
7
Sea Y o rk
5
N Y Jets
5 5 0 500 221 249
513
4 6 0
400380 le
Washington
3
6
Buffalo
333
Seis Jerse)
Baltunore
4
4 6 0
400 171 207
8
333
Central Instates
Central
9 2 0 4 800 264 157
5
Pittsburgh
615
8
Atlanta
7 3 0
5
700 335 324
San Antonio
545
6
.1
Cleveland
7 3 0
700 212 212
tleve/and
385
5
$
3
Houston
5
2 8 0
200 211 248
Indiana
0
Cincinnati
385
3
West
Detroit
4
7
364
3
7 3 0
3
700 147 149
Houston
7
5
Denver
25
3,
7 3 0
700 244 173
Western Coefere ace
San Diego
6 4 0
600 223 194
Midwest Division
Oakland
400 157 152
Milwaukee
10
4 6 0
2
Kansas City
813
Si,
315
5
4 6 0
400 203 53
Kansas City
•
Seattle
3
Denver
9
Natioaa/ Coalerence
290
7
Chicago
3 10
East
231
8 2 0
800 219 160
Utah
2
9
Dallas
182
Pacific Division
Philadelphia
6 1 9 SOO 184 187
600 171 163
Washington
11
6 4 0
Portland
2
646
403 162 195
Ion 4rifeles
N Y. Giants
4 6 0
3
777
S
2
300 190 206
3 7 0
Phoenix
7
5
583
St Lents
3,
9
Central
Seattle
7
5
563
7 3 0
700 194 160
Golden State
Tamps Bay
6
5
545
4
503 185 173
Sin Diego
Chicago
5
5 5 0
II
3115
400 161 232
4 6 0
Mooday's Games
Minnesota
3 7 0
300 152 203
No games scheduled
Green Bay
16014$ 245
1 9 0
Detroit
Thesday Gaines
West
Atlanta at New York
500 179 185
5 5 0
Indiana at Cleveland
las Angeles
500 214 205
5 5 0
Philadelphia at Milwaukee
New Orleans
400 205 M6
New Jersey at San Antonio
4 6 0
Atlanta
20
196
Seattle
100
at Chicago
San Francisco 1 9 0
Phoenix at I Lath
Sunday's Games
Sac. Diego at Icis Angeles
Cleveland 24, Philadelphia 19
Dallas 16, New York Giants 14
New Engbuid it Buffalo 6
Atlanta 17, Tampa Bay 14
Pittsburgh MI, Washington 7
Baltimore 38, Cincinnati•
St. Louis 37, Minnesota 7
San Diego 20, Kansas City 14
natio Stockholm Open
Chicago 35. Detroit 7
Final
Las Angeles 24, Seattle 0
Billie Jean King d Betty Stine 6-3, 7-5
Denver 10, New Orleans 3
74
New York Jets 27, Green Bay 22
Doubles final
Oakland 23. San Francisco 10
Stove-Wendy Turnbull d
Meadey's Gem.
Kloss 7-5.7-6
Houston 9, Miami 6
Suaday, Nev. 11
First Round Men's Play
Baltimore at Miami
RogerVesselin d Fent Taygan44,
' 7Buffalo st New York Jets
6, 6-3, Thomas Hogstedt d Vuive van
Pittsburgh at Kansas City
Patten 74.74.
Oakland at Houston
$75,650 Hong King Classic
SLLouis at Washington
First round
San Diego at Cincinnati
Pat DuPre d Mark Turpin 6-0, 04.6-1.
Tamps Bay at Detroit
Buster Mottrarn d Ramesh Krishnan 6Seattle at Cleveland
2,6-3. Brad Crewett d Stefan &monsoon
Los Angeles at Chicago
6-7,74,6-1
Minnesota vs. Green Bjp4t Milwaukee
5111,11011 Grand Pk:nurse,
Son Francisco at New Orleans
de Stuttgart. West Germany
Atlanta at New York Giants
Laura Dupont d Terry Holladay 6-1, 7New England at Denver
6; Anne Smith d Renate Tomanova 6-2,
Meads', New. 12
6-0, Belittle Bunge d Sharon Walsh 6-4.
Philadelphia at Dallas. n ,
6-2

Tennis

NBA REPORT

After dropping their season
opener by two points at
Kansas City,-Nelson's young
Bucks reeled off 10 victories in
a row, a. streak that was
finally stopped by the
defending champion Seattle
SuperSonics 114-101
at
Milwaukee Sunday night.
The Bucks' 10-2 record is the
second-best in the NBA,
behind Portland's 11-2. It is
the only team in the Midwest
Division with a winning
record, already leading
runnerup Kansas City by 5't
games.
"I think probably 90 percent
of the way I'm trying to be as a
coach really comes from Red
Auerbach," reflected Nelson,

who earned five championship
rings while wearing a Boston
uniform.
•was very fortunate to be connected with
Red for 11 years. He was
always receptive to talking
basketball, talking ideas and
concepts."
One of the pet concepts
developed by Auerbach in his
unparalleled reign as coach of
the Celtics was the sixth man,
the super-sub who could come
off the bench and pick a team
up after the startersran out of
gas.
Nelson has brought that
same concept to Milwaukee,
where 26-year-old Junior
Bridgeman is., becoming a
sixth-man supreme in the
Celtic mold of Frank Ramsey
and John Havlicek.
And Bridgeman, a 6-foot-5
smoothy who is equally at
home at guard or forward, is
making it work. When he
comes in for either of
Milwaukee's high scorers,
guard Brian Winters and
forward Marques Johnson,
there is no let-up in point
production. Bridgeman, the
highest scoring non-regular in
the NBA last season with a
15.5 average, is scoring at a

opus1
*Vs

Captain D's

11

By RICK SPRATI.ING
Associated Press Writer
MIAMI — He's short and
balding with a build variously
described as somewhere
between a light bulb and an
egg. When his teammates are
deep in strategy meetings, he
has a tendency to read the
newspaper. None of this
bothers Toni Fritsch.
"In my business, you aren't
trying to win a beauty contest
— only a kicking contest,"
Fritsch said this morning
after booting the Houston
Oilers to victory for the second
game in a row and the fourth
time this season."That's what
I won: the game."
While the defensive units of

armors*air- •

provided the winning points
over Cincinnati, 30-27 in
overtime, and Washington, 2927.
He's hit 15 of 17 field goal
attempts this year and made
14 of 18 in 1978. When Houston
took Miami out of the NFL
playoffs with a 17-9 victory
last December, it was Fritsch
who put the Oilers ahead 10-7
with less than eight minutes
left to play.
As Houston Coach Bum
Phillips proclaimed Fritsch
"the finest iticker in the
league" after Monday night's
victory, Fritsch was explaining why he's not surprised by succes or bothered
by the pressure of a gamewinning kick.
"What can bother me?"
smiled Fritsch, Who is 5-foot-7
and weighs 195 pounds. "It's
like a Wednesday afternoon
practice. The pressure's not
the crowd or the television.
The pressure's to kick against
yourself.. the
pressure's
psychological. Everybody
knows I have the talent, the
leg. You just have to make it."
Fritch, who never played
In fact, Grange says, he's American college football and
delighted to be left alone. He had to have an onside kick
doesn't seek out the limelight explained to him when he
that attracts so many former came to the NFL, said he still
athletes . whose skills have doesn't get too close to the ins
faded but whose egos rem- and outs of the game. During
main inflated.
Oiler team meetings, he's
Recently he wrote the likely t6 scam a newspaper or
forward to --che Chicago watch a television news show.
Bears:
An. Illustrated
"I don't want to get too
Histocr by _ Richard .Whit- much involved. I want to
tington Rand,McNally &Co.: concentrate on my work," he
$14.95 I. It's one of those cof- said. "A kicker
.let him
fee-table books, with enough alone. Don't try to teach him
photographs to .bring on, kicking."
rushes of memories for fans of
that era and moments of
amazement for today's young
fans, kids who'll wonder how
In the world they ever stayed
alive back then.
"There have been a few
other changes since then."
Grange understated. "We
used to have three co`aches —
head, backfield ,and line. Now
there's seven or eight. ,"And. the equipment. We
wore • leather, canvas, felt,
wool. 'Weighed about three
times as much as the plastic
and nylon they've got now.
Everybody's better protected,
'cept of course these helmets
today are lethal weapons," he
said.
If it sounds like Grange is
longing for the good old days
and demeaning today's
players,forget it.
"Today's are much better,
in almost every way," he said.
"In my day you'd have 185pound halfbacks running into
220-pound linemen. Now
you've got 225-pound halfbacks running into 275-pound
linemen. They're bigger.
faster, stronger. Today's
players could lick the ones
from my day,any day."
Houston and the Miami
Dolphins kept a national
television audience from
seeing a single touchdown,
Fritsch and Uwe von
Schamann of the Dolphins
staged a field goal duel.
Fritsch and the Oilers came
out ahead 9-6.
Fritsch, a 34-year-old
Austrian soccer player who
switched to the National
Football League eight years
ago, hit on field goals of 39, 46
and 48 yards against the
Dolphins.
Last week, it was Fritsch's
35-yard boot that gave
Houston a 27-24 overtime
victory over the New York
Jets. Earlier in the year, he

Red Grange Has
Stopped Running
For Past 45 Years •

By BRUCE Low m
AP Sports Writer
He's not galloping much
these days, and the way the
game was played back when
he wasa kid, irsamazing Red
Grange and • his cohorts ran
very far or very long.
But they did because there
was no other was' to play pro
football back in its infancy, in
the 1920s, roughly two decades
before free substitution
allowed the shuttling of
players on and off the field.
"Eighteen men on the
rosters then, not the 40 or so of
today," says Grange, the
Galloping Ghost who made the
nation sit up and take notice of
this violent game when he
signed with the Chicago Bears
in 1925.
-We played offense and
20.5 clip this year — an averaging 13.8 point and 4.3
amazing figure since he plays rebounds in 29 minutes, has defense. Until the . freesubstitution rule came in, you
only 29 minutes a game.
been so important
got carried out only if you got
The Bucks' depth does not Milwaukee.
end with their sixth man,
Nonetheless, Nelson has killed. To leave a game any
however. Everyone on the approached the -Bucks' early other way, any other time,
bench has been contributing to success cautiously. A week was an insult to a player."
the team's success.
ago they were 8-1, but le
No. 77, a charter member of
Besides Bridgeman, the would only say,"Were a guod the Pro Football Hallof Fame,
Bucks' henchmen are spark- team, but we haven't Non is 76 now, relaxing at his home
plug Lloyd Walton and anything yet. We'll know 1-11.Te in Lake Wales, Fla., about 75
AllAmerican Sidney Moncrief, about what we're made of next miles from Tampa. He's been
a rookie from Arkansas, at week, when we meet the out of pro football since 1934.
guard and 6-11 Richard heavy irons: Los Angeles.
"I still keep up with the
Washington, 6-10, Harvey Seattle, Philadelphia and game. I
still like to see my old
Catchings and 6-91,2 Pat Portland."
teams — Illinois, the Bears.
Cummings at center and
But how about those Bucpower forward.
caneers? Yeah, I guess I'm a
King Tops Stove
--Rues fan now."
The Bucks' depth has
enabled Nelson to implement
What does he do?
By the Associated Press
a running game, another
-Nothing," he said, "unless
STOCKHOLM, Sweden
concept he brought over from Top-seeded Billie Jean Kin you count mowing the lawn,
his Boston days. But you can't outlasted Betty Stove of the fishing, golf. I've put in my
tuiless you dominate the Netherlands 6-3, 6-7, 7-5 and time, been all over,seen what
boards, and that's why the won the women's_ singles title I wanted to. To me, traveling
return to action of strong in the $210,000 Stockholm Open was the hardest work in the
forward Dave Meyers, who is tennis championships.
world."

Nelson Credits Red Auerbach
With Success As Bucks'Coach
By ALEX SACHARE
, AP Sports Writer
Don Nelson doesn't wear
Celtic green anymore, but the
lessons he learned in Boston
are serving him well as coach
of the Milwaukee Bucks, one
of the surprise teams in the
National
Basketball
Association.

•
•
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The Oilers weren't complaining.
"Toni does what he wants,".
said Coach Phillips,"Toni is, I
think, the finest kicker in the
league."
Fritsch broke into the NFL
with the Dallas Cowboys in
1971, left for San Diego in 1976
and was acquired by. Houston
as a free agent in 1977.
Oilers quarterback Dan
Pastorini paused Monday
night to say he was properly
grateful to Dallas for letting
Fritsch go. "Toni," PastOrini
shouted. "I want to thank
•(Dallas Coach) Tom Landry
for you."

Ken Norton
Is Gentle
Out Of Ring
Continued from page 7
"When Iswas collecting good
purses," he said. "I followed a
fixed formula — bank half of it
and blow the other half." .
His heart, though, is with
kids. He is deeply involved in
Bronco Junction, a charity for
Asthmatic, Battered and
Abused Children.
AvIt tears your heart out to
look at some of them," he
says. "I don't understand how
parents can be so cruel. It's all
right to bang a man in the-ring
— they're two equals — but hit
a kid? It's sickening."

Resting The Rumors
Bowden Signs For 5-Year, $500,000 Figure

By BERNIE DALEY
Bowden family," Sliger said. win over underdog Cincinnati insurance annuity with the
Associated Press Writer
"I know of no better was to Saturday, after FSU trailed F'SU athletic association,
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — publicize your university than 21-7 at halftime.
redeemable at the end of 10
Putting to rest rumors he was a successful athletic program.
Asked whether he made up years for $100,000. He also said
about to switch jobs, Florida I think this adds to the his mind before or after last he and the boosters group had
State Coach Bobby Bowden university."
week's game, Bowden said, an "understanding" about
has signed a five-year conBowden, a native of Bir- "About halftime I knew I -stadium and other athletic
tract worth over $500,000 to mingham, Ala., came to FSU wanted it I the contract)."
improvements not mentioned
stay on as head of the in 1976. The Seminole program
Bowden earlier signed an in the contract.
Seminole football program.
still was licking its wounds
_Bowden and Florida State from the 1973 season when it
President Bernie Sliger an- finished with an 0-11 mark aryl
nounced the agreement the longest losing streak in the
Monday. Bowden is to receive nation.
By the Associated Press'
an annual salary of $52,000, a
Things changed in a hurr:,
guaranteed annual profit from Bowden's first team went 5-6
NEW YORK — Milwaukee rebounds, 13 assists and 8
his weekly television show of and in 1977 Florida State
steals in three games burst Bucks forward Marques
$55,000 and an annual personal back into the limelight with
victories over Los Angeles and
a Johnson was named National
expense account of $10,000.
10-2 record and a win over Basketball Association Player Chicago and- a loss to Seattle
The total — the largest ever Texas Tech in the Tangerine
that ended the Bucks'10-ganie
of the Week.
for an FSU football coach is Bowl.
Johnson had 75 poinLs, 29 winning streak.
guaranteed to be at least
This season his squad
$117,000 yearly and can exceed ranked among the top ten
that if the television profits teams in the nation,
sporting
are higher than $55,000.
an 8-0 mark with aspirations
"I wanted something that of going to a major
howl
would fortify me in the bad game. Bowden had been
years because you're not mentioned as a coaehinv
afways going to have good candidate at several other
•
years," Bowden said. "This is schools, including Louisiana •
it."
•
State:
•
Bowden's salary is now
Bowden and universit:, •
$46,640 with an annual athletic officials 'said an- •
Reg- S3.911 Some $1.19
television guarantee of nouncing the new contract •
•
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should enhance recruiting.
$3q,000.
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Bowden, who will turn 50
"I lust felt, like I htid hi rut •
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happy relationship wall the coaching victory with a 26-1
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8 PIECE
HOLIDAY

CUTLERY

sET INCLUDES I & 2 QT COVERED SAUCE
QT COVERED
PANS. kr OPEN FRY PAN.
DUTCH OVEN I s QT DOUBLE BOILER
INS: RT

$79.
.99 VALUE

1/
2 PRICE

AV AILABLE IN ALMOND

1/
2 PRICE

FRIO SONESTU
NETUL

AVOCADO.

2-SLICE
AUTOMATIC
TOASTER

CHOCOLATE
AND HARVEST GOLD

From Suggested
Retail

T-11/1207-012
Toast to please every
member of your family
— Toast selector light
to dark
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BONUS
COOKBOOK

411101101EMMICeINEWIIMENCOM
Two Versatile Appliances in One!
GE Food Processo
PLUS Blender

3602
(EC32)

• "Hands Free" operation—
position can, Press ll"ntr. lof
Shuts off auternaticilly
• "Easy Clean" removable '
cutting assembly
• Handy cord storage
• Durable Leven limit housing
• Magnet holds its from falling
in fond

11
‘

$12"
Set), Forget
•...) With GE's
BREW STARTER
Drip Coffeemaker
DCM15/3390-004

in a
purees.
fraction of the time it takes to do it
bowl
switch from food processor
• Space saving dual purpose base . simply
to blender tar in seconds.
and shredding sides.
• Two-in-One Reversible Food Processor Oisc with slicing
mincing,chopping,crumbing, etc.
• Stainless steel serrated edge knife blade for
• Mixes yeast bread dough.
Processor" Cookbook.
• Includes FIE 160 page illustrated "Cooking with a Food
cleaning. Food processor disc.
• All removable parts are immersible for easy
knife blade and blender blade store right in units.

liquefies, blends,
• Slices. shops, shreds, grates. AND stirs,
by hand.

3SPEED
MIXER VALUE!

FP1/4200-002
• Versatile for slicing, chopping,
shredding, grating, blending,
gnnding, mincing, and mixing
bread dough.

PORTABLE MIXER
M24

• Two-in-One Reversible Disc
plus stainless steel Knife Blade.

ONLY $
49
"

t
GE ELECTROMilu

11
.
111211

•

Clock and timer feature lets you
wake up to delicious drip coffee
• Easy to use, just set for time
to start brewing and slide control to AUTO
• Brews 2-10 cups with the
speed of instant coffee, automatically switches to keepswarm when ready, stays hot
for serving
• Use either permanent filter
Or disposable Paper filters.
both included fOr clear coffee

16"

3-5507

"LOUDMOUTH II"
FM/AM Radio and 8-Track
Tape Player

NOW!

'4988

ONLY

'36"

• Digital readout IOCks fl your weight to
help eliminate guess work.
t
• Contemporary demon with bright. easy
read numerals.
• Computes weight etectronmall.y. Irons
25-300 lbs.
'Malin
• Battery °oersted. Standard 9-volt
battery lasts up to one year (Battery
not included.)

USE OUR
CONvENIENT
LAYAWAY

super.turbo®
Pistol Dryer
by GE

1400 worts
Pro 11/5116-005

•

7-2880

GE SUPERADIO
gives you GE's best
station-getting capability

• 1400 watts of blow drying power
• 3 heat/speed combinations
5 styling/drying accessories
88
18
$

Bring us your
KODACOLOR
Films...

r-1

Even in the city, radio reception is sometimes
tough. Strong stations frequently crowd out
nearby weaker stations. GE's SUPERADIO
has special circuitry and 2 extra long antennas to provide GE's best station selectivity
and long range pull-in power. Plus outstanding sound quality.
See it, hear it, you'll want to own it.

O.,$49"

11

• BREW STARTER automatic

IMP

No more
bouncing dial?

C.*

$12!
8

Having trouble receiving
weak radio stations?

DIGITAL SCALE

••:

NOW'

•3 speed mixer with fingertip
control.
• Ideal for mixing, stirring or
whipping.
• Color styled in white, avooado
or harvest.

"
r
P‘
•
t•

11
iv00.

4 ))
I

- ‘---

is • • • t••
rte

GE Touch 'N Curl
Mist-Dry Curler...with Wave Comb

1288.

HI or 10 Setting
MIST or DRY..

T,k9
CS1

FOR QUALITY
COLOR
PROCESSING
BY KODAK
We offer Kodak quality
processing for all your
KODACOLOR Films.
Stop in today, and ask
for details
COLOR
PROCESSING
•. Kodak
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%oters Go To Polls Across Ncifion
Bs DON McLEOD
AP Political Writer
Voters in more than onefourth of the nation's big cities
elect ma ors today while
Kentucky and Mississippi pick
governors in elections expected to be felt in 1980's
and
presidential
congressional contests.
At stake is control of
political machinery that could
play a prominent role in the
outcome of next year's races.
The Democrats were expected to keep their edge in
the city halls, which are the
base of their grassroots
strength and one of the key
reasons they are the country's
largest party.
In the two statehouse races,
Democrats also were favored
although the GOP has

mounted strong challenges to
regain Kentucky and to give
Mississippi
its
first
Republican governor since
Reconstruction.
New Jersey and Virginia,
traditional bellwethers, are
electing state legislatures in
other tests of the Republican
Party's efforts at rebuilding
thrdhgh emphasizing state
and local races.
Kentucky and Mississippi,
along with Louisiana, which
will elect a governor in a Dec.
8 runoff, all were keys to the
"Solid South" base of
President Carter's 1976 victory. If Republicans were
running these states next
year, there could be trouble
Democratic
any
for
presidential nominee.
The national Republican

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
uct
6 Tellurium

ACROSS

1 Zest
5 Portico
9 Obese
12 Century plant
13 Biblical word
14 Eon
15 Flag
17 Sun god
18 Nothing
19 Sewing case
21 Trite
23 Debases
27 Pronoun
23 Mountain
•• nymph
29 Vast age
...• 3, Latvia')cur-

, Answer to Monday's Puzzle

MUDD OMODO

symbol
7 Paddle

CEC0110 000333
Et C000 0003
MC 0003M 033
CCM MOOD 33
130000 OMMOOMM
MOB DOOM
C000000 MOM
EIC CUUDO 0033
020013 00M
co 01300 33
COMM U303133
GULIOU UU002

8 Captain 9 Aromatic
herb
10 Solo
11 High
16 Musical studies
20 Repeat
22 Part of to
be

23.
7- and
. robbers
24 Russian city
25 Scale note

lance

• reney
26 Offspring
34-Hebcew letter 30"Closer
35 Heard of
32 Encourage
38 Twice: Pfaff* -.33 Neat •
- 36 Devoured
39 Crafty

41 As written:
Mus.
42 Was ill .
• 44 Printer's
measure
46 Endless time
48 Begin
51 Paradise
52 Transgress
53 King of Bashan
55 Peaceful
59 Sesame
60 Post
62 Girl's name
63 Secret agent
64 Actual being
65 Let it stand

measure
45 Title of
respect

Abbr
47 Roman offi37 Repasts
cial
40 Annually
43 Chinese dis- 48 Deposits
12 3 4

49 Journey
50 Heavy volume
54 Fuel
56 insect egg
57' Native: Suffix
58 Cougar. e.g.
61 Exists

111111111 ilia"
14

13111
i1ISU
17
16
15

Party signaled the importance
it places on the Mississippi
race with its $150,000 contribution to GOP nominee Gill
Carmichael's
campaign.
Presidential contenders
Ronald Reagan and John
Connally have campaigned for
him.
However, his opponent, Bill
Winter, has a formidable
political base. He is a former
lieutenant governor, state
legislator, state tax collector
and state treasurer.
Kentucky, former
In
Republican Gov. Louis Nunn'
is running against Democratic
noMinee John Y. Brown, amillionaire businessman who
is married to Phyllis George,
the TV personality and former
Miss America.
Nunn was elected governor
in 1967, when the Republican
ascendency in Kentucky was
at its peak. Kentucky now has
a Democratic governor and
two Democratic senators.
Nunn says he is stronger
politically now than he was in
his first race, but the polls
favor Brown.
The incumbent Democratic
governors in Kentucky.
Mississippi and Louisiana are
all barred by law from seeking
new terms.
Mayors are being elected in
49 of the 169 cities with
populations of more than
100,000. Most of the 49 have
Democratic mayors, and the
partyts expected to retain its
edge, although the . GOP's
prospects are good in several
instances.
However, the Democrats
are favored to retain control in
Philadelphia, the nation's
fourth largest city and the.

biggest electing a mayor safe House
seat last year after
today. Mayor Frank Rizzo, 16 years in
Congress, lost the
after losing a fight to change Democratic primary
for the
the city charter to allow him to Senate, and is trying
now for a
third
for
a
run
term, is comeback as mayor of
Minheading for retirement.
neapolis.
Democratic nominee
How Fraser fares against
William Green has promised former three-time
Republican
"new leadership and new Mayor Charles Stenvig
could
direction."
indicate a lot about the future
Republican David Marston, of the Democratic
-Farmerthe former 'U.S. attorney who Labor Party, which suffered
fought his removal by the disastrous losses in 1978 after
Carter administration in the the death of founder Hubert H.
midst of his investigation of Humphrey.
Democratic congresssmen,
In Houston, Mayor Jim
has a strong following. But McConn is favored for. retwo-thirds of Philadelphia's 1 election over a crowded field,
million voters are Democrats. but a Nov. 20 runoff is exRizzo hos derided the pected. The big interest in
election as offering voters"an Houston is in city government
awful choice."
changes that should give that
In San Francisco,Democrat city's minorities their first
Dianne Feinstein, appointed seats on the council.
mayor last year after George
Other cities electing mayors
Moscone was killed in a city today include Baltimore;
hall shooting, is seeking the Indianapolis; Phoenix, Ariz.;
mayor's job for the third time. Columbus and Toledo, Ohio;
She ran unsuccessfully in 1971 and Miami.
and 1975.
There are a host of other
candidates on the nonpartisan San Francisco ballot.
and a Dec. 11 runoff is likely.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. rAP)combative
Cleveland's
Mayor Dennis Kucinich is The relatives of a 55-year-old
seeking reelection after man who died at University
narrowly surviving a recall Hospital Monday night are
last year. Republican it. Gov. being sought by the Jefferson
George V. Voinovich led County Coroner's office.
James Poole was admitted
Kucinich by 11,000 votes in the
to the hospital last Thursday
non-partisan primary Oct. 2.
In Boston, Kevin White is with a fractured skull after he
seeking an unprecedented was found'unconscious on a
fourth term. Both White and Louisville - street corner,
State Sen. Joseph Timilty, his authorities said, and shed at
opponent after the non- 9:28 Mondm.night.
Officials &belie Poole may
partisan
primary. are
have train injured in a fight.
Democrats.
congressman An autopsy is scheduled in the
Former
Donald Fraser, who gave up a case, officials said.

Relatives Of Man
Who Died Sought
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2. Notice

2.1totice
WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS

Jesus states in John 1421,"He
that hath my commandments,
and keepeth them, he it is that
loveth me. and he that loveth
me shall be loved of my Father,
and I will love him, and will
manifest myself to him." Sabbath worship service. Saturday's 5 pm til 6 pm. Bible
study, 6 tit 7 and 7 til 8 evenings. Study by phone anytime
Free Store for the needy. All
donations appreciated. Anyone
having need or would like Bible
information or study call Bible
Facts or Free Store, 759-4600

Listed here is a ready
rel•rooce that will quickly
help you locate the
classifkation you ore looking for.
I. Legal Notice
1. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4. In Memory
S. Lost and Found
6. Help Wonted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus. Opportunity
11. Instructions
12. Insurance
'13. For Sole or Trode
14. Want To buy
15. Articles For Sal*
16. Horne Furnishings
1/. Vacuum Cleaners
Sowing Machines
I. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Home Solos
28, Mob. Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. business Rental
31, Wont To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rant
34. Houses For Rent
33. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Leos*
37. Livestock -Supplies
38. Pets-Suppliers
39. Poultry-Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sole
42, Horn* Loans
43, Real Estate
44. Lots For Sole
43. Forms For Sole
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
40. Auto,Servkos
49, Used Cars
SO. Used Trucks
5/. campers
52. Roots and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trod*
55. feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wonted

CLASSIFIED AD '
DEADLINES
I In order foi your ad to appear
on the date you specify you
must adhere to the following.
deadlines An ad must be called or brought in by 12 noon
the day before in order to appear in the next days paper,
with the exception of ads to
start in Monday's paper, they
must be called or brought in by
10 AM on Saturday
To have an ad cancelled
before publication you will
AM
need to contact us by
that Morning in order for it not
to appear in that days edtion

!
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CARTER STUDIO
WEDDINGS &
PORTRAITS
753-8298
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DOWN
1 Flap

alai

2 State Abbr 5211
3 Negative prefix
dIR
4 Army officer
5 Maple prod-
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50
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a
months ago I
_toleranee test The
'filnicti7s were that I had a
mild case of low blood sugar.
Could you please give me
some information on this and
what causes it? Can it be
cured and how do you handle
yourself with it? I have been
on a diet for two months and I

would like to understand my
e
DEAR READER - Low
blood, sugar, which we call
hypoglycemia, merely means
that someone has observed
that you have a 'low level of
glucose in your blood. This
can occur in normal- people
who have no symptoms at all

PEANUTS
li-Hkf 15 THE
BUS STOPPING?

THIS MU5T BE WHERE
OUR FIELD TRIP BEGINS...
EVERKONE'S 6ETT46 OFF

TH15 15 A BARBER SHOP!
WE RODE ALL THIS WA'?
TO 5EE A BARBER 5140n1

THAT REMINDS
ME...I DION'T

GET ONE CANN CANE FOR
CHRISTMAS
LAST LfEAR..

117

I LOVE TO VISIT
THE INDIAN
VILLAGE IN
THE PARK

BEETLE BAILEY
PIP YOU SEE MISS BUXLEY'S
DRESS. IT'S MADE OUT OF
MOSQU I TO NETTING!

MY DAD
BOUGHT
A
TRAILER

1111 ,
- J-lenreeuteSynce,ine.,

MOSQUITO
NETTING!!!

NOYILMPF. •

BLJZZ OFF

NOW WHAT
AM I SUPPOSED
TO 00

YO0•HOOSLONOIE?

&
N °114G'srs'easica
ll-b

PHANTOM

BOOZ E
AND

SMOKES!

found in vigorous, healthy.
young athletes. Thus we don't
make the diagnosis of clinical
low blood sugar unless the
person also has symptoms.
Ideally, the symptoms must
be demonstrated at the same
time the blood glucose level is
Low.
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 3-9, Low Blood
Sugar Hypoglycemia. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, self-addressed envelope for it. Send your request
to me, in care of this newspaper, P.O., Box 1551. Radio City
Station, New York, NY 10019.
As The Health Letter I'm
sending you explains, you can
have a low blood glucose level
from many different things.
Some people have this while
they're fasting. In those
instances, it may be caused by
such things as a tumor of the
insulin producing glands in
the pancreas. The oversecretion of insulin causes the low
blood glucose levels.
The other type and probably more common form of
Low blood sugar is reactive
h • • ycemia. This means the
b ii. glucose may be perfectly normal in the fasting state
but falls to very low levels
sometimes after eating. Some
people call this rebound hypo;
glycemia. The thought here is
that the blood glucose level
goes very high and falls to low
levels as a rebound reaction.
We have another problem
in the diagnosis of clinical
hypoglycemia. Many of the
symptoms that are associated
with it, the shaking tremors.
the sweating, the feelings of
anxiety and even the fast
heartbeat. may all be caused
by increased production of
adrenaline by a person's body.
If your blood glucose level
falls, one of theafirst things
the body does is to pour out
more adrenaline because
adrenaline stimulates the
mobilization of glucose from
your body and helps to counfu
acutcthhe action.
term
ion occurs
because you can pour out
adrenaline because of a lot of
other situations. ICs the fight
or flight hormone. And if
you're stressed for any
reason, you'll pour out extra
adrenaline which can cause
exactly the same symptoms.
Thus a person can have anxiety reactions that produce
symptoms because of adrenaline production that are in
every way identical to the
symptoms produced by low
blood
Health Letter I'm sendriiill explain more
g 4eysollugeaaw
no
about what to do with your
diet. A good way to get glucose without having such
major swings in the blood
v to
used
araw fruits,
sere:
ltsp
levelaISpLos

Dr. Carl A. Bowers.
Chiropractor announces
opening practice in the
Broeringmeyer Health
Awareness Center, 34
miles fast on Hwy. 94,
Murray. 'Kentucky. New
Office hours. Mon . Tues .
Wed. and Fri. 9-12 2-6 by
appointment

Homeworkers earn $50 per
hundred securing, stuffing
eoevelopes free details, Reply
Titan,
Box
94485/N,
Schaumberg, IL 60194
Part time day help and part
time night neikto close. Must
be mature, responsible person.
Hickory Hut, 806 Chestnut St.
Texas Oil Company needs
mature person for short trips
surrounding Murray. KY Contact customers. We train. Write
K.G. Dick, Ptesident
Southwestern Petroleum, Ft.
Worth, TX

Men's and Boy's
Clothing
Store
needs young man
and
mature
woman for full
time employment
in sales. Experience
not
necessary, will
train.
Send
resume to:
P.O. Box 68

Murray, KY
42071

4. In Memory

30

413

6. Help_ Wanted

•al

753-2962
Free Store 759-4600
INURE CALL
Near
"Instrumental
Music in Worship" 759,4444. Children's Story,
759-4445.

34% Off
All Shrubs
and Tress

Juanita's Flower
917 Coldwater Rd. 7533880

Warehouse
Storage
Specs
For Rent
Ideal for storing house full of
cors ontiques,
furniture

business overflows, etc.
Phone 753-7618 after 500
p.m

NEWSPAPER
OFFICE HOURS
The Murray Ledger &
Times Office, 103 N. 9th
Street, is open for business
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Mow'
day through Friday and
from 8 a.m. to 12 noon on
Saturdays.
These hours include the
business office, classified
advertising department,
retail advertising department and circulation
department.
At times other than those
listed above the office. is
closed for regular business
even though newsroom and
production employees may
be on duty.
We request that
Customers observe the
business office hours in
placing calls to the
newspaper.
The telephone numbers
for the newspaper departments are:
DEPARTMENT NUMBER
753-1916
'Classified Ads
753-1917
Circulation
„Display Ms
753-1919
Because they .contain bulk
753-1916
Accqiuding_
-titerikte,010Vily absorbed4ntoL.-2 1rie1lifig1Ordr"4- 159.19100
the bloodstream, as opposed
The Murray
to concentrated sweets suck
&Times
Ledger
and
sweet
sugar
drinks.
as

In loving memory of Sammy
Farley who passed away .-nine
years ago, November 6th.
They say time heals all sorrow
and helps one to forget
but time so far has only proved
how much we miss you yet.
Through tears we watched you
- suffer
we saw you fade away
our hearts were almost broken
you fought so hard to stay.
God gate us strength to take it
and courage to bear the blow.
But when we saw youaleeping
so peaceful, free from pain
we could not wish you back
to suffer so again. _
Our hearts' still ache with
sadness
our secret tears still flow
what it meant to Jose our loved
one
No one will ever know.
Sadly missed by family.
In memory of a dear son. Earl
Underhill. who passed away six
years ago, November 3rd
How it'saddens Our heart to
think of you gone.
Never more to return,
But I pray to meet you in
Heaven
Where heart aches come no
more
Your loving mother. Myrtle
Underhill

5. Lost and Found
Lost! Male German Shepherd,
light brown with black face. No
collar. Could be iniured.
Reward! Call .753-8806 or 7530018 anytime.
Reward offered to person finding Hickman County high
school ring with blue stone.
lost in K Mart. October 27th
Call collect 653-5961.

6. Help Wanted
An Ohio Oil Company offers
plenty of money plus cash
bonuses, fringe benefits to
mature individual in Murray.
KY area. Regardless of experience. write P.J. Read.
President, American Lubricants
Company, Box 696, Dayton, OH
45401
Full or part time business opportunity available. New naneeds
company
tional
distributors in this area who
want to establish their own
business. Minimum investment. For more information
write. Oil of Mink. P.O Box 91,
Princeton KY 42445

Texas Refinery Corp. offers
plenty of money plus cash
bonuses, fringe benefits to
mature individual in Murray.
KY area. Regardless of experience. write 1.A. Byers,
Texas Refinery Corp.. Box 711,
Fort Worth, TX 76101
$356 weekly guaranteed, work
2 hours daily at home Write for free brochure. DII. P.O. Bch
K. Greensboro. KY 42743.
Wanted Dental Assistant and .
receptionist Trained expanded
duty preferred Will train if excellent potential Give resume
and 3 references to P 0 Box
32W.
$356 00 Weekly guaranteed.
Work 2 hours daily at home
(178 for one hour) Free
brochure. Allen, P 0. Box
523P, Westchester, OH 45069

9. Situation Wanted
Want to rake leaves and will
bag them Call 753-5476
Would like to it with elderly
person. days 753-5011
Yards or houses to clean, 2 college girls. very reliable Call
753-8799.
Here It Is! (Heinz Foods) •
Up To $50,000 Annually
If
you would like a
business that makes
lots of ney, all cash,
requ s very little
time and effort for
hi
return
on
urn investment
o $2,779.. then you
should call Person-toPerson Collect for Mr.
Carter at (713) 7812516 for more information and possible
appointment, or write
Gourmet
Products,
9999 Rictunond, suite
129, Houston, TX
77042.

11. Instructions
Photography. 6 week course.
Tuesday or Wednesday evening.
starting November 13 and 14
$25. Call 753-0759

14. Want To Buy
LP or Butaure gas tank, 100 or
300 gallon. Call 753-8216 after
4:30 Prn.
Wanted to buy standing
timber top prices paid 489? Vi4

RN-Director of Health Services position.
B.S. preferred.
contact Personnel Office,
Excepticon-Outwood Campus
Dawson Springs, KY
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Director, Social Services.
MSW required.
Contact Personnel Office,
Excepticon-Outwood Campus,
Dawson Springs, Ky.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

NOW HIRING
FULL OR PART TIME
$7 PER HOUR TO START
Local national AAA-1 rated corporation need
10
neat, honest, young-minded people with permanent
address to fill 10 good jobs immediately. No experience needed. Car necessary. Complete paid
training program, paid vacation, group insurance,
and bonuses. Only these willing to work need apply.

Call(502)759-1345
,

•
,

No other time!
Friday only
Ask for Mr. Branson
4
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43. Real Estate

- Furnishings
16:IF
ome

--Music
22.
aT

Will sell good used furniture
and appliances. The Odd Shop
642-8250. We buy, sell, and
trade.
19. Farm Equipment
Farm tans, grain dryers, sales
and service A & I Ford Supply.
Inc • Highway 54 west of Paris
(901)642-8544
Tractor batteries. 6 or 12 volt.
3EH or 30H, 2 year guarantee.
your choice. $49.99. Exchange
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Wheelbarrows. $19.99, $29.99,
$39.99, $59.99. Wallin Hard
ware. Paris
22:Musical

Two new console stereos,
reduced due to damaged
cabinets Clayton's - I & B
Music 753-7575
Used Spinet piano, two upright
pianos Rental plan on all new
pianos Leach's Music Company, established 1926. Paris,
TN
Wurlitzer Studio piano, 2 years
old, like new. Call 753-4827.
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Want to buy one acre more or
less at reasonable price near
Murray Call 753-0193 after 5
Pm
Want to buy 1970 through
1975 Datsun 2-door coupe or
pickup. in good condition Call
436-2289 after 6 pm
15. Articles For Sale
For sale two 1971 International school buses, automatic
transmission, good condition,
one Neckover livestock trailer,
one 1973 GMC Sprint, two new
space heaters, one Harley
Davidson 250 cc dirt bike, a
few small tractors 753-7746.
Lock sets, polished, brass or antique brass, key in knob sets
$7 99. passage, $3 99 Wallin
Hardware, Pans
Steel wardrobe, wooden
bassenette, typewriter table,
fold chairs, desk, 3 large unframed mirrors See at 1663
Ryan Ave.
1LHomeTurnishings
Antique reproduction stained
glass Tiffany cherry blossom
design table lamp, 18" in
diameter Serious inquires only Call between 9 am and 2
pm. 753-2927.
Blond bedroom suite Duncan
Phye buffet, chest, dresser,
wood dinette set, canopy bed,
chest, and rocker, antique
cabinet 753-8615
French style green couch with
wood trim $125, brown couch,
$35, mattress and box springs.
$35, carpenter's table saw,
$110 759-44M .
Furniture refinishing, specializing in antiques 753-7140.
Fro,st free refrigerator. $130
counter top stove. $35 753
0652 after 4 30 pm
Nice clean feather beds for
sale Call 492-8637 after 6 pm
Refrigerator, runs good Call
753-8704.
Stainless steel sinks, double
compartment. 4 hole, self rimming, $29 99; $39 99. and
$49 99
Wallin Hardware,
Paris

lefty
col
Call

Give the Gift
of Love
MUSIC
-Organ-PianoClayton's-J & B Music
Ditiolowd Coster
753.7575

Baldwin Grand piano, 7 foot
ebony. 2 years old. $6800. 2477645. Mayfield
Spinet piano, used. like new.
Used console and grand pianos.
Practice pianos and organs.
Lonardo Piano Co , across from
the Post Office in Paris. TN. ,
Spinet piano used like new. Used console and grand planes.
Practice pianos. New Baldwin
pianos and organs. Lonardo
PLano Company, across from
Post Office, Paris, TN.
€0.‘34.0..crwwwwwicionivraryii

`4 The Perfect
Xmas Gift
All New

Magnavox I
Stereoe music

Clayton's-4 &

I
Dirlelatil Caster
753-7575
xervirgawcairtrarairevorwarai

**********************
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23. Exterminating

"Just browsing."
27. Mobile Home Sills
Mobile home for sale, double
wide. Call 753-5201 or 7534691.
24. Miscellaneous
All fuel chimneys,' triple wall
pipe 6"x30", $18.99; 8"x30",
$29.99. Installation kit 6",
$27.99; 8", $41.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Aluminum extension ladders
14',- $28.88: 16', $31.88; 20'.
$45.99; 28', $10.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Bath tubs, 5 ft. steel white,
$64.99; Colors, $69.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Chain saw chains three-eighths
inch pitch for the following bar
sizes: 16", -$10.25; 20",
$11.99: 24", $14.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Firewood, $25 rick, delivered.
Locust fence posts; 7 ft. $2, 9
ft. $2.50. 489-2327.
Firewood for sale. $18 a rick,
will deliver. 753-6837.
Firewood, seasoned, any
length, delivered. $25 per rick.
Boyer Tree Service, 753-8536.
Mobile home roof coating, 5
gallon pail, $26.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Oak and hickory firewood,
$18.50 you pick up, $25
delivered. Call for directions.
498-8913 after 6 pm.
SIP Rebate
On III Cash Sales SLOS
and ever during the
month if Ilevember.

Jaanita's Flower
917 Coldwater Rd.

75380

Pro Sharp chain saw
sharpener. Sharpens your chain
like a pro, $11.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Pansies, fall bulbs and flowering ground covers. Plant now
for early spring color. Also new
shipment of African violets.
Also Thanksgiving cactus in
bloom. The Potting Shed,
Highway 641, south of Puryear.
Skil saws. All with PA" cutting
blade, model 553, $29.99;
model 574, $34.99; model
559. $59.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Save up to 90 per cent on
ladies, mens, and children&
fashions. New and like new. We
sell for you and to you. Only
***
*******************
fine quality and current styles
********************** accepted. The Answer, 1407
Main St., Benton, KY, Open 6
********************* days 10 til 5 pm.
Six banquet type tables for
sale, used one time, 30x96.
Call after 7 pm, 759-1140.
-REDUCEDhree American Air Lines 50
per cent off coupons to be usd by December 15th, 1979.
all 753-5755.
Wood for sale, $25 per rick for
hickory. oak, and ash. Delivered
Iin Murray area only. Call 753663 and ask for Chris Snyder.
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Thanks, Mother Nature - for this lovely wooded
lot that is the setting for this quality 3 bedroom
home located on Minerva, near the schools and
tennis courts; central gas heat; large outside
storage building - Call for an appointment. This
could be just what you have been waiting for.

25. Business Services
MICHELIN MICHELIN
-a
CARROLL TIRE
SERVICE
Your Car And
Light Truck
Tire Dealer
1105 Pogue
75:1-1489

2

N
SCA
REALTY

MICHELIN MICHELIN
26. TV-Radio

ASSOCIATES
753-7724
905 SYCAMORE

Repossesed. Take up monthly
payment on 25" color t.v. Warranted. Clayton's • J .1 B Music,
753-7575.
Stack 3 Mosbey's CB antenna,
can talk to Canada and Mexico.
New $150, now $75. 4928834.

1%9 Mobile home, 10x55,
-*ice iand dein, tow
sow spiiiimaill$ •' iliimiii Spiifiek
suise-Ilekrq$34411. _, ..- ,-.... Soy Speen:IP-2NT • ,• hosting nod cooling pills, onfufhisbed 'except for appliances and drapes. 753James B. green, Sr. 4$11-2A3S
8810.

713-ff.,

Close to everything .schools.
tennis courts. good neighbors.
This 3 bedroom, 2 bath home
offers the spaciousness of a
large den, equipped kitchen, as
well as a formal living room
and dining area But that is not
all, central gas heat and electric air makes for economical
utilities. Don't forget the large
trees that shade the patio. and
efficient outside storage
building. A fine family home.
Call Helen at Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724.

1972 12x60 Two bedroom,
central air, gas heat, carpeted,
partially furnished, real good
condition. 376-2082.
12x60. Two bedroom trailer
with washer, dryer, and air conditioner, set on rented half
acre lot. 4 miles from town.
$4000. 759-4754.
Two bedroom trailer7all 4892657 or 489-2658.
21. fhb. Home Rents
For rent: Mobile home, 2
bedroom. 94 East, water furnished, no children. Call before
8 prn. 753-8848.
Two bedroom trailer for rent.
No pets. Shady Oaks Trade
Court. 489-2611.
Trailer for rent. See Brandor
Dill at Dill's Trailer Court.
29. Heating-Cooling
Electric heaters, 4000 watt, 4
stack. $35.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Wood heater, automatic.
deluxe cabinet, brick lined,
cast iron grates and doors, 24"
fire box, $199.99. Two speed
automatic blower, $49.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
30. Business Rental

38. Pets-Supplies
AKC registered Cocker Spaniel
puppy, 8 weeks old, $75. Only
one left! Call 753-0662.
Beagle Bassett -puppies for
hunting pheasants. Will hold
till Christmas, $40. Also taking
deposits on AKC show quality
Bassetts. Call 753-0672
nights.
43. Real Estate

Good Investment
216 Acres 5 miles east
of Puryear, TN. Approximately 200 acres
tillable. Now in beans
Limed in 1979. Has
water.
year-round
About I/2 of acreage in
bottom fields. $850 an
acre. Call Kopperud
Realty,753-1222.
BEAUTIFUL SETTING
70 Acres with house
and barn. 45 acres tendable, rest in timber.
Located on black top
road. All fenced, good
pond,.$64,000. Call
Kopperud Realty, 7531222.

On Canterbury Drive is this
Make a list of all the things you comfortable 3 bedroom, 2 bath
are looking for in a new home: home with all modern conthen check Nis practical 3 viences. Has carpet, drapes,
bedroom.'We think it will have central gas heat and central
it all. Located just minutes air, 8 closets, and double
from town on an acre plus lot. garage. A brick front porch is
Exceptionally well built, an added feature. Also large
decorated just recently, well in- kitchen and family room. Well
sulated. Seeing is believing. located in city school district.
Call for your tour with Brenda Call Louise at Spann Realty
at 753-1492. Offered by Cen- Associates, 753-7724.
tury 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors.

Bit 0' the country? What are
Ainley Auction &
your needs? 81 acres? 35
Realty Sales
acres? 23 acres? Farms just
co, INSERT AMU,'
honeer Hcalh,rlisted have acreage tendable;
Appraiser
some with timber; beautiful
t'h '901 .47A-2020 470-T771
,.Vluth Fulton Tenn
building sites. Here's a chance
For rent: storage building, to move out and have a little
30x60 ft. with 3 10 ft. high land! Call John or Judy at 753doors. One mile from Murray. 1492 for more information. Of- Privacy is priceless! Fresh on
the market is this cozy A-frame
Call 753-7407 or 753-2486.
fered by Century 21 Loretta "Get-Away". Desirably close to
Jobs
Realtors.
Office space for rent, excellent
the lake. One bedroom with all
with frontage
location
the basics. For just $15,000
downtown Main Street. Call
you can polish this jewel. Call
759-1429.
Pat at Spann Realty Associates,
753-7724.
One large and one small
building for rent. Near campus.
LOTS LOTS LOTS!
Call 753-2967.
We have a lot
32. Apts. For Rent
available on Brady
Furnished apartment. 1 or 2
Rd. off Highway 121 N,
bedrooms, also sleeping rooms.
nice wooded lot in LynBoyd-Majors
Zimmerman Apartments, South
nwood Subdivision on
Real Estate
16th. 753-6609.
Hwy. 121 S/E, two lots
N. 12th
105
in Hazel with water
Two bedroom efficiency apartand sever available.
ment, walking distance horn
plus lots for that
Cabin On
the University. $110 per monseasonal home near
th. 753-9240.
The Lake
Kentucky Lake.
Located in Hurley
34. Houses For Rent
on a large
Subd.
Two bedroom house near
beautiful water front
Panorama Shores. Deposit relot. Cabin under conquired. 436-2266.
struction and priced at
Two bedroom house, Pine Bluff
$27,500.
Shores, $100 per month. Call
641 South
436-5364.
Acres - 200'
Plus
2
INSURANCE
frontage near
Hwy
&
REAL
ESTATE
Lease
Or
Rent
36. For
Midway, Excellent for
753-3263 AWN
home, business or
SI,
1211i
N.
392
Mini
Mobile home.$9,900.
Near Nazol
Warehouse
Doctor or Nurse, worried about
2 bedroom home,large
Stormge Specs
getting to work this winter
separate
kitchen,
For Rent
when the ice and snow comes?
dining, 2 acre lot.
753-4758
Need a phone in your car? Have
Here's a real buy at
a pet and no place to put it?
only $12,900. Call
Like, a large workroom away
38. Pets-Supplies
today!!!
from it all for those rare spare
Hampshire, York- moments? We have it all for
shires, Landrace you...fOr the complete picture
Call 753-8080
call Brenda at 753-1492, Cenboars and gilts tury
21 Loretta Jobs Realtors.
plus York-land44.lots For Sale
race cross gilts.
Excellent lots in Bagwell
Purclorn & Thurman
Available in Quantity
Manor, all utilities, priced low
Insurance & Real Estate at
IIIII1S FARMS
$5000. Contact Howard
Southside
Willow Springs, Ile.
Brandon, 753-4389 or 753Murray, Kentucky
5960.
753-4451
417-448-21129
Kentucky Lake access lot
90x200 at Keniana Shore
scenic valley subdivision. (901)
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
232-8690, Buchanan, Ten201 Rohm Shoot
nessee.
NEW OFFICE HOURS:
Closed All Day Wed.
Farms For Sale
45.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
10 acres with 3 bedroom, living
PRICE SHAVE 7$' room, kitchen, dining room,
I HAIRCUT $1.25
he N44.14411 how hie pima
bath and shower, central heat
%Ma.
7S3 364$ ono 4404 4h4044 oi.hv P,
and air home. located 2W
..miles east of Almo Heights.
Phone 527-1764.
`41111111homehl

pfli&

WILSON

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

Floored mid reedy. Up?. 12 x 24. Also barn style, ofEkes, cottages, mobile home od-ens, and losties. Or IIBUILD, rein* completely reedy to essemWe op to 24
x 60. Ivy thelmat for loss.
cum we s nt som

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

46. Homes For Sale
HOUSE
FOR SALE
IN HAZEL
2 bedrooms, bath, kitdun.Ityinvoom. Haynew root; new storm
windoiviatUlnew carPet
Call 753-2385

•

52.-Boats andlAotors 53. Services Offered

47.1AOlOriides

For sale 1978 Honda Twin 1918. 18 ft. Glasstron boat. Have your driveways white rockStar. CM185-T. good condition 150 hp outboard, full trim and ed before bad weather Free
tilt features, full walk around
Call 753-0241.
trailer. Excellent condition. estimates Clifford Garrison.
48. Auto. Services
Will deliver Best offer Call 753-5429 after 4 pm
Housekeeping services have
Car batteries, 35 month after 5 pm, 502-338-4306.
references Call after 1 pm
guarantee. 80 amp, $29 99, exOffered
Services
53.
759-1140
change. 60 month guarantee,
95 amp, $39.99. exchange ALL TYPES home remodeling Insulation blown in by Sears.
and maintenance. References. save on these high heating and
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Free cooling bills
work
Guarenteed
Call Sears. 75310 Per cent off on all paint and estimates. Call 153-8948.
for
2310,
estimates.
free
body work for students, senior
& Son-General Licinsed Electrician and gas' ricitizens and insurance Byers Brothers
remodeling, framing, stallatiorr, heating installation
home
Auto
Points
customers. Five
aluminum siding, gutters. and and repairs Call 753-7203,
Repair. 753-9181.
roofing. Call 1-395-496) or 1Licensed electrician and
49. Used Cars
362-4895. '
1969 Buick Skylark, power Carpet cleaning, at reasonable mobile home repair Phone
steering, air, interior and body rates. Prompt and efficient ser- Jerry Slater, 753-8063.
good condition. New tires. vice. Custom Carpet Care 489- Mobile Home anchors_
Aluminum and fiberglass
$150. Call 753-0062.
2774.
underpinning, white beige.
1978 Camero, power and air, Carpet
free
cleaning,
jrgrkgood estimates, satisfied references. and brown. Roofs sealed_ Also
red witgare
0 tfi753- Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- patio awnings, open or screengas mil
ed in, with or without windows.
8200.
ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning, Also carports, single and dou•
1979 Camero, power steering, 753-5827.
ble sizes. Jack Glover, 753AM-FM stereo, tilt, power, air, Contrete and block work. Block .1873 after 6 pm.
low miles, $5995.-, 153-0667 garages, basements, driveways,
Paper hanging and interior,
alter 6 pm.
walks, patios, steps, free painting Call 437-4617 or 1531918 Cougar XR-7, extra small estimates. 753-5476.
7337.
economy size V8. Call 753- Chimneys and stoves cleaned.
time and money, call us
Save
)505 after 5 pm.
Be ready for winter. Call Magic first, Millstone Development
1973 Chevrolet Caprice, ex- Hat 759-4878.
Corp. We move the earth for
cellent condition, must sell. Carpentry service. Whatever your excovating needs. Septic
753-4550, ask for John or leave your needs, old or new, quality tanks, . ponds. and lakes.
message.
Backhoe dozer and pan Work.
work. Call 753-0565.
1975 Cordoba, .ps, pb, air, Do You need stumps removed Gravel and fill dirt hauled. Call
cruise, new set of Michelins. from your yard or land cleared 492-8258.
$1800. 753-7827.
of stumps? We can remove
Chimney Brick
1979 Datsun 280ZX, bought stumps up to 24' below the
sawdust
only
leaving
ground,
Repair-Tuckpointing
I
new, has air, 5-speed, low
mileage. Call 753-7284 after 6 and chips. Call for free
Frame
house
painting
estimate. Steve Shaw 753• .
pm.
Call after 6 p.m.
9490 or Bob Kemp 435-4343. For sale: 1973 2-door Caprice.
436-2855
Light blue, all pdwer, tilt Do you need a carpenter? We
what
or
additions,
paneling,
do
Call
$1000.
sharp,
real
wheel,
Saw sharpening and power tool
have you. Call 436-2516.
492-8555.
repair. Corner of 12th and
Four-door jeep wagoneer, all For your home alterations, Main. Weekdays after 3:00 pm,
repair, and remodeling, also anytime on
equipment. 436-2427.
weekends.
new homes and commercial, Reasonable.
For sale: 1978 T-Bird Towne call 753-6123.
Landau, electric windows,
Tractor work: breaking, disking,
seats, tilt wheel, cruise. 753- Fence Sales at Sears now. Call bushhogging, blade work. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free 753-7400 from 8 til 5. after 5,
6041.
estimates for your needs.
753-2632.
For sale: 1973 Maverick, 302
V8, power and air, $1000. 767- For your chain link fencing Wet basement? We make wet
needs, contact Montgomery basements dry, work complete6356.
Ward. Free estimates. 753- ly guarenteed. Call or write
1976 Gran Prix, black on 1966.
Morgan Construction Co.,
black, loaded with every luxury.
Power windows, AM-tape, Guttering by Sears, Sears con- Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
cruise, climate control, air, and tinous gutters installed per KY 42001, or call day or night,
CB. Excellent condition. Phone your specifications. Call Sears 1-442-7026.
753-2310 for free estimates.
753-7853.
Will do hauling of any kind, city
or county. Call 492-8704.
1967 Olds, power brakes and
Built up roofing- Will haul driveway white rock
steering, air conditioner, no
Commercial, in- and Ag lime, also have any type
rust, runs very good. 753-7643.
dustrial, and of brown or white Pea gravel.
1975 Pontiac Ventura Coupe.
residential, with Call Roger Hudson, 753-6763
38.000 miles, good gas
mileage, new exhaust system,
25 years in roofing or 753-4545.
radial tires, extra clean. $1800.
industry. Spec's Will do plumbing, heating,'
Phone 753-7620.
repairs around the
and remodeling,
written
mvaimoussummovaseumummeme
home, carpentry, and roofing.
1171 MAZDA 1111-T estimates made 753-9600.
E
k- Silver with black inat no extra cost. Will do lime spreading. Phone
terior, 5 speed,
Call Roof Con- 753-4545 or 753-6763 or see
AM/PM stereo. 7,000
structors & Con- Roger liudson.
miles. Sharp. Call afsultants, Inc.
ter 6 p.m. 753-1613.
CARTER STUDIO
(502) 247-6248,
mooeeeeeeeemod
WEDDINGS &
Klapp
1978 Pinto.power steering.
Steve
brakes air, sun roof, tape
PORTRAITS
formerly of Klapp
stripe,tape deck, 12,000 miles
753-8298
Roofing.
Call 436-2573.
1978 Thunderbird, T-top,
cassette stereo, electric windows, seats all leather. $6200.
Home window cleaning, no job too large
753-9240.
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
1969 VW stationwagon, red
with black interior, automatic
experienced.Call 759-1176 day or night.
transmission. good tires, good
condition, nice. 753-8124.
50. Used Trucks
>
1979 C1-5, perfect condition.
753-6802 or 436-5366.
'
1973 Chevrolet pickup.
automatic, new tires, body in
Tboorsaeols I. soloist
good shape, $1300. Call 753(ever Si varietiet.)
from
up
0062.
17
Varieties
1974 Dodge van tradesman
Miniature
100, 6 cylinder, standard
$199
transmission, carpeted, panelLarge Selection
ed, AM-FM cassette stereo, low
mileage, excellent condition.
901-241-5537.
Also have hou.se plants hangIng hasknt• and ao t
1972 Ford F-250, body rough,
r
Closed Sunday and Monday
901 722-3406
perfect mechanically, $800.
Call after 5 pm, 753-8445.
1974 Ford pickup, price reduced to wholesale, $1,600. Call
753-4094 after 4 pm.
Weed oti oh. 49.4r
1973 Toyota Landcruiser, full
irk II T.. ow/• *We
Um it 1411144.1.14 Si mew
metal cab, superstinger tires
gawp W44141114
with white wheels and lock out
hubs. Excellent condition.
$3500. Call 901-642-2633.

40,

Shrubs

$1.99

Azaleas $299 Roses I
African Violets

50c,

Hutchens
Plant Farm

OFFICE SPACE FOR LEASE
MURRAY'S MOST BEAUTIFUL
OFFICE BUILDING
We now have space to lease in one of Murrray's newest, most modern
and beautiful office buildings featuring: janitor service, utilities paid,
elevator service, sprinkler system. Decorated to meet your
specifications, free parking with ideal location at 5th and Walnut.

OWEN-COMPTON
-

---171RIFESSIONaI. BLDG.
Call 753-4682 Day; 753-5870 Night
4
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Deaths & Funerals

•

Robert H. Johnson
Dies At Hospital;
Services Monday
Robert H. Johnson died
unexpectedly at 9:30 a.m.
Saturday. at the Henry County
General Hospital, Paris;
Tenn. He was 58 years of age
and a resident of 608 Irvine
Street, Paris, Tenn.
Mr. Johnson was an employee of Celotex, Born Ftp.
25, 1921, in Metropolis, Ill.,Tie
was the son of the late William
Johnson and Nettie Armstrong Johnson. He was a
veteran of World War II.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Clara Black Johnion;
one daughter, Mrs. Lonnie
Keeling, Mayfield Route 7;
one son, Bobby Johnson,
Paris,Tenn.: two sisters. Mrs.
Helen Blalock, Murray, and
Mrs. Dorothy Boaz, Mayfield;
two brothers, Nelson Johnson,
Lone Oak, and Joe Johnson,
Paducah; five grandchildren.
The funeral was held
Monday at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with John Hoover
officiating. Burial was in the
Highland Park Cemetery
there. -

Mrs. Trotter Dies • John Wesley Wyatt
Monday; Was Mother Dies Sunday With
Of Murray Resident Rites On Monday
Mrs. Lillian Scott Trotter of
Clarksville, Tenn., mother of
John Herrpan Trotter of
Murray, died Monday at the
Memorial
Clarksville
Hospital.
She was 90 years of age and
the widow of Orville Manson
Trotter. Born Sept. 10, 1889,.
she was the daughter of the
late Jesse W. Scott and
Margaret Ann Daniel Scott.
She was a member of the
Southside Church of Christ,
Clarksville. Tenn.
Mrs. Trotter is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Alice
Trotter Rudolph, Clarksville,
Tenn.; one son, John Herman
Trotter, Murray; three
grandchildren; four great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Sykes Funeral
Home, Clarksville, Tenn.,
with Larry DeWeese and the
Rev. William Reed officiating.

Pallbearers will be Russell
Waller, John E. Scott, Buist
Scott, Paul Scott, William
Workman, Glen Weakley, Dr.
Tom Scott, Herndon Allen,
and William Lyle. Burial will
follow in the Southside
The funeral for Claud L Cemetery there.
Cunningham of Murray Route
Friends may call at the
4 who died Thursday at his
home was held Saturday at the funeral home.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church with the
Rev. Dr. Paul Blankenship
officiating.
'
Pallbearers were Mitchell
The funeral for Roscoe H.
Gooch, Larry Gooch, David Underhill is being held today
Cunningham,
'Nelson at 2 p.m. at the chapel of the
Waldrop, Bobby Vaughn, and Filbeek and Cann Funeral
Hank Levandowski. Burial Home, Benton, with the Rev.
was in the church cemetery William McKinney officiating.
with the arrangements by the
Serving as pallbearers are
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Dwayne and Keith Baker,
Home.
Gary Youngblood, Billy
Underhill, Hal E. Snyder,
James Cox, and Larry Jones.
Burial will follow in the Pace
Cemetery at Hardin.

Cunningham Rites
Held At Church

Funeral Is Today
For Mr. Underhill

Former Resident,
Mrs. Hendricks,
Dies At Hernando

Mr. Underhill, 61, Benton
Rote,died-Monday at-2 a.m.
-Word has been received of
at his home.
the death of Mrs. Estelle
He is survived by his wite,
Valentine Hendricks of
Hernando, Miss., former Mrs. Hazel Colson Underhill;
four sisters, Miss Mamie
resident of Murray.
Mrs. Hendricks was the wife Underhill, Murray, Mrs. Ora
of Leo Hendricks who died in Lee Walker, Calvert City,
1969. She was the daughter of Mrs. Cozy Snyder, Cadiz, and
the late Linn Valentine and Mrs. Pearl Ellis, Louisville;
Lila Morrison Valentine of two brothers, Lloyd of Murray
and Moscoe of Dexter; three
Calloway County.
Survivors include one son, half sisters, Mrs.Cora Brandt,
Fred Donald Hendricks and Colorado Springs, Colo., Mrs.
his wife, Carol, and three Rosie Colson, Benton Route 7,
grandchildren, Hernando, and Mrs. Donie Futrell,
Miss. Local survivors include Murray Route 3.
a sister, Mrs. Sue Wicker; a
brother, Ottis Valentine; three
nephews, Tommy Carraway,
Alan Valentine, and Buddy
Valentine; one niece, Carolyn
Final rites for Blaine
McCrady,Calvert City.
Paschall
of Farmington Route
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 11:30 a.m. at 1 were held Monday at 2 p.m.
the chapel of the Memphis at the chapel of the Max
Funeral Home, Memphis, Churchill Funeral Home with
Tenn., with burial to follow in William Hardison officiating
and Jerry Bolls conducting the
a Memphis cemetery.
song sirvice.
••••••OOOOO••••••
Pallbearers were Bobby and
•
• Ricky Wilkerson, J. D. and
•
•
Paschall,
Otis
• Jimmy
• Dunaway, and J. C. Warren.
•
Burial was in the Coldwater
Church of Christ Cemetery.

Final Rites Held
For Mr. Paschall

All you can
eat,$1.99.
Daily 6-10 am

SIRLOIN 1111,
STOCKADE

alt----Ar

Mr. Paschall, 83, died
Saturday at his home. He is
survived by his wife, Mrs.
Eula Paschall; two daughters,
Mrs. Willie B. Beane, Farmington Route I, and Mrs.
Govie Ward, Murray Route 7;
one brother, Eugene Paschall,
Murray Route 1; two grandsons, Ronnie Beane and
Larry Ward; three great
grandchildren, Barry Ward
and Kevin and Geoffrey
Beane.

"IC" 41102n,miltor mew millimmeow

1974 Chevrolet
Impala 4 door sedan, blue, blue vinyl roof, blue
vinyl interior, power steering, power brakes, air
conditioning. One owner, local car. App. 59,000
miles.
"EXT111 MICE MIR"
OM QUART
SESPACI PARTS

GM

Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Ports

Wain itflOrtiteirOlefr -InC:1-

641 South

.S4011111.4.4.

753-2617

a411*---4111Pm mem
ailim New Nam WiF—

John Wesley Wyatt of
Puryear, Tenn.. died early
Sunday morning at the Henry
County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn. He was 93 years
of age and a member of the
Puryear Baptist Church.
Born April 11, 1886, in
Weakley County, Tenn., he
was the son of the late D. J.
Wyatt and Clem Call Wyatt.
He was married Jan. 14. 1906,
to the former Eula Mae
Hedges, who died July IL
197,
•
Mr. Wyatt was a former
railroad employee,and was at
one time operator of the
Puryear-Cottage. Grove-Big
Sandy-McKenzie Telephone
Company.,
'He is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Flossie
Davis, Decatur, Ga., Mrs.
Rachel Aycock, Fairview
Heights, Ill., and Mrs. Burdette Bowen, Paris, Tenn.; six
sons, Paul and Cleveland
Wyatt, Memphis, Tenn.,
Philip, George, and James
Edward Wyatt, Paris, Tenn.,
and Frank Wyatt, Jackson,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Eddie
Summers, Paris, Tenn.; one
brother, Talmadge Wyatt,
Henry, Tenn.; 19 grandchildren; 28 great grandchildren; six great great
grandchildren. One son, Roy,
died Nov.28, 1%78.
The funeral' was held
Monday at-1 p.m. at the LeDon
Chapel of Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Term., with the
Rev. H. D. Hudson officiating.
Grandchildren..served as"
pallbearers and burial was in
the Olive Branch Cemetery in
Henry County, Tenn.

At MMS Released
-

111.4.471
1114

EXAMINING DEVICE —.Mrs. Roberta Jones spoke on insects to the fourth grade
classes of Mrs. Wanda Walker and Mrs. Oa Brown at North Calloway Elementary
School Shown examining a smoke device to calm bees are, left to right, Colleen
McGraw,Randy Dunn and Helen Synder.

The News In Brief

By The Associated Press
NATIONAL
Voters in more than onefourth of the nation's big cities
elect mayors today while
Kentucky and Mississippi pick
governors in elections expected to be felt in 1980's
and
presidential
corigressional contests.
At stake is control of
political machinery that could
play a prominent role M the
outcome of next year's races.
The Democrats were expected to keep their edge in
the city halls. -"In the two
statehouse races. Democrats
also were favored.

DETROIT AP ) — Chrysler
Corp., dealt another financial
setback in October when its
sales fell almost 40 percent.
says it again will offer rebates
to encourage motorists to buy
its cars.
Other U.S. carmakers
reported Monday that safes
were off 20 percent from a
year ago during the month
when the big U.S. autoniakers
introduce their 1980 models.
Chrysler revealed a new
rebate program of $300 a car
An examination for "sub- just before it announced its
sititute rural carrier" has sales results. The rebates.
been announced by officials at retroactive to Nov. 1, apply to
the Murray Post Office. the first 100,000-buyers-of 1980
Applications
_ and 1979 models in stock-and
for
examination, which may be cover all domestic truck and
picked up at the local post car lines, except the suboffice, must be submitted compact Plymouth Horizon
before Nov. 15, 1979.
and Dodge Omni.
No experience or training is WASHINGTON
' •
required of applicants and
WASHINGTON • AP applicants who .score a rating Profits .for, the food industry
of 70 or above rout of a should decline next yeareven
possible 100 points) will be though
consumers will
eligible for the position.
probably be paying at least 8
The position does require a percent more for food.. the
valid state driver's license Agriculture
Department
and a safe driving record and predicted today.
must be 18 years of age on the
The forecasts by the
date of filing the application.
All substitute rural carriers
of record must furnish and
maintain at their own expense
vehicle equipment necessary
for the prompt handling of the
mails, but they are given an
A discussion of -Conequipment maintenance fidentiality and the Child
allowance based on the daily Abuse Law - A Moral Dillema
mileage scheduled or a for Therapists" will be led by
minimum allowance per day, Cherry.
' Kimmons at the
whichever is greater.
United Campus Miniqry
Starting salaries for the Luncheon Program this
position range frail $7.25 per Wednesday, Nov. 7, in the
hour to $8.56 per hour Conference Room of Ordway
depending on the length and Hall.
character of the route.
Ms. Kimmons is presently a
candidate for a Master's
Degree in Clinical Psychology
at Murray State University.
Her undergraduate work in
psychology was done at the
University of Tennessee in
Ron Greene, head basket- Knoxville,Tenn.
ball coach at Murray State
This presentation will be
Univarsity, will be the guest part of a series of UCM
lunspeaker at the breakfast cheon programs,
honoring
meeting of the Murray Chap- International Year of
the
ter of the National Life Un- Child. The luncheon is
open to
derwriters Wednesday, Nov. students,- faculty, and the
7.
general public with the cost
The meeting will begin at 8 being $1.25.
a.m. at the Triangle
For more information
Restaurant. The public is regarding the
luncheon,
welcome to attend, according contact the UCM office at ;53to a spokesman for the 3531.
chapter.

Sub Carriers
Test Announced
By Post Office

Discussion To
Be Led By
Cheryl Kimmons

Ron Greene To Be
Guest Speaker At
Underwriters Meeting

Chili Supper Will
Be Held At School

Livestock _Market

Agriculture
Department, Alberto Natusch's coup killed
made public at the depart- at least 15 demonstrators
ment's annual farm-economy against military rule, raising
outlook conference, said the death toll in La Paz to
consumer prices next year more than 60 in five days as
would reflect increased costs the new military strongman
for fuel, labor and Other ex- resisted
congressional
penses. A harsh winter or pressure to resign.
problems with crops could
Soldiers and armored cars
boost the increase for con- blasted away at student
sumers to nearly 11 percent.
demonstrators in the downINTERNATIONAL
town area Monday with small
Iranian Premier Mehdi arms and cannon fire. Then
Bazargan resigned today the soldiers moved into
because of the occupation of hillside slum areas. Firing
the American Embassy in continued into the night as
Tehran and the escalating flares illuminated the shananti-American campaign by ties.
followers
of
Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini.
A long ordeal appeared in
prospect for an estimated 60
Americans held hostage in the
Jim Peyton., deputy director
American Embassy in Tehran
since Sunday. The U.S. of the state . Legislative
government rejected their Research Commission, will be
captors' demand that the the speaker at the regular
deposed shah be handed over 'dinner meeting of the Murray
to the revolutionary'leaders, State University chapter of
and Khomeini uiged on the Phi Delta Kappa Monday
escalating anti-American evening, Nov. 12, on the
- •-•41
campus.
campaign.
Scheduled to begin at 5:30
_ LA PAZ, Bolivia AP) — p.m. in Winslow Cafeteria,the
include
will
Troops supporting Col. meeting
discussions of pre-filed bills
and upcoming legislation in
following
a theme of
"Legislation and Its Effect on
Education."
question-and-answer
A
session is also schedided.
Phi Delta Kappa al an a,
Capt. Arthur B. Jeffrey, Jr..
professional
ternational
has joined the faculty of the
Department of Military fraternity of men and women
Science at Murray State in education. The Murray
State chapter, chartered in
University.
A native of Foley, Ala., and 1969, is made up of teachers
the son of Col. and Mrs. A. B. and administrators from West
Jeffrey, he comes to the Kentucky; West Tennessee,
campus from Ft. Henning, Southeast Missouri, and
Southern Illinois.
Reiervations for the Nov. 12
meeting may be made by
calling Melba Casey, chapter
secretary, at 1502) 7624965 at
Murray State.

Jim Payton
To Be Speaker

Capt. Arthur
Jeffrey Joins
MSU Faculty

The following students have
academic
achieved
an
standing of from 2.50 to 3.00'
for the first nine weeks
grading period at Murray
Middle School, according to
Billy D.Outland,principal.
Seventh Grade—
Ross Bolen, Margy Burchfield, Ramona Burnley,
Bekah Brock, Kathy Carson,
Matthew Ferguson, Melissa
George, Tim Glavin, Mary
Grasty, Kim Greer, Ann
Harcourt, Vonnie Hayes,
Greer Houston, Lisa Howard,
Shelley Howell,
Yvonne Jones, Ruth Kitrell,
Jennifer Kurz, Connie Lovett,
Robert
Lyons, Sherry
Meadows, Suzanne Meeks,
Alicia Nunnally, Lillian
Olazabal, Shawn Parker,
David Randolph, Diana
Ridley, Lynn Roberts, Amy
Roos,
Todd Ross, Buffy Stokes,
Sheri Swift, Lesley Thompson,
Kendra Thurmond, Leila
Umar, Jerri Weatherford,
Steve Wells, Mike' Wilkins,
Jeannette Williams. Rusty
Wright.
Eighth Grade—
Emily Apperson, Joey Ashby,Julie Baker, Heidi Barrett,
Steve Beyer, Tony Bloom,
Mark Boggess, Gina Brown,
Erin Burke, Amy Carman,

Turnout...
(Continued From Page One)
funding of schools while Nunn
spoke out against such a
"takeover" by the state.
One of the two amendments
voters considered today would
increase from two to four the
number . of constitutional
amendments allowed on the
ballot every general election.
The other would change the
time of electing state
legislators from odd-to evennumbered years.
In other statewide races,
Democrat Martha Layne
Collins faced Republican
Harold Rogers for lieutenant
governor; Republican Rowe
Harper opposed Democrat
Frances Jones Mills for
secretary_oustate4teptibliva
Mary Louis Foust faced
Democrat James Graham for
auditor; Democrat Steve
Beshear opposed Republican
Ron Snyder for attorney
general; Democrat Drexel!
Davis opposed Republican
James Wilhite for treasurer;
Democrat Alben Barkley II
faced Republican Roy Gray
for agriculture commissioner,
and Democrat Raymond
Barber opposed Republican
Frank
Groschelle
for
superintendent of public instruction.

Charles Cella, Roger Dunn,
Dayle Dycus, Elizabeth Fain,
Karl Flood, Mike Friebel,
Shawn Glavin, Tracey
Graves, Angela Hamilton,
Hoover, Lanette
Gwen
Hopkins, Andy Jobs, Jimmy
Kelly, Robert Kondratko,
David Lew, LuAnn Loberger,
Trevor Mathis, Lisa Mikulcik,
Cary Miller, Laura Montgomery,George Moore,
Tronda Parrish, Robert
Perrin, Billy Phillips, Ricky
Rogers, Amy Ross, Wee
Rushing, Caroline Schoenfeldt, Alison Sears, Gretta
Shepard, Robert Stout,
Jeremy White, Tim Wilcox,
Kim William, Stacey Willett,
Chris Young.

-

Brown...
(Continued From Page One)
"The crowds are good ... The
people involved in political life
say the excitement is higher
than they've ever seen."
Brown said' he was not
conceding any ground. "I feel
good about the 5th District.
We're not giving up on any
districts," he said.
The Democrat said he would
change nothing about the race
except to "pick another op
ponent." He offered a retort to
Nunn's characterization of
himself as "a man with a
plan" and Brown as "a boy
with a toy," saying, ''The toy
he's talking about is that I ran
a business that was as big as
his entire state government
when he was in office."
Brown said he was hoping
for "the . biggest vote in
history, because there'll be
people voting who have never
voted before — because it's
going to be a new day in
Kentucky politics."
Turnout predictions have
ranged around-800.000, Brown
said, "but I'm hoping we'll hit
900,000.'

Stock Market

Prices of stocks of lucal interest at
noon, EDT.today.funushed to The Murray Lodger & Times by Fu-at of
Michigan Corp. of Murray, are as
follows
clustrtal Average
-3.47
Air
Pmducts
Arnencan
Motors
Aasimod
American Telephone
Bonanza
thr7siarYard hisior
G.*/

27%
7% WIC
*Ph IBC
We A.
2-12/1•11 34/1•A

7% use
31141 one

Me sec
-k•
WI 41
Wlenc
111% +it
.11% imc
27% erkc
82'. -44
1748 1704A

General Care

134
die

General Dynamics

General Motors
General pre
Goodrich

Hardees
Heublein
IBM. .
Jenco
K Mart
Pennwalt
Quaker OatA

.3441 -%
.. 31% As
OO 1141-41
17% isse
374141
21%
13'. 13%*

Tappan

Texaco
Wal Mart
Wendys

Bel-Air
Decor

Ti? 8:00 P.M.
Mom thru Fri.

Open

We Accept Visa
Master Charge

Bel-Air Shopping Center, Phone 753-3642

Capt. Arthur Jeffrey, Jr.
Ga., where he was the intelligency and security officer
for the 2nd Battalion, 10th
Field Artillery.
Commissioned in field artillery, Capt. Jeffrey will
teach courses in land
the
and
navigation
professional Army officer in
the Murray State Reserve
Officers Training Corps
(ROTC) program as well as
serve as advisor to the corps'
Ranger company.
A 1977 graduate of Cameron
University, Lawton, Okla., he
also has completed the
Artillery
Army's Field
ballistic missile officers
course and field artillery
officers advanced course.

LOUISVILLE,Ky. 1 APi USDA •••1=111•MIN....
Estimated receipts cattle and ,altes
1600; not enough_ slaughter steers end
heifers for adequate market test;
A Chili Supper, tip off for the slaughter covrs firm to 1.00 higher . bolls
steady; calves and vealers untested earBoys and Girls Basketball ly;
feeders 1.00-3 00 higher,
over
Subscribers who have not receivseason at Murray High School, 500 lb poorly tested early,weights
quality imtheir home-delivered copy of
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o
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iat urvter
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lb
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Murray Ledger & Times by
The
at 7 p.m. at the high school.
heifer, shipment choice 891 lb 090;
5:30 p m Monday-Friday or by
This event will be sponsored commercial COWS 42.00-47.00.
44.00-49.00; high devising 52 00-54 10; '3:30 p rn Saturdays are urged to
by the Murray Tiger Booster cutter
42.00-471k canner and low, utter call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
Club. Cost for the supper will under 800 lb 31100-42.00; slaughter
1100-1800
lb 57.0041.00, individual bulls
be $1.50 per person.
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oi,s,,so Carpet Sale 144
Large Selection First Quality Carpet

Sculptured Shag'695 $5" Commercial
'7" Nylon
Plush '9"
Multi Colored'9" '65° Nylon Twist
And Many More To Choose From

Custom Drapes & Spreads Hy-Klas Paints
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Exterior Latex
$111 50
I.Ouriost
I Gal Containers

4.

4 Days'

to tit many Cars
and light trucks Save

3

light

INSTALLED
Ea. 7.88

trucks.

cars,

Our R•9 $327
Protoct radiator
svor-round Gal

UL.
DOWGARD

;

88

Additional parts, services
. 1 extra. For Most U.S. cars.

Sale Price
, 4 Days

DISC/DRUM
BRAKE SPECIAL

I. 160811 quality front brake pads and
beaks hangs .5 rear whisk
L Ilessrfao• rotors mid two drums
3. Masse frost calipers
A. DeWitt rear wbool cylinders if
wank
I. lopask Wass and swim bowlegs
S. Mead hydraulic system mid refill
1. Inspect master oylisder
S. Reptscs frost gross" sails
I. Adjust brakes sad read fist

ERVICES INCLUDE:

for Many Large
_Cars, Light Trucks

1()ur Reg 18 88
!
1488
8,-gauge. copper Tangleproof Save'

BOOSTER CABLE

Additional services extra.
Single stage filters for most
cars.

OIL FILTER
AND LUBE
88 wi"Kmart
5
Air Filter . . . • 8.45

SERVICES INCLUDE:
1. Oil Change Up To 5 Qts.
Multigrade 10W40 Valvoline
2. Install one Kmart brand oil
filter'
3. Chassis lubrication (fittings
extra)
4. Drake Fluid (if needed)
5. Gear Labe (if needed)

Our Reg 247
4"or/
1
4"hoses
3
2",/
1
/
For most cars

HEATER HOSE KIT

If Sale
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52.76
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45.76
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32.76
1-

•
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k
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KMS 100

3a'>
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2.84-11.

2.62 E
_
2.83 11(

2.56

2.29

PlusFET
1.69

A78x13

BELTED
MUD/SNOW
2 42 'yp
: 4;,.WHITEWALLS

2.07

1.69

F.E.T.
-..,,

All Tires Plus F.E.T. Each

ALL TIRES PURrCHASED
AT K mart MOUNTED FREENO TRADE-IN REQUIRED

41.76

39.76

38.76

37.76

35.76

33.76

30.16

29.16

2436

SALE

•

-

2988

Cart vrtfb N.8411. an 52...owls 4-syt cors Hew,
doom*IOW,$4 liss

Additional parts,services extra. For most U.S. cars.

Sale
Price

rotor, condenser and major
brand plus (in stock)
2. Set dwell and carburetor
3. Time engine
4 Diagnostic engine analysis

s
SERVICES INCLUDE:
1. Install new K marl points,

TUNE-UP FOR
6-CYL. ENGINE

GAS ANTI-FREEZE

3/$10°

n
79c

7688

Additional pieta oprolose are antra

Sale Price
For most U.S. cars,
foreign cars excluded.

AUGN/BALANCE

1. Computer balance two
front wheels.
2. Align front end.
3 Smart'safety check.

SERVICES INCLUDE:

gal

Windshield
Washer
.0/ Anti-Freeze

-...0•11.340!

lyYz.i.m61;n7ym,yignyl

Change over to your snow tires $400

1-178x15

Sate Price

N66
Each
1-31,." size
piston. For
most U S

If78x14

Cy711x14

F-78x14

E711x14

C78x14

A78x13

SIZES.

DELUXE HEAVYDUTY SHOCKS

/7

Sizes

Drain And Refill $988 Includes 2 Gal. of Dowgard
Cooling System

1

tiO

,
v.

Price

1688

Sale

HEAVY-DUTY
MUFFLER

With Exchange
Maintenance-free in
sizes for many cars, light
trucks. Save at Kmart

88

Our Reg. 60.88

K mart' 6/72
BATTERY
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A Special Section Of

Miirray Ledger & Times Tuesday, November, 1179

Get Your Car
In Shape
For The Winter

S.

•••:

te'

& TIMES,Tuesday, November 6, 1979

lady lovott-Owoor
Tow Jonos-Modionic

*Vilretkor Sondes

*Tires

SPaha
7334$71

*Anti-freozo
Imo-Ups

lisibility is
important
in corning days

(Cr what time of year lois Slake
sure the washer pump is working properly and filled to the
right lesel with all-season
washing solvent.
Replace washer pump
If the pump., needs to be
replaced—about es ery three
years—it's a relatisely simple
process. Replacement takes
about 20 minutes °flour time.
and the pumps can be bought
at most service stations.
Constant care of windshield
wipers, the washer pump, and
the defroster will help improve
your visibility, but that's only
part of the picture.
The Highway Visibility
Bureau. a tact-finding organi/anon di:di...nett to safe dri,
mg, emphasites that "being
seen" is as crucial to safety as
seeing.
The Bureau recommends that
car owners frequently check
headlights, tail lights, and turn
signals. Headlights need to be
cleaned of din or film, and the
rear-siew mirror should also be
cleaned and adjusted.
And while you're at it, remove any dangling dice or
move any objects attached to
the mirror or dashboard. They
could distract the driver and interfere with his visibility.

Also make sure your defroster vents are unobstructed.

It's a good idea, particularly
if you live in the snow -belt, to
put together a i*Get Your Car
Ready for Winter" kit which
would include all of the above
mentioned pfoducts plus a
snow brush to keep windshield
and windows free of.snow and
a batters -operated light with a
blinker for the unexpected.
nighttime emergency.

No matter what the weather
may be doing. check your
water reserve and add a
windshield washer anti-freere
to the w her unit. Keep paper
towels redy for cleaning windows antj mirrors and a can of
de-icer tI combat windshield
)ice and pear sisibilits:

Perhaps the most important
thing abclut winter driving is
visibility4—to be able to see
4, where you are going.

present obstruction,
'windshields should be cleaned,
both inside and out, and car
owners should check to make
sure that wipers, washers, and
detrosters are functioning properly.
Wipers shouldn't smear.
streak, chatter or skip during
wiper-to-glass action. Wiper
blades of natural rubber have a
hie expectancy of about six
months, and they should be
closely examined before winter
and replaced if necessary.
Install snowblades
For winter drising, it's a
good
idea
to
install
snowblades, which are especially designed to stand up to
winter's rugged conditions.
According to William H liar
bison, director ot research and
des elopment at ANCO, the
blades consist of a rubber
"boot" over the blade structure.
Mr.
Harbison
states,
';Snowblades increase winter
visibility because they reduce
ice and snow buildup and allow
the blades to function efficiently."
Washer pumps supply the
fluid that lets wiper blades
clean a dry windshield no mat-

ro

Sinks Cater

Crucial decisions like when
to stop for a light and whether
• or not to passf4a ear depend on a
driver's abil
;
y to see clearly
and make c tical split-second
judgments. !, 1
In tact, atcording to the
American 00onsetnc Association, 90 percent of the driving
decisions yos Make behind the
Wheel are ba3et on vision.
Some saf -Conscious drisers tend to c4ncntrate only on
good tires arid tellable brakes.
-They often oseirlook the most
obvious aril sital key to
-safety
.
There are seseral simple
steps you can 'take to insure
your sight and safety—your
• ability to see and lobe seen.
Take rare o'ff windshield
First, fait' Icare of your
windshield-4-1es responsible
for everything you see while
driving.
Winter rain, -snow, din,- and
niad grime m the windshield
can interteif: to a dangerous
level with -lhe sharpness of
driver viSiti and judgments,
accordin$, io Dr. Robert C.
Sneller,ler chairman of the
American
tometric Association's coninlittee on motorists'
vision and Sighway safety.

Critical winter driving factor
is to see and be seen on road

Winter sisibility is crucial for safeArising. Windshield wipers
should be checked to see if they
are performing adequately. Consiation should be gisen to
snowblades to insure improsed
winter sisibility.—Photo courtesy of Highway Visibility Bureau.
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GAS MILEAGE BYAS MUCH AS'NAND
WEAR OUT YOUR TIRES 2.5%FASTER

BELIEVE ITOR NOT, MISALIGNED WHEELS
AND LOW TIRE PRESSURE CAN CUT

Tucker's Auto Kopek, Almo
Baker S. Son, Coldwater
Norwood Grocery, Stella, Ky.
MiNer Standard Service, Farmington, Ky.
Frank's Auto Repair, New Concord
Higgins Chevron Service, Aurora, Ky.
Kennedy's Amoco Service, Puryear, Tn.
Rubin James

Cain Union 76 Service
Crowferd Shell. Lynn Greve
Marvels Store, Hwy.94W
Aloe Geroge

E. Maio

/)

753-1642

Interstate Battery Systems

Tayier Meters
leyds Ante Repair
Canainghan Ante Repair
Porde= Meters
641 Soper Shell
•
Nooks Wheel Aligiuntat
Porker MA Noway
Hopkins Golf Service
lin fain Motors
; Stokes Tractor
Peels Ante beak

—Dation—

behind Atlas (2.1 millon), Delco (3+ manna) and Sears(9 million). This
4tfi piece
ranking is definitely a major industry accomplishment and through all combined efforts—Interstate Battery System end Globs—certeinly feel a sense
of pride and
thankfulness for Hie opportunity.
Rubin James, owner of the local Interstate Battery Distributorship would like to
hike this opportunity to thank the people of Murray end Calloway County
for his
continved success over the past 18 years. Mr. James feels that your confidence in
him and Interstate Battery have helped make them successful in the
battery industry.

Owing the post five pars the interstate lottery System of Awake he. mots
sew very significant steps in regard te their pesftioa in the replaces/see battery
market.
Their purchase of 2.2 elk. batteries for the part twelve waft makes thew
the fourth largest seller if repleceneent batteries in flue United States; ranked

But Watch Out,
We're Shooting For #1

kl

INeire
Not

CAR NEGLECT IS COSTLY.CHECK
YOUR TIRE INFLADON KEEP YOUR
WHEELS ALIGNED AND BALANCED RR
SAFER MORE ECONOMICAL DRIVING

"-N

t(
s

LINE UP OR WEAR OUT

7
.
'
77

I
eoot

They are both energy providers for the remote possibility
you are stranded in the country
for a. period of time You can
drink melted snow.

And it's not a had idea to
stock sonic candy bars or
peanut butter crackers.

,Chains (if you use them), a
spare container of washer fluid,
a pair of work gloves, a small
shoJel, a small bag of sand or
salt, a traction mat, a blanket
and some heavy winter clothing
in case you become stranded in
a snow storm, and booster caisks.

When you take the golf clubs
out of the trunk after that last
round, here are some items to
take their place for secure
winterdnving.

A flashlight, an ice scraper
and brush, extra fuses for vehicle systems, a cleaning rag for
lights and windshield, and
sonic change to
make
emergency calls.

What does the well-prepared
motorist keep in his glove compartment for winter emergencies?

emergencies

Things to keep
in your car for

Bob
Nenney
Ins.
Agency
N.06
7S3-4137

ihig;)

‘.

Icemrea

Ulbs•ikir

FEDERAL
KEMPER
INSURANCE
COMPANY

Ask us about
the other
advantages of
buying your
auto insurance
through us.

Lets you pay
for a shorter
period. So you
can hold on to
your money
longer.

Auto insurance

High satisfaction rate
Satisfaction with tune-up
work done remained at its high
level dunng the most recent
survey. Ninety-one percent of
the survey respondents called
their tune-ups "Excellent" or
"Good." A "Fair" rating wa,
given by 7.4 percent, and only
1.5 percent complained of
''Poor'' service .
The highest rate of satisfaction was registered by the doit-yourselt group. where 97.1
percent of the respondents rated

Texas), the Mountain and
Pacific Coast states. New' England and Middle Atlantic states
(New York, New Jersey and
Pennsylvania) had the lowest
rate of do-it-yourselfers.

It gets 30 miles per gallon of gasoline, cos( less than 5400 when new, and one doesn't ever have
to put up with a hack-seat driver. Today, such cars exist only in one's dreams or in the Henrs
Ford Museum in Dearborn, Mich. This hit of nostalgia to help one forget today's driving woes is
a 1913 10-h.p. chain driven Scripps-Booth Cyclecar.

01
0cl

1 'hitt
ar:07-11
siewpips-

1,1aas.

10•3•Oemer,,

Down infront!

Mike Ryan

Nelson Waldrop
Assistant Service Mgr.

Parts Manager

Jerry Graham

Larry Garrett

Body Shop Manager

Use

55 lit.11 .11.1114111C

Call 753-8825

For Direct Ports Service

ill

Ill.

YOU

one

ARC

AAA

Service Advisor

Pat Watkins

—

•

GINEI0

Al

O BEY
P ew

PI
TUEu
e

01.

S TARTS
'S T •1

•

753-5273

•

Crossword Puzzi

Answers To

fear etILICI

surtat es. follee
Oil
fh
k .11 ahead 4)1 you at dou
the
not mai, dista me to a

Double distant;

Ii)

_iiIli•/IS Of (P“..' Wall•

-lii

Parker Ford,Inc.
701 Main

S9ii

I

their Jut, if liii
-4

I

toi daily
'Iihcin
one 1“ .1 kii I fise411
:people Luii.uilic 2'011 i
Ins iiirosidilie a AL
S.o.c rd. and dollar:,

AfliCrik

These men have many years of combined expe
rience
in automotive repair. All to prove that only
the best
will do for our customers.

Service Manager

Ill

APP"'"1"41CI,.

is Ilik

I

I,

I hie ot the hest w
ydSlil int.'

Our Service Is Beyond Compare
riPb,

N

To save gat I,
use ear
-

Let Us Help You
Winterize Your Car!

WI ik newer cars equipped with electronic ignition systems lead
the rop in tune-ups, the de
dine w,is not limited to sod. their work excellent or good
vehicles Vehicles older that Less than one 'percent rated
eight years were tuned less reg- their own work poor.
New car dealers had the low
ularly in 1978 than such vehiest level of satisfaction but still
cles were in 1975
scored an 82.7 pereent satisfacLess do-it-yourself
tion rate.
For the first time in six years
Except for inst'alliag new
the rate of car owners doing condensers and points, the
their, own tune-ups declined items included in the.. average
from the previous year In tune-up have not changed ap•1978, 33.4 percent of all tune- preciably in the five-year
ups were pertormed by the (1974-78) -reporting period
owner. The figure in 1977 was The introduction of eleculimc
36.2 percent.
ignition earlier in tt4 decade
Nevertheless, the do-it- caused the installation of points
yourself tune-up remains the 6) drop from 654.1 percent in
most common form of service. 1975 to 53.6 percent in 1978.
New cl'ar dealerships, which ' Setting the timing (71.3 perperformed 23.2 percent of the cent) and installing new spark
• tune-ups, were next highest plugs 170.9 percent) are the
with a 2 2 percentage point in- most often performed portions
crease over the previous year. of a tune-up, the survey reBoth service stations and vealed.
garage and repair shops maintained their percentage share of
tune-up business compared to
the preceding year.
The highest rate of do itiurselt tune uvs 55,15 aiihrfig
ill the West South
oknitir,ai lmna.areo
(
(,
1 ,7c
aklah
Alm
rkaansaans,
d

it ciuuusiaifl

In ie face of mounting evidence of an engine tune-up's effectiven4..s as a gasoline saver and protector against starting trouble, a
stead decline in the rate of tune-up purchases has been shown in a
surve conducted by Champion Spark Plug Company.
Ac ording to John C. Hoyt, Champion's manager of marketing
resea :11, there has been a drop of nearly seven percent in the
natioilwide June-up rate between 1975 and 1978.
In aher words, over the period, 12 million tune-ups hive'not
been serformed due to the declining rate.
I'hr largest drop was recorded in the East North Central states of
()hit) Indiana, Illinois. Wisconsin and Michigan, with nearly 12.5
tierce it fewer tune-ups purchased in 1978 than- in 1975.
On y in the West North Central area of Nlinnesota. Iowa. Mis'soon file Dakotas, Nebraska and Kansas did tune-up purchases

Car owners overlook
engine tune-up benefits omommomelmail
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.NO

rupees

date

9th & Sycamore St.
Murray, Ky.
753-5142

.6 Miles north of Murray
On 641
Pim" 753-2720

For Your Tire Needs
See Us!

11010111

COMOOMMII

iosartion norm

TIRE ROTATION/REPAIR

mileage

753-9999

200 N. 4th St., Murray, Ky.

753-1921

We Carry
Trop-Artic
Motor Oil

Hendon's
Service Station

rop-Artic
akilvaccrin
.

ism

P.m"

7th &Maple St.

Complete repair on all American and Foreign Cars

The Automobile Experts

remits

SUSPENSION SYSTEM

dale

repairs

MISCELLANEOUS
mileage
repairs

mileage

•
=

WELCOME

Interstice Clams

ye

Body Repair II Painting
Repairing I Refinishing

BAR NETTS
Nks BODY SHOP

753-2593

Phone 753 1323 or 753 9191

New Concord Road
Murray Ky

Hwy. 94,

General Auto Servicing

Shell Bulk Plant

1417 Main

1

Ross's Standard
Oil Station

Barnett's Body Shop
South 4th Street
Across From Overby Needs
-501

4

"Fight Inflation-Fix Up Your Used Car Now-

dale

dela

repairs

AIR CONDITIONING

dies - mange

BRAKE SYSTEM REPNRS

Vehicle maintenance
parts numbers
service records

TUNE-UP
mauve
repairs

Murray Muffler
And Automotive Center

mileage

LUBRICATION

PCVSIALYIE

GAS FELTEN

AM,Ann

OIL RUTH

01111111111UrfOA CAP

dale

•
•

Pon number

SPARK RUGS

gnaw*

car model
year

ALTER CHANGE

mileage

Buck's Body Shop
-1..„ GT reek 'ern. We Fix .'m'

frallelege

COOUNG SYSTEM

Thweatt's Tire Center

dela

•

masses

OIL CHANGE

If you do, your car will
keep running efficiently
and may be worth more
dollars at trade-in time.

Cut out this page of your
newspaper and keep it in
the glove compartment of
your car. If you patronize
a self-service station, it is
Important for you to keep
track of the functions
charted bore.

KEEP
these charts
in your car

SIMMS(
21111C01111
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rifts

639 S 4th St
1‘, Phone 753-9868 40"

Barrett's
Service Cente

AvHborisoll Hate leerier Grow

from 10% to 20%
off on Esaust
Parts
*Free

Discount
Mufflers

•Poomai.o
•ex•Audowo

•DUALS
•EXHAUST

•TAILPIPES

pipe bending
to your specs.

1190Hey—

(most exhaust pipes, tool

WE
BEND
ANY
TAILPIPE,
INSTANTLY

Hatter:i fluid

If you pump your own
gas. here's a quickie reminder list of things to check
weekl\ or biweekly
Oil level
Radiator coolant
Tire pressure
Power steering fluid
Brake fluid

Safe winter driving depends
on maximum visibility. Make
sure the heater and defroster are
‘korking properl and wipci
blades do not smear or streak

Don't postpone a tune-up of
your car simply. because it
seems to be running okay.
Spark plug misfiring that you'
may not notice will cause pur
engine to drink extra gas.
Be a Gas Watcher- make
five gallons tit) the ,work of six.
•••

i/N, en though manual trans.
missions can help reduce fuel
consumption, you may be robbing yourself ot this gas-sasing
advantage by using poor shifting techniques.
Shift into high as quickly as
possible Racing along in second gear can use up to 45 pet
cent more tee! depending on
the age and model of your car.
• • •
If a skid does develop when
you are driving, turn the 1-ront
wheels in the direction you are
skidding. When the skid is controlled, turn the front wheels
back to the straight ahead position and slowly maneuver the
car back to the original course
Do not use your brakes during a
skid or you may lose control.
• • •

gas dolltirs

Get more for

•a

•

ows

• Check charging and starting systems

cars with electronic ignition

988

688

special service policy Goody ar will tune your

1

i
i
includes up to five quart
major brand 10/30 mil
Oil filter extra if neededi

It'

Murray,
Ky.

\,,

GASI

pius $t.58 FET,

07e-13
era 14
711-14
F78 14
G7a 14
$000,
78 IS
075 IS
0478 IS
WallaWall also

STORE MANAGER ROBERT B. RUDOLPH, JR.

or 3,000 miles, whichever comes first — maryy services.
much longer. If warranty service is ever required. go
to the Goodyear Service Store where the original work

All Goodyear service is warranted for at least 90 days

Store Hours: 7 a.m. until 5 p.m. Mon.-Sal.

Pius FIT,
s. 10.1110
nesse/

ci
n count
drisi

00vett

rO body

1130 So
'
Sr 89
$33 Sc
$2 i0
$35 00
fi 29
037 00
S. 42
030 SO
S. se,
$r 85
$31 50
$31 00
$2 49
1.40 00
$2 62
11.47 SO
5: 84
Ma Pole at Sale arises

UM PIM
PIS Slat

753-0595

was performed and we'll fix it tree 11 however you're
more than 50 miles from the original store go to any
of Goodyear's 1500 Service Stores nationwide

*NATIONWIDE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY

RAIN CHECK — it we sell out of your size we wi SSUSi you a
rain checku assuring future delivery at the advertised Price

no trade needed

Stockwell

• Four full
e
plies
• Deep-cleated
tread
• Snow tire siren
dependability
pn
all win

Additional pens
. Check
services 'the it
jieei }
entire
cooling system
70 er
dlectiob •
and
P,assure test and svont4i.4 ,L).
tighten all
syliliem •
hoses •
month FREE
Inspect fan
belts0111.1.1
•
replacement of any
provided system
nor dsmagiid
cooranr
due to
accide

$158

-Winter
AutA
oliProtectk
.

95

41

uic
INKSU
si
li
t
"S
SAvs'
61

mete.

CHEcK-UPS

PERMANENT ANTI
INCLUDES UP TO-FREEZE
2 GALS

A76-13 blaCksvall,

4-PLY PERFORMER
SUBURBANITE POLYESTER

• Inspect and rotate all four tires • Set caster,
camber, and toe-in to proper alignment • Inspect
suspension and steering systems • Most U S cars,
some imports
wurrestse es days it 3,010 miles, whichever comes Seel.

Parts and
additional
services
extra if needed
Front wheel drive and Cnevettes extra.

88

and FREE tire rotation

111•98,10

---.1111111111"r
omenell

Goodyear Service Store

Use any ot these 7 Oilier ways to buy
Our Own Customer Credit Plan
• Master Charge • Visa • American Egpress Card
• Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash

Goodyear Revolving
Charge Account

'
Charge

Just Say

NIGHT
SALE ENDS WED.

PROTECT TIRES AND
VEHICLE PERFORMANCE

FRONT-END ALIGNMENT

SNOW TIRE

oil change
• Chassis lubrication and
trucks
light
Includes
•
appointment
•Please call for

1

,
iie
'
l ir
7f•____

VW f

LUBE & OIL CHANGE
$ 88

PROTECT MOVING PARTS

1
.
11 1M1.111

2.11111111. ••

•.•
•„•

If any of these check-ups indicates the ne d for any adjustments or part
replacement..
that were part of the original tune-up, Go. year will make the adjustment or
replacement free of,charge.

• •.

111111ip

11
L
ittaCli

FREE ADJUSTMENT. FREE PARTS REPLACEMENT ...

Any time within one year of your tune-up, take your invoice and
free engin% analysis certificate back to tie store that
performed
the tune-up. and Goodyear will provide erl electronic analysis
free
of charge, up to 3 separate analyses!

3 FREE ANALYSES...

hecklist shown
here. And present you with a 'Free Engin4 Analysis' certificate good for one year from the date Of tP tune-up.

Car electronically, following the 7-point

Under this

AGREEMENT POLICY ...

Subtract $4 for

Electronic 'ember,. Points and condenser are
not required Air gap is set where required

required
• Adjust Carburetor

• Install rum points and condenser
• Install new rotor
• Install new spark plugs
•Set awe and timing to recommended
specs
• Lubricate and check choke, adjust as

ELEC
TROIVIC

GOODIrkEAR
SERVICE STORES

12-MONTH TUNE-UP 3FREE

•

CIENTEIR

188

AUTO SERVICE

7-POINT TUNE-UP $
Standard Ignition*

•••••••4.

;sot

WE'RE OPEN AT 7:30 A.M.
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301 Olive, Murray, Ky.
. 753-1351

*Front End Work
*Tire Balancing
*Mufflers
*Brakes

Wheel Alignment

Rose's

7 3-9132

T
IN
24 HOURS

Although gasoline is making
the headlines this year, Car
Care Council reminds us that it
is not the only fluid essential to
our cars. There can be as many
as 10 others, most of which are
easy to check.
If you can come up with only
nine, you mai, he forgetting the
one fluid 'reservoir that cannot
be replenished, the shock at'
waver.
Hydraulic fluid is essential to
the functioning of" a shock, so
watCh for signs of leakage. It
doesn't have to be a steady
drip: just an oily appearance on
the shock is a warning that you
probably need a new one. Replacement should he in pairs.
How about the other fluids?
Engine oil: Check it weekly.
change oil and filter as recommended in your owner's man
ual
Radiator coolant: Check it
monthly, add a 50' anti•treere
mixture. not just water.
Battery electrolyte: It !.ours
is the type of battery Mit can be
checked, take a look at the fluid
level about once a month and
add water as needed. CAUTION: Batteries emit explosive
hydrogen gas. Avoid sparks or
flame near a batters.
Automatic transmission
fluid: Ha'.,: it checked about
once a month and changed as
recommended in your owner's
manual.
Power steering fluid: For
safety's sake, check it monthly
; Be sure to add the - type
, specified for your car and ii' you
have -to add frequently, citeck
for leaks.
Brake fluid: This is another
check that should be made at
least once a month. Some cars
are equipped with an hydraulically
operated
clutch
mechanism which has its reservoir near the brake reservoir.
Check that al the same time. If
you have to add fluid to either
lexik for signs of leakage.
Rear axle lubricant; This
should be checked when the car
ivsscoen a lift fOr lubrication ser-

S.

JUST

14;
FREE

ONLY

..'4'• a c

POVA4

ERIE ATircuST
LOC AliCre

4.

CARCWEST services are *Mame throur Parts WareriouSe sic leerriCers
PiaiihWIlle NV Jackson raheilial.0

,WE KNOW WHAT TOU MEAN WHEN YOtiRE TALKING PARTS

TAO MN ••,,KO*MM.

410.111111V 1111/TNIIIIIPOND

1109 Chestnut Street
•
Murray-753-8311

Motor Parts & Bearings

Booldet explains now to save gas with
auto parts and correct driving habits
On me back, a woe,easy-to-use
calculator for ouichN determining yOut
NO 'PURCHASE
car's m.p g
REQUIRED
Goal at as participating CAROUESt Auto Parts Stores tnru Nov 18 1979

CARQUES?
GAS SAVER TIPS BOOKLET

take punishment

There's an Anco refill for almot every car on
the road. Don't take chances with a streaked
windshield. Your windshield wipers need a
tune-up, too, for winter's heavy weather.
Change to Anco .. the wiper refill built to

WIPER REFILLS

Aiwa

79c

One misfiring plug can waste one gallon
of gas out of every 10 ...cause
twice as many'wart starts'
increase emissions ... drain ignition
systems. Tune up NOW with new
Resistors 99C
Unlit 8 plugs
Champion plugs. No matter what your
per customer
engine, Champion's got the plug to
cleaver surer starts, better engine
Performance. Champion heat ranges and firing
characteristics are precisely matched to every engine design and every
operating condition you might face. Champions spark all the performance
your engine was designed to deliver.

SPARK PLUGS

CHAMPION

AUTO PARTS STORES

how are your Wiper blades?

TUNE-UP SALE

Check and add regularly. And

Entering the winter season
with damage on the body of
your car is a little like exposing
a fresh wound to a pool of
sharks. The ravages of winter
weather can attack those little
nicks, dimples and minor rusty
areas a'nd turn them into gaping
holes.
According to experts at DeVilhiss Company, repairs of
nicks, scratches, dents, small
rust-outs and areas of surface
rust are not difficult for the average do-it-yourselfer. All one
needs is sonic touch-up Paints,
masking tape, sand paper and
cleansers commonly fOund
around the house.
Larger jobs such as repairing
deeper dents or badly rusted
surfaces require power tools
like drills, special hammer and
files. In addition, plastic body'
filler, fiberglass backup Material, a spray gun and compressor may be. required.

work for
professionals

Unless you base the skill.
your own tools and. iiuiet its
that could cost up to $50, a prolessional body shop may be the
best het to handle the job. De%Jab's% advises, Contact several
body shops to get complete es
timates :Ind explanations, in
order to ev aluate the cost yerstis
the value of your car.

Keep your eye on the fluids
that keep your car on the go.

Majestic Mt. Hood is even more spectacular when viewed through Portland's clean
air. The
Oregon city's mandatory inspection law keeps car emissions clean and protects
the environment.
cry realize that .proper maintemaintenance. either. Keeping can also improve driveability,
nance for their cars is essential
your car tuned and set to man- increase gas mileage and
to keeping the air clean.
ufacturer's specifications will lengthen the life of the car's
This isn't extraordinars
not only lower eniissions but engine.

Air conditioning refrigerant: This is hest checked and
replenished by a mechanic
trained and 'equipped to per•
Motto du% service,
NVindshield washer solvent:

will be in reducing automobile
pollution. There were four
questions we wanted to ansWer
through this study:
Would the short inspection test be able to correctly
identify cars which need emisOne o4the things that attracts sion related maintenance?
people t4 the Northwest is the
2. Woulci tailpipe emissiOns
grandeu t the scenery, and for of carbon Monoxide and hythe residjnts of Portland. Ore.. drocarbons, be reduced by
the sigh of Mt. Hood rising maintenance, and how much.
'
user 1
city is an important
3. Would these emission resintsol f he quality of life ductions last And
there
4. Would the cost of repairs
But ill Portland. as in most be reasonable for those
other urban areas of Amenca, motorists whose cars failed the
air pollution has become a wri- test?
ous problem-4-so serious that in
For the study. EPA perthe earl*I9tOs you could no
formed detailed tests on 400
longer
e it for granted that cars in
Portland. half of them
Mt. Hokfl w(Uld be visible. built between 1972 and 1974
In an Of° o improve the air and half built between 1975 and
quality iii Po1land and to pro- 1977. In each age category we
tect the laltI and welfare of its selected 100 cars which passed
citizenc:Øse Oregon legislature Oregon's 1/N4i test and 100 cars
voted in1 973 to begin a pro- which failed.
gram f9soq.r vehicle inspecThe cart tailing their initial
tion and psitkenance (JIM).
inspection were retested atter
Stud' a Itve shown that corrective maintenance was
oars, truths'
, uses and motor- performed. All cars in the study
cycles
contributors to were then retested at three and
the air
II ion problems in six months after the initial tests.
our en s:yEven with the
Results from EPA's Portland
sophist' edlemission controls Study show that inspection
instalJes1ors newer cars, the programs actually work better
emissio frqm motor vehicles than we had previously estican be
•aigh due to incor- mated.
rect a4jusment. lack of
The Oregon state inspection
maintenance and tampenng.
test successfully identified the
I'M giogrims are de.ignSvl to worst emitters of hydroearbons
identify7clarr( which emit high and carbon monoxide.
After maintenance, the 1975
levels o( baon monoxide and
hysirocar ns and to require and newer cars-which had
mainten4ce for those which do failed averaged 52 percent
lower carbon monoxide and 47
not mcd the standards.
EPA it S been studying UM percent lower hydrocarbons
in Portl4d o determine how than before maintenance For
effective inspection programs older cars that failed, the redIA:lions were 33 and 34 peri.;ent
After six months, the newer
cars still averaged 32 percent
MURRAY
lower carbon 'monoxide emissions and 27 percent lower hy •
drocarbon emission. than before
the inspection. For the older
cars, the reductions after siv
months .were 10 percent and 11
percent.
The average repair cost for
cars that failed their first test
was $24 for the newer cars and
$35 for the older cars. Half of
all the failed cars were repaired
for less than $14.
MURRAY
NIGHTS
EPA's Portland Studs has
733-1234 or
shown that UM programs can
work to reduce automobile pol753-1830
lution in our cities at a reasonable colt. In the next few years.
McCLARD'S
similar programs will be starting up in other areas of the
SHELL SERVICE
country.
It is important that car ov.n-

by Slichael P. %Salsh
Deputy .Assistant
Administrator,
Office of iiebile
Source(Air Pollution
C'ontrol•fA
.P

Decrease in polhttants
are noted as result
of inspection campaign

Cat; checks help clean Portland air—EPA Heavy body
damage Is
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*Snow Tires
*Shocks
*Check Brakes

c.111

Ir0111

i s

During this period of fuel
uncertainties, many car-owners
are buying lock-type gas caps
Be sure that the cap selected.i.
designed for the specific make,
model and year of the vehicle
on which it is to be used.
Different models of autos use
various gas tank or cap venting
systems.
Use of an improper cap can
create a cacuifin as fuel'
drawn from the tank by the fuel
pump. This could result in the
serious consequence of a col
lapsed gas tank

Gas cap must
match vehicle

*Oil Change-Oil Filter
*Oil Lube
*Anti-Freeze

Get Your Car Ready For
Cold Weather Now!

All Full Service

Across From Jan Fain Motors)

811 Sycamore

11
,
11Se

10111) S4:1 1,11.:e

eilleIyillk S

'Maybe it they had practiced preventive medicine and
kept their cars in shape, they
could have started ,*' he said.

.111

until mid-February
A Motor Club road service
spokesman wiyly commented.
"I never re:allied how dedicated our professionals were
until this storm All tut a sudden
it seemed that c% ‘• th it tiff
trust
111.10 It/ 111.1ke

Hopkins Sycamore
Service

ae=be
01==ese

1109 Chestnut St.
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-8311

Motor Parts & Bearings

AUTO PARTS

It Nlis O'Leary's cost had
been liying in the winter of
1978-79, she doubtless would
have kicked the lantern over
—again and started another tire.
Never before in anyone's
memory had Chicago cy per(
&iced such a ,ast

dui ng braid'y alone. According to a Club spokesman, the
6001X) calls received during
the month exceeded the previous monthly record by sonic
8,0(X).
•
\'iltually all of the calls were
tin siditiiip
deep stioW ifi.ai immo11,11/vj
tic1111e1
ii alt lc kept .teinalid hit Toad
I Ile 1110
,
I
13111w s t1I the
winter were dealt to the' service assistance down.
who had .to carry on Thousands of cars were so
normal daily duties in the face badly trapped on residential
ol car-top depths of snow and streets that it would, have been
impossible to move them even
sub-zero temperatures.
To accent the troubles of the if they were started.
A typical story': "My car was
car owners, the Chicago Motor
Club received a record number buried in a drift on New Year's
ot emergency road service calls
Day. I couldn't move it again

Chicago's snow and cold can
teach lesson to whole nation

Before starting out on a trip this winter, he prepared for the worst
that winter may have to
offer. At the least, your trunk should cootain a bucket of sand or
rock-salt, a shovel, battery
booster cables, tire chains, traction mats, a tow chain or strap, safety
flares or reflectors, and
auxiliary lighting eqaipment.

4
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ri AMC

Jeep PT

641 North - 753-6448

Cains AMC,Jeep,Inc.

Open Daily 7 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Open Evenings By Appointment

Come Out& Find Out
About This Special Price
It'll Be Worth Your While

A Special
Discounted Price.

Will Be Sold At

A111980 Model
Cars & Jeeps

Now Until Dec. 20, 1979

Special Offer!!

Come By And
Test Drive The
New Eagle

Concord Demonstrators Left

We Have 2-1979

On All 1979
Cars & Jeeps In Stock
These 79's Will be Sold
Below Dealers Cost!
4

.would probably he no
qtan to replace one
'•
, At the .$ lc
tomotive
lute, aska good., l
57
determine
114ë
tries
are saiisfacti's fo
use
Poi mat inform
tan
cooling system care, ncLa
stamped, self-address
10
envelope to ACSI, 2
'eddl
Lane, leant:irk, N. 1
666
By return mall vou wit
TIVC
a free 12-page booklet ntili
"Quick Course In Cal 'I/

CLOSEOUTS

When a radiator hose goes
should he checked as part of the
bad on your car, do you replace
procedure, as the connection
just the one that failed or do
can he only as secure as the
you think about preventing a ,clamp that binds it.
repeat performance by replacTechnical experts at the Instiing other hoses in dubious contute say the savings can be even
dition?
greater in the case of cars with
Autommise Cooling System two or three dove
hefts, operatInstitute says the most economing the alteinator, water pump,
ical procedure often is to reposter steering and air con•
place all hoses al once. Rubber (Janine' compressor.
component's of the same age are
Should the damaged belt he
likely to tad at about the same the one on the
inside (farthest
rate So it is logical that they from the
radiator), the other
should he replaced at the same two must first
he removed In
time.
such j case the labor to remove
Additionally, hose clamps ;slid replace
all three hells

Replace radiator hoses at sa

011.

4

.

4

, Acura this basks:
Windshield washer soh ent:

SAVE

••

••

4.

•.

7

95

•

SF.ARS. ROEBUCK AND CO

Sears

BEL-AIR
cum

Guartm1e411 or brow 11o.tiry Nark

• Now on sale in our -DI." catalog supplement
Shipping. installation extra • Price is catalog price
• Ask about Sears credit plans

TIRES INSTALLED WHILE YOU WAIT
3:1,,
• IN STOCK LOCALLY •
ELECTRONIC
SPIN WHEEL BALANCE
AVAILABLE
Scientific accuracy...true balance

$2

XT

OFF
10%
snow tire
ractionex

until November 26th

ion Snow Tires

Sears

0•0

W th another winter just around the corner, the Safe Winter
Driving League reminds Motorists that now is the time to get
themSelves prepared for winter driving.
While the added hazards of winter driving—reduced visibility
and inadequate traction—often trap the unvYary driver, the typical
winter driving accident could be avoided if drivers practiced a few
comMon-sense precautions developed by the National Safety
Council's Committee on Winter Driving Hazards.
This nationwide group of research and testing engineers has
evaltfated the performance of vehicles and equipment. as well as
drivihg techniques, over a wide range of hazardous driving condi•
tions during its annual winter driving test program.
Basically, safer winter driving depends on the car and its
equipment. as Well as the driver, according to Ross G. Wilcox,
League Executive Secretary. ,

Conunonsense precautions are
best ways to avoid accidents

ADVANCED,ING

5 Points, Murray

759-4788

Tiro & Automotive, Inc.

Advanced, Inc.

Check With Us First!

*Tires
*Batteries
*Anti-Freeze

is about to start, then release:
steer and pump again. This intermittent braking action will
keep the front wheels rolling so
you can maintain steering con-

Murray, Ky.

Meniter FDIC

MURRAY

KY.

Marion

AMERICAN NATIONAL

BANK AND TRUST CO 41h at MaIn St

PEoPLEs
o/BANK

cWa

(wE

What's your pleasure? Want to move up to something bigger? Move down to an economy car? A
wagon for the family? Or maybe something sporty?
You pick the car. We will work out the financing.
At The Willing Bank, you have two ways to
go on an auto loan. First, you can shop for the
car you want, then tell your dealer you want
us to finance it. He'll take it from there. Or, you
determine the amount you want to pay for a new
car and arrange the loan personally... in advance.
Either way, you can't
go wrong with an
auto loan from
The Willing Bank.

Who'll loan
you the
keys to a
new car?

Dime 753-5524

1107 Chestnut Street

Quality-Service-Availability

Williams Radiator
& Glass Co.

panic and jam them on or you
will lock the wheels and almost
certainly go into a skid.
Apply brakes gently
Instead. apply the brakes
gently until you feel that a skid

Some driving tips for winter trips

• ••• •

Have car in top notch condition
SO first of all, it's essential to have your car in top notch condition,' paying particular attention to those items affecting traction
and ;visibility. These include the brakes, tires, lights, defroster,
windshield wipers, and emergency equipment.
AS far as visibility is concerned, keep your windshield as well as
Installed in just 20 minutes, a new windshield washer pump
the
Side and rear windows clear at all times. And don't forget to
sholild last for three years, or about 40,000 miles. —Photo
clean the headlights, taillights and directional signals.
couttess 6f ANCO.
Replace 'streaking wiper blades that have gone "dead" from
expOsure to sun, wind, emissions and oily road film. For most
Next, give your trunk a
efficient winter operation, use
the flew rubber-encased winter "safety check" before starting
out on a winter trip so you'll be
blades.
When it comes to traction, a prepared for emergency situagood, deep tread is important tions that could arise. In addl.
all year aroundi but especially tion to chains, you should carry
on Wet, snowy and icy sur- a bucket of sand or rock salt, a
shovel, battery booster cables,
faces.
•
tow chain, flares or fuses, and a
Snow or studded tires
flashlight or electric lantern (be
Conventional snosid tires pro- sure the batteries are fresh).
vide a substantial improvement
Now that your car is ready,
over regular tires for pulling the most essential part of safe
snow,
although
they
through
winter driving is up to you—the
are of little or no help when it driver.
comes to stopping on glare ice;
Few drivers realize that the
studded snow tires, on the other braking distance on snow and
hand, improve both stopping ice can he from three to nine
and pulling ability on glare ice. times as far as the normal dry'
(Studded tires are now banned pavement distance. This obvi'in a number of states; in most ously means that speeds on
other states they are generally slick pavements must be drastipermitted only during a cally reduced.
specified winter period.)
Increase distances
And contrary to the impresFollowing distances must he
sion of many motorists, radial
tires, per se, arc not necessarily increased appreciably, and any
a substitute for}, snow tires, ac- type of maneuvering—whether
cording to theCouncil's tests. accelerating, braking or steerThes tests have disclosed that ing—must be performed with
the performance of radial tires far more care and finesse.
Of most importance, winter
on snow varies widely and is
dependent on the trepd config- drivers should learn the habit of
"getting the feel" of the road.
uration.
In other words, if a radial tire This can be done when out of
has a snow tread.'it performs the way of other' vehicles by
pretty much is a conventional jabbing the brake pedal or by
DI-38767H
snow tire; if it has a regular "gunning" the engine momenhighway tread, it performs as a tarily to see whether the wheels
skid or spin. This is particularly
regular highway tire.
critical at times when the
Tire chains best
pavement appears to be wet but
For the ultimate in winter may actually be starting to
traction, the Council's tests freeze.
11
have shown that reinforced tire
A good driver practices this
chains far out-perform any type technique whenever there's any
478413
unmounted
With Tractionex rubber
of
winter
tire
yet
developed.
doubt about the condition of the
They ptovide from four to road surface, and then drives
compound for ice trac- blackwall was $27.95
seven times the pulling ability accordingly.
tion. •Belted bias-ply deof•regular tires for climbing icy
Next, when slowing or stop, sign;2fiber glass belts,2
grades or pulling through deep ping on slippery pavement,
414
snow
"pump" the brakes. Don't
nylon cord plies.
Exoise
Tax
Plus $1.118 Federal

4.
1".
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Because the manufacturing*
process for a radial tire is more
complicated, it costs more than
other types of tires. The difference in initial purchase price
will frequently be compensated
for through greater tread wear
and improved .gas mileage. Because radials have a
quicker steering response, they
should not be mixed with other
types Of tires.
BIAS PLY
Before the arrival of the
belted-bias concept, the great
majority of all tires were biasply. The term "bias" simply
means that the plies, or layers
of fabric cord, are applied in
"criss-cross" fashion from
rim-edge to rim-edge.
This configuration provides
strength to the tire body in all
directions. A bias tire can be
made with either two or four
plies of nylon, rayon or polyester.
BELTED BIAS
The belted-bias 4ire offers
high mileage and generally
greater resistance to road
hazards than bias-ply tires, plus
excellent traction.
Basically, the belted-bias is
an extension of the bias-ply tire
which is constructed with two
or four plies of a strong inner
fabric to which . the rubber
sidewalls and tread are bonded.
The belted-bias tire begins in
the same way, with inner plies
like a bias-ply tire. Then before
the tread is applied, the belts
which encircle the circumference of the tire are added.
A tire with belted-bias construction keeps its tread firmly
on the road, thus greatly reduc-

RADIAL TIRES
The radial tire provides an
excellent combination of wear..
handling and over-all performance. It is the most popular
tire in the original equipment
and replacement passenger tire
markets.
A radial tire has a body made
of cords which run straight up
and over in "hoop" fashion
from rim-edge to rim-edge.
. To provide puncture resistance, long life and tread stability, two or more very stable and
strong belts are run around the
tire's circumference under the
tread. This combination results
in a tire with extremely flexible
sidewalls and a strong stable
tread area in contact with the
road surface.
Radial tires deflect more than
bias or belted-.bias and therefore have a soft or "underinflated" look.
This is why it is extremely
important to check a radial's air
pressure with an air pressure
gauge and not by merely looking at the tires.
Radial tires are produced
with various combinations of
rayon, polyester, nylon,
fiberglass, steel or aramid fiber
in plies and belts.

So you're going to buy a new •
set of "shoes" for your
car. Welcome to the world of.,
radial, bias-ply and belted-bias
tires.
Sound confusing? It isn't,
once you know the basics of
tire construction.' Learning
them won't make you a tire expert, but it will help You when
you go to your local tire dealer
to talk tires.
There are three basic types of
tire construction: radial.
belted-bias and bias-ply.

polyester, fiberglass and steel
are used with belted-bias constructton.
The belted-bias tire, though
more expensive than • • ,.Is
usually provides greais;
for the motonst.

307 N. Main St. Benton, Ky. 527 1444

Authorized Dealer for
Calloway 8 Marshall Countis

®Lampkins Buick:nc.

NEW & USED CARS

Member FDIC

Bank of Murray

WHERE NEW
CAR LOANS
ARE SO SIMPLE...
THEY'RE ALMOST AUTO...MATICI

ing tread "squirm," a major lion pnnciple, the combination
cause of tire wear. The belts of bias angle body plies and
the
than
make the tire more resistant to 'belts—more
materials— whith gives the tire
punctures, cuts and bruises.
A belted-bias tire, can be its many advan 'ges.
Plies and b Its of various
made of several combinations
of Matenals. It is the construe- combinations o rayon. nylon,

Know differences in tires
before you buy replacements
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Electronic engine analyzer can spot
problems, recommend instant action

l

auqlorized dealerfor Calloway
and Marshall Counties

kampkins Buick, Inc.

s.

CARE FOR YOUR CAR
CROS• SWORD PUZZLE
.i

When yt tarn the key to
e'prcid your car
start your gine
lem may be
just clicks:,
dischar d ha cry. Or it
could he nf ihug more than cotrosion rest nee on the battery
cables. Air4ittg to Car Care
Council. tat 1 er is a common
autonxni vb ailment and, like
most trou CS, it's easily pre1
4 Another...
11151V9156

Complete
Automotive
Machine Shop

a-

n

PURDOM

See Our Service
Department For
Expert Tune-Ups

The Tune-Up
ofthe Year!!

DON'T CH&

yourseffers

Pump it

INN%

C3.

Your NAPA Jobber is the Right
Place to Go!

iLio Murray
Auto Parts

and the type of battery.
A computerized service tool on the console guides the
Then he attaches the tester
through
step-by-step
operator
up
explosion.
cawse
an
diagnose
spark could
vented.
that can accurately
to the battery and cranks
cables
each
test.
ot
corroto
accumulation
not
twist the to 60 different engine functions
Be careful
The
to start the test seengine
the
test
the
displays
console
The
sion causes high resistance 10 post loose from the battery!
in less than four minutes has
Twisting the cable terminals been developed by Chrysler's results and identifies any Com- quences.
pre% em the flow•of current to
The mechanic can test
and from the battery . A tem- may help make contactivetween Huntsville Ejectronics Divi- ponent not meeting specificaselected systems or the total entions.
porary remedy, which may get the cable and the battery termi- sion.
Before starting the engine gine system.
The service tool is called the
you started. is to gently twist nal. Should shomi make • contact,
Huntsville engineers selected
sequence, the mechanic
test
clamps.
terminal
Performance
to
enstart
you
your
enabling
Engine
cable
Electronic
the
microprocessor for the test
the
he
to
vehicle
are
the
accessories
believed
identifies
he
all
first
gine, the problem should
Make sure
Analyzer(EEPA). It is
because the tiny coatPuter
unit
n
A
10-butto
simple
this
.a
tool
tested using
off before attempting
corrected as soon as pOssible by to he the only diagnostic
becomes outdated.
never
butthe
a good cleaning of the hatter) which takes the guesswork out console. He punches
As engine characteristics
terminals and cable c(amps. of engine repair by pinpointing - tons in proper sequence toindi•
additional data banks
Your repairman can do the job probleni areas and recommend- cate the number of engine change.
be Made available to keep
i•roperly in a matter of a few ing corrective action. Other cylinders, size of the starter will
the analyzer up-to-date.
minutes
diagnostic systems simply motor, alternator, regulator,
It son .are a do-it•sourselfer. monitor test results.
the Council suggests this proThe heart of the analyzer is a
computer
microprocessor
cedure.
Pick up the tiillowing • which offers a fool-proof
i•
Trt
i
items from your auto supply method for troubleshooting varsystems. The com-•
to make the job easier and ious engine
store
1.•
13
is prosafer: a cable puller and pliers: puter's memory hank
the
td
engine's
test
grammed
cleaning
clamp
and
a
terminal
ill
17
1.
If
tool and, most important. primary and secondary igni,safety goggle. if you don't al- tion, starting. charging. com31
111
k•
pression, and tinting.
ready have them in your tool
EEPA can test any Chrysler
kit. Wear your goggles and
PI
wear old ckahes. Also read the passenger car or truck built
warning battery manufacturers since 1972.. It can also he
a.
41
a
JO
put on the battery. It usually is adapted to both Chrysler and
competitive vehicles by future
as follows:: t
14
DANGER: Battenes produce expansion of the data bank.
1
7
Any dealer mechanic or serexplosive gases. keep sparks,
IS
3,
vice operator can operate EEPA
flame, cigarettes away . Ventiwith minimal instruction. An
late when charging or using in
41
alPhanumeric electronic display
•
enclosed space. This battery
contains sulfuric acid which
411
dll
•
Al
Of
causes severe burns If acid
contacts es:es, skin or clothing,
605 Main St.
Ilt
SI •
flush well with water. For conMurray,Ky.
tact with eyes get immediate
1.
••
medical attention. KEEP
Phone 753-4424
AWAY FROM CHILDREN.
Patrons of sell-service
•
gasoline stations can save
.,
1
2) Remove the battery ca- money, but the practice can be
I
I
_
bles. Start with the negative (-) costly if regular maintenance is
or grounded cable first to pre- neglected
I. Presidential.
42. English road
ACR
The operatoi of a 1.os
speed vent sparks resulting trom acci. nicknameiln o
ref% ice Ofg
1. What,ãjveU tuned
.dental grounding of the positive Angeles serv ice station, who
Unit car
even • (um)
engine
wio
terminal.
(in U . S ).
44. Preposition.
in
hat both full-service and self3) Next remove the positive service islands, recently
. Kind of tire for.
7. What a eglected 45. Radiator
Miller.
tercovering
battery
cable
from
the
(+)
engine
checked the cars of 100 cus. Boy's group. •
46. German cars
minal.
does v-dtten
tomers who pump their own
hill
.
Uncooked.
Scottish
49.
t
13. Sersicebmportan
4) Remose the battery ,hold
.. Wheel assembly. 'down bracket (note the poption fuel. Of the 100 cars he found:
51. Not me
to sure 'starting.
56 were at least a quart low
. Motorist's road'
52. Type of salmon
better ps
of the tetminals) and retnove on oil
finder
53. Heart of an
mileagd
Complete Radiator Service
from
battery
the
vehicle.
the
34 needed radiator coolant
31. Employ.
•
automobile
14. Pursue.,
the
on
battery
5i
Place
the
55. American unit of 32. Initials on
(lean, Patch, Fix or
IS. Heed. 4.
33 had at least one tire well
Cardinals' caps. floor near a drain and wash it below recommended pressure
car fuel
16. EJectridal Pattern
New One If Necessary'
34. Comedienne
with a solution of baking soda
57. Diplomat Silas
IS. Notion!
29 needed power steering
Arthur.
and family.
and water DO NOT allow- any fluid
19. Chuttil saw
Soft
dnnk.
35.
and
Mrs
Peron
1.
▪
1
5
of
20. Neig
solution to enter the battery
2)4 were low on brake fluid
37. Notation of ,
others
Wash. and Ida
cells. Mier cleaning, rinse the
27 were low on battery water
:
incomplete
golf
car
21. Bnlivh sports
DOWN
battery with clear water.
,. .- round.
22. Weigh labbe)
6) Next inspect the battery.
98. Sound of salveI. What 26 Across
23. Pnntin fluid
••••••••••••••••••••
knock .
helps you do
tray and remote all signs of
24. Sign 041 lavatory
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SNEVA
INDY '500' V ETPIIAN
per hour to 50 can. save you
more than 20 percent in fuel.
With gasoline prices the way
they are, you're sating almost
four gallons or closs to $4 pei
tankful by. cutting speed.
3 If you've ever ridden with
a professional race driver, you
know that he is un extremely •
smooth driver. Pie doesn't indulge in gas-wasting lack rabbit starts, lie keeps a light,
stead (hot on the, gas pedal,
doesn't pass et-min.:all) or lane
hop. All these maneuvers consume fuel unnecessarily
4 The successtul race driver
always anticipates traffic patterns If you do the same ion the
nut), you'll save gas "try to
'play- Mai,' lights and don't
tailgate Alm% inay Cause sudden stops and }UM.

highway speed Isom 70 miles

-

r,0
K•
V) 2.•

, 0-o
*Pqz-

408 N. 4th
753-6719
;c,,,
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•24 Hour Wrecker Service
•Tires (Studded)
•Alignment
Check With Us,
We are Located At

Hook's.
Wheel
Tires
and
Accessories

by TOM SNEVA
Undertaking a 500-mile trip
with a 200-gallon fuel supply
might seem like luxury in these
days of gasoline scarcity. That
is unless the trip is the Indianapolis "500." the richest
prize in all of auto racing.
Up until several years ago,
there was no fuel limit at the
Indy -500." After the Middle
Eastern oil crisis of the mid1970's rules iistablishing.a limit
on fuel were set. That's one
reason why we in racing -the
drivers, the mechanics and the
pit crews -have suddenly hecome conscious of fuel conservation.
*I've seen cars stop short of
the finish line because they ran
out of gas. Its lily job to see it
never happens to me.
I can pass these fuel-saving
tips on to you.
I . Any car I drive, whether •
at Indy or my own private car,
is in best possible shape. I don't
waste a drop of fuel because of.
an untuned engine, improperly
inflated tires, faulty brakes. or
any other malfunctioning part
or system. The average
inotonst can't say the same_ If
he has neglected maintenance,
he is si.asting costly and scarce
fuel. .
2 Driving last is the name (il
the racer s game, and race drivers have the skill to do it safely
But racers don't drive any faster than absolutely necessary to
win, especially in these days of
fuel limits. And that's part of
the secret of driving with gas
economy in mind.
Driving at the 55 mph
highway speed hunt is not only
safer but it Is more fuel efficient
hit' motorists Reducing your

Friendly FolksFriendly Service

-:O.P.?1 ETh'-i

_

.5. None of you are likely to
experience the pit stop where
your tank is filled and tires
changed in less than 21) seconds. But avoid, if you can,
long periods of idling, at a service station or any other place.
If you have to wait in your car
for more than a few moments,
turn off the engine This holds
true at a railroad crossing while
waiting for, a train or at a Milr-

CO t1

,f AERS
BEL-AIR CENTER-753-6391

car
ket waiting tor someone to through car pooling. taking
mass liansil. walking or lust
come out of the store.
• The way.you drive can affect deciding the trip isn't necesfuel mileage more than five rry, you could save five perpercent. Keeping speeds cent of your fuel bill
Proper maintenance can acreasonable, driving smoothly
and avoiding long periods of count for an additional saving4
idling can save fuel as well as of five percent. A recent survey
showed that negly KO percent
money.
Let me pass these other fuel of the cars on the road today are
saving tips on to you. If you wasting fuel due to lack .4
could eliminate iust one of maintenance. In many case,

Indy racers have fuel-saving tricks on track and,ak

'500' driver says-
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the Olk tiers are not a% ate iheir
cars are wasting fuel An esti
mated 512.0011 harrels' (il
gasoline a JO, COUld be f.aveil
all vehicles were
in the t.'•ti
kept in proper tune
•
So, saving gasoline through
more thoughtful use of the tar.
using good driving practit'rs,
and hiller «indition if the car
Lan easily save 15 percerf of
your fuel bill

home
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